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i. INTRODUCTION
Designs of new air-to-air and other tactical missiles
are aimed at high maneuverability, low structural weight, and
conformal or submerged carriage. The speed range includes
the low and high supersonic Mach numbers. Angles of attack
can be high enough to cause formation of body and fin shed
vorticity. The missiles may be equipped with planar and
cruciform fin layouts, monoplane wing/interdigitated tail fins,
or low profile finned sections all with various planform
shapes. Accurate prediction of loading distributions and
component loadings are required for stability and control and
for aeroelastic analyses.
In response to the above needs, program LRCDM2was
developed for supersonic missiles with axisymmetric bodies
and up to two finned sections. The fin planforms may have
breaks in sweep but must be flat. This program is capable of
predicting pressure distributions and component loads acting on
the entire configuration including effects of body and fin
vorticity. It is the result of an evolutionary process start-
ing with the set of programs DEMON2(Ref. i) which was
automated and specialized to configurations with bodies of
revolution in program NSWCDM(Ref. 2). These analytic programs
make use of supersonic paneling and line-singularity methods
coupled with vortex-tracking theory. DEMON2was developed
under sponsorship of NASA/Langley Research Center and the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory; NSWCDM was sponsored by the
Naval Surface Weapons Center.
The work described in this report is concerned with improve-
ments and extensions to NSWCDM in connection with fin- and
afterbody-shed vorticity, reducing computation time, and
extending the Mach number and angle of attack ranges. The
resulting computer program is called LRCDM2. This work was
supported by the Supersonic Aerodynamics Branch of
NASA/Langley Research Center under Contract NASI-16770 with
Mr. Jerry Allen as Technical Representative.
On the basis of recent user experience with programs
DEMON2and NSWCDM(for example, Refs. 3 and 4), the following
specific tasks were performed to improve and extend the usable
range of program NSWCDM.
Task I.- Add an afterbody vortex-shedding model; the
afterbody and tail-fin pressure and loading calculations shall
include afterbody vorticity effects.
Task 2.- Add routines for determining fin leading-
and/or side-edge vorticity characteristics in a form compatible
with the vortex tracking routines; these vortices are to be
included in the vortex trajectory calculations along the
afterbody and tail section.
Task 3.- Reduce computer time by saving the influence
coefficient matrix and other characteristics associated with
the forward- and tail-finned sections; modify the program to
run multiple angles of attack and roll for one Mach number.
Task 4.- Extend range of applicability in terms of Mach
number (up to Mach 6) and angles of attack (up to 25 ° ) by
investigating practical means for combining two-dimensional
nonlinear hypersonic and shock expansion theories with three-
dimensional linear theory to account for interference.
As part of the above tasks, predictions were compared
with available measurements in order to evaluate the improve-
ments and extensions. In addition, fin layouts were made more
flexible and may include low-profile quadriform and triform
layouts. Program modifications for the latter were carried out
for the U.S. Army Missile Command*.
*Work performed for Mr. Dave Washington, DRSMI-RDK, Redstone
Arsenal, Alabama, under Purchase Order No. DAA H01-82-P-1224.
The updated program LRCDM2treats a complete missile
configuration from nose tip to body base in a series of steps.
Fins and wings alone can also be analyzed by this program. A
special program designated BDYSHDmodels afterbody vortex
shedding and can be used with LRCDM2and vortex tracking module
VPATH2 to account for the effects of afterbody vortices on
the tail fin pressures and loads.
In this report, the methods of approach to accomplish
the tasks are given. Comparisons between predictions and
experiment are described. Limitations and recommendations are
given in the concluding remarks. The appendices contain
user-oriented program documentation including a description of
program flow, input and output, program limitations and a
sample case. Additional analytical details are described in
the remaining appendices.
2. METHODSOF APPROACH
This section contains brief descriptions of the nature
of and the need for an afterbody vortex-shedding model, the
basic underlying theoretical approach of an existing vortex,
shedding program NOSEVTX, and the modifications and improve-
ments required for use with program LRCDM2resulting in
companion program BDYSHD. The use of programs LRCDM2and
BDYSHDin the automated stepwise treatment of a complete missile
configuration is described. This is followed by a discussion
of the updated treatment for fin-edge vorticity and the
modifications performed to reduce computer running time. A
description is given of preliminary methods to extend the Mach
number range of applicability of LRCDM2. Where necessary,
additional details are given in appendices.
2.1 Afterbody Vortex-Shedding Model
Configurations with long afterbody sections (length
between forward and tail fins k i0 diameters) will shed after-
body vortices for angles of attack in excess of i0 °. The
following sketch depicts two vortex feeding sheets on the
afterbody of an unrolled missile at included angle of attack
ec" The body coordinate system (xB,YB,Z B) with origin at
the nose tip is indicated but the tail fins are not shown.
The actual shape and starting locations of the feeding sheets
are influenced by the flow conditions and external vortices
(if present) generated by the forebody and the canard fins.
ZB / Forebody
I _ __ _ Forward finned section
Fin trailing-edge vorticlty ___
Only two fin trailing edge vortices are shown but more may
exist. In the afterbody vortex model, the growing vortex
sheets will be represented by a multitude of vortices called
vortex clouds.
It is mentioned in Reference 3 that the lack of
afterbody vorticity in program DEMON2 (on which NSWCDM and
LRCDM2 are based) may affect predicted rolling moment for
angles of attack in excess of about 12 ° for a forward control
canard-tail wind tunnel model. Similar observations are
listed in Reference 2 in connection with overall normal forces
in pitch. Afterbody vortices will affect the forces and moments
acting on the afterbody. In addition, the vortices will
induce effects on the tail fins with the attendant modifications
to the fin loadings. Thus, an afterbody vortex shedding
module was developed from an existing program called NOSEVTX
and adapted for optional use with LRCDM2.
The supersonic vortex shedding program NOSEVTXwas
developed for application to forebodies. The basic features
are described in Reference 5 and program details are given in
Reference 6. The method is essentially based on a modified
Stratford separation criteria applied to circumferential
pressure distributions on the body which are calculated with
potential flow methods including effects of external
vortices. Strengths of the shed or separated vortices are
related to the square of the resultant flow velocity
calculated at points on the body. The shed vortices form a
vortex cloud.
2.2 Program BDYSHD
Program NOSEVTX (Ref. 6) was modified and arrangements
made to suit the needs of program LRCDM2and to decrease
running time in the application to axisymmetric bodies. The
new afterbody vortex shedding program is called BDYSHD. User-
oriented program details are given in Appendix B. Program
BDYSHD has the following new features.
1. The body source-paneling method is replaced with the
source and doublet line-singularity method described in
References 1 and 7 in order to decrease computation time
appreciably; the allowable body cross-sectional shapes are
limited to axisymmetric cross sections and the bodies consist
of a nose followed by a cylinder.
2. Files are created to exchange calculated forces and
moments between programs LRCDM2 and BDYSHD at the beginning
and end of the afterbody section.
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3. Files are created to exchange external vortex
strengths and lateral locations between LRCDM2and BDYSHDat
the beginning and end of the afterbody section.
4. Effects of included angle of attack and angle of
roll are incorporated and afterbody loads are calculated in
rolled and unrolled body coordinate systems.
5. The latest modifications and improvements to NOSEVTX,
performed under Contract NASI-17027 since its description in
Reference 6, have been incorporated in BDYSHD. These include
refinements in the determination of the flow separation loca-
tions based on the Stratford criteria described in Reference 6
and an improved vortex core model. In the application to
treatment of afterbodies (length of body between forward
and tail-finned sections), program BDYSHDstarts the analysis
with a set of forebody vortices (if present) and forward fin-
edge vortices.
The resulting program BDYSHDcan be run as a stand-alone
program to treat bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds.
Additionally, it can be employed as a companion to LRCDM2
to model vortex shedding from axisymmetric afterbodies as an
option. If the latter is the case, the stepwise calculation
procedure used in LRCDM2 is interrupted by the job control
cards at the end of the first three steps that treat the fore-
body and the canard section. Program BDYSHDis then called
to handle the afterbody. After completion, program LRCDM2
is called again to treat the tail section. The procedure is
described in more detail below.
2.3 Use of Programs LRCDM2and BDYSHDin
Stepwise Procedure
The stepwise series or sequence of calculations employs
the following program or modules.
Program or Module
LRCDM2 (contains executive
routine)
VPATH2 (module of LRCDM2)
BDYSHD (separate program)
Purpose
Compute pressures and loads
acting on axisymmetric forebody
or afterbody (neglecting after-
body vortices) and one finned
section; LRCDM2 makes use of line
singularities and paneling
methods as summarized in
References 2 and 4 and described
with more details in Reference i;
latest modifications are given
elsewhere in this report.
Calculate vortex paths and vortex
induced effects for cases with or
without cruciform fins mounted on
axisymmetric bodies; method is
based on slender body theory and
makes use of path integration
scheme as described in
References i, 2, and 4.
Over length of afterbody (i.e.,
between forward- and tail-fin
sections), generate body-shed
vortices and compute loads acting
on afterbody; if this program is
used, the afterbody calculations
in LRCDM2 are not used; details
of the vortex shedding method are
given in References 5 and 6.
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In the application to a complete configuration consisting
of a forward set and tail set of fins mounted on an axisym-
metric body, program LRCDM2performs the following six steps
in conjunction with module VPATH2 and optionally with program
BDYSHD. Except for step 3a, the executive routine in LRCDM2
performs the stepwise procedure and arranges for the appropriate
data exchanges. The optional step 3a, engagement of program
BDYSHD, is performed with job control language. Also note
that in the treatment of a tail finner (one finned section at
body base), program LRCDM2 is set to perform the first three
steps only.
Step i.- Analyze forebody and forward-finned section or
wing; effects of forebody shed vorticity (determined from
built-in data base) are included up to finned section;
compute and save control point coordinates and calculate loads
on forward fins without vortex effects.
Step 2.- Using module VPATH2, track vortices through
forward-finned section, compute and save their effects on the
fins; in this process the vortex paths may move in a crossflow
plane or their paths can be made to lie parallel to body
centerlines (the latter scheme is recommended).
Step 3.- Include effects of forebody vortices in loadings
acting on forward-finned section and determine fin-edge
vorticity characteristics; add force and moment coefficients for
the configuration up to the canard trailing edge.
Step 3a.- (OPTIONAL) Stop program LRCDM2 and continue
with program BDYSHD to treat afterbody from forward-finned
section to leading edge of tail-finned section; data sets
containing loading and vortex information are exchanged at
the start and the end of this run between programs LRCDM2
and BDYSHD.
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Step 4.- Continue with LRCDM2 to compute and save
control point coordinates and calculate loads on tail fins with-
out effects of forebody, canard, or afterbody vortices; if
step 3a is not exercised, coordinates of points on the after-
body at which pressures will be calculated are also calculated
and stored.
Step 5.- If step 3a is not performed, track forebody and
forward-fin vortices from forward-finned section along
afterbody and through the tail section; compute and save
vortex effects on afterbody and tail fins by another applica-
tion of VPATH2; if program BDYSHD (step 3a) was used to treat
the afterbody, VPATH2 tracks all (including afterbody)
vortices through the tail section; along the tail fins, the
vortex paths may move in the crossflow plane or their paths
can be made to lie parallel to the body centerline (the latter
scheme is recommended).
Step 6.- Include effects of external vortices in the
loadings acting on tail fins; if step 3a was not used, compute
afterbody loads including effects of forebody and forward-fin
vorticity; compute and list forces and moments acting on
complete configuration-
In the above steps, program LRCDM2 has been arranged to
exchange data sets containing control point coordinates and
vortex path information between fin-geometric and fin-load
calculation routines and module VPATH2 without user interven-
tion. When program BDYSHD is engaged, however, indices in the
input data for LRCDM2 and BDYSHD arrange for data set
exchanges between the two programs. Actual program running
details are given in Appendices A and B describing program
LRCDM2 and program BDYSHD, respectively.
The following sketch depicts the stepwise procedure
superimposed on a typical configuration with and without the
application of program BDYSHD. The scheme without the use of
the latter program is indicated on the side of the configura-
tion. The optional sequence shown at the top includes
z B
_----_ Step 3a (Program BDYSHD)
 top ,_ "K I s eps
__ _ I anl 6_
an_ ___
_s S
program BDYSHD to treat the afterbody. The body coordinate
system is also shown. Note that steps i, 3, 4, and 6 involve
the body and fin routines of program LRCDM2 and steps 2 and 5
are performed by the vortex tracking module VPATH2. Step 3a
involves the afterbody vortex-shedding program BDYSHD . If
the configuration of interest is a tail finner (one finned
section at the base), steps 1 through 3 only are engaged.
2.4 Fin Leading- and Side-Edge Vorticity
Characteristics
Fins can develop leading- and side-edge separation
vorticity as the angle of attack is increased. If the side
edges are long, vorticity can be generated along the edge for
i0
angles of attack as low as 5° . Along the leading edges,
vorticity can be generated at supersonic speeds provided the
edge lies aft of the Mach cone from the root leading edge
(subsonic leading edge). In any event, the leading- and side-
edge vortices may combine and form a pattern of strong
vorticity located above the trailing edge. In the case of a
missile, the forward fins may generate leading- and/or
side-edge vortices which stream aft along the afterbody and
tail section and influence the pressures on those components.
For fins with leading- and/or side-edge flow separation,
program LRCDM2 is capable of determining the augmentation to
fin normal force from the suction distributions along those
edges. This approach is based on the Polhamus suction
analogy discussed in Appendix C of Reference i. The actual
method has been updated to account for arbitrary fin dihedral
(or cant) angle and fin location on the body. The modifica-
tions are described in Section C.2 of Appendix C in this
report. In addition, along the leading and/or side edges the
growing vorticity strength is calculated as a function of
spanwise distance by means of lifting line theory and the
distribution of suction. Only a portion of the suction,
determined by vortex lift factor Kv,LE for the leading edge
and factor Kv,SE for the side edge, is converted to normal
force. Estimates for these factors are given in Reference 8.
These factors are required as input by program LRCDM2 and have
default values Kv,LE = 0.5 and Kv,SE = 1.0. The leading- and
side-edge forces are included in the overall force and moment
calculation for a given Configuration. At the trailing edge
of the fin, the leading and/or side edge vortex is elevated
above the fin plane as illustrated in the following sketch.
One fin of the forward-finned section is shown attached to
a body. The body coordinate system (xB,YB,Z B) and wing coordi-
nate system (Xw,Yw,Zw) are also indicated. The dihedral or
cant angle for a horizontal fin is zero. The fin leading edge
ii
z B
Forebody
Forward finned section
Vortex feeding sheet
/
x w
Mach /
cone_
/
LE + SE
Leading-and
side-edge vortex
Trailing-edge vortex
lies aft of the Mach cone (it is subsonic) and the side edge
has nonzero length. The angle of pitch seen by the fin is
high enough to cause formation of strong leading- and side-
edge vorticity. A vortex feeding sheet forms and at the
fin trailing edge it is fully developed. At this position,
the vortex system can be represented by a concentrated discrete
vortex. The lateral position Yv is taken as the center of
gravity or the moment center of the suction distributions along
the leading and side edges. This distance, as measured from
the fin root chord, is given by Equation (C-9) in Appendix C
of this report. Its position above the fin plane can be
represented by considering the concentrated vortex to emanate
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from the forward corner of the side edge along a straight line
directed by one-half of the angle of pitch eI seen by the fin.
In this process, the upward motion of the vortex is in a
plane normal to the fin. This is an approximation often made
for a fin attached to a body in accordance with a concept
originated by Bollay (Ref. 9). For a vertical fin, one half
of the angle of sideslip is applied to determine the displace-
ment of the leading- and/or side-edge vortex from the fin plane.
For rolled fins, the upwash due to angle of pitch e, angle of
sideslip 8, and fin deflection angle 6 is determined first
and recast into a local fin angle of attack e 1. One half of
this angle is then used in the vortex displacement calculation.
Thus, for a fin with nonzero side edge the elevation of
the vortex is given by
z I = c
,FLE+S E s.e.
-i
e I = sin (sin6 + sins cos_f - sinB sin#f)
(i)
where Cs.e. is the tip or side-edge chord and _f is the dihedral
or cant angle of the fin as shown in Section C.2 of Appendix C.
For a fin with zero side-edge length (one half of a delta
wing), the lateral location of the leading-edge vortex is
assumed to correspond to the center of gravity or moment
center of the suction along that edge. As a first approxima-
tion, the displacement (elevation) of the vortex is based
on the root chord c r of the fin
e1
z/,rL E = Crtan _-
(2)
Angles e and B are related to the included angle of attack
e c and angle of roll _ in accordance with the pitch-roll
tranformation
13
sine = sine c cos_
sin B = sin_ c sin_
C3)
described on page 5 of Reference i0. Angles ec' e' 8, and
are indicated in the previous sketch. Program LRCDM2 has
been arranged to read in multiple sets of ec and _ as
described in the next section.
In addition to the leading-edge and/or side-edge vortex,
the sketch also shows one trailing-edge vortex. This vortex
is associated with the attached-flow span loading (also
described in Appendix C) as opposed to the separated-flow
edge load augmentation. Presently, program LRCDM2 computes
the leading- and/or side-edge vortex and retains the one or more
trailing edge vortices calculated from the fin span-load dis-
tribution for attached flow. It would be better to compute a
total span-load distribution including the leading-edge force
augmentation and the side-edge force augmentation spread out
over some distance inward from the tip. Such a span load
distribution may look as follows on a fin. Coordinate y
is the lateral distance from the root chord and b/2 is the
semispan.
cc
n
.Attached flow
ffects cc n
Attached flow _k
-- ''_ 1.0 b/2
YTE+LE _TE
NO side edge
Attached flow Attached flow
+ LE effects + LE and SE
_/ effects
/.-'_ "'..,' b/20 1.0
With side edge
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Based on the total span load distribution, CCn, several
concentrated discrete vortices can be computed. The number
will depend on the extrema in the span load distribution in
accordance with the method described in Appendix C. This
procedure is presently not sufficiently developed for inclusion
in LRCDM2.
In any event, the strengths and positions of the
fin leading- and/or side-edge vortex and the one or more
trailing-edge vortices are now known. They will be included
either in the vortex tracking step 5 (VPATH2) or they will
be included in step 3a (BDYSHD) if afterbody vortex shedding
is to be considered as an option. For a configuration with
a tail-finned section, all of the vortices (body nose vortices
if present, forward-fin edge vortices and afterbody vortices
if generated) are included in the tail-fin loading calcula-
tions in step 6.
2.5 Reduction in Computation Time for
Program LRCDM2
When program LRCDM2 is applied to a complete configuration
consisting of a forward-finned section (canard or wing) and
tail-finned section mounted on an axisymmetric body, an
aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix is calculated for the
forward fins and interference shell, and in general a different
matrix is generated for the tail fins and interference shell.
The aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix [AIC] contains
coefficients FVN. In the sketch below, the forward- and tail-
finned sections are covered with a sparse layout of constant
u-velocity panels. Only one fin and one-quarter of the
interference shell are shown covered with panels. As described
in Reference i, the aerodynamic influence coefficient FVN
represents the normal velocity per unit strength induced by
one panel at the control point of its own or another panel.
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Forward-finned section
/
Interference
shells
Steps 2 u-velocity
and 3 panels
Tail-finned
Steps 4
and 5
Step _ Panel
control
point
The matrix build-up for the forward fins and interference
shell is performed in step 1 of the stepwise procedure
described in Section 2.3. For the tail section, the opera-
tion is performed in step 4.
The aerodynamic influence coefficients are functions only
of the configuration geometry and free-stream Mach number.
In order to facilitate use of program LRCDM2 and to reduce
computation time the following features have been incorporated.
In the process of performing calculations for multiple included
angles of attack ec and/or angles of roll _ at one Mach number,
the aerodynamic influence coefficients are saved during the
calculation for the first combination of _c and _. Speci-
fically, in step 1 the triangulated [AIC] for the forward fins
and interfernece shell is saved on temporary storage device
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TAPE9. In step 4, the triangulated [AIC] for the tail fins
and interference shell is saved on temporary storage device
TAPE10. The triangulating procedure is performed by subroutine
PAS001 of LRCDM2. The respective triangulated [AIC]'s for the
forward- and tail-finned sections are then read in during the
calculation for the next set of ec and _ and so forth until
all combinations have been run. The included angles of attack
ec and/or the angles of roll _ for which computations are to
be made are read in all at once at the beginning of a multiple
run.
2.6 Shock-Expansion/Linear Theory and Newtonian/
Linear Theory Combinations for
Pressure Distributions
In an effort to investigate practical methods for extend-
ing the applicable range of Mach number of program NSWCDM
(Ref. 2), two schemes were developed and implemented as
pressure calculation options in LRCDM2 for preliminary
testing. At present, the two methods are limited to cases
with attached shocks. The methods have been tested only on
a rectangular wing, a delta wing, and an ogive cylinder
body. The two methods will now be summarized. Further
details are given later in this section.
The first scheme, first suggested by Carlson in
Reference ii for wings, involves shock-expansion (tangent
wedge) theory for calculating pressure coefficients along
chordwise or longitudinal strips on the surfaces of a fin or
body, respectively. The nonlinear shock-expansion theory
is valid for all supersonic Mach numbers provided the shock
is attached. The flow deflection angles, 6, required by this
two-dimensional nonlinear theory and shown for a fin in the
sketch below, are determined from the geometry of the surface
(streamwise slope 8) and then modified by correction angles
17
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determined from two- and three-dimensional linear theory.
With two-dimensional linear theory, the pressure is propor-
tional to the flow deflection angle. In program LRCDM2, the
three-dimensional linear theory is made up of the supersonic
paneling method on the fins and the interference shell on the
body, and the supersonic line singularity method used to model
the body. The correction angles can be viewed as a correction
to account for mutual interference effects between the
individual strips on a given fin, between the fin and
other fins and between the fin and the body. In addition,
the correction angles may include effects induced by external
vortices. The modified flow deflection angles then include a
geometric component and an interference component based on local
interference flow velocities. The updated angles are then
used to compute corrected pressure coefficients by means of
the shock-expansion formulation. This method is limited to
cases when the shock is attached to the wing leading edge or
body nose.
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In the second scheme, the pressure coefficients are
calculated with the simplest form of Newtonian or impact
theory. This nonlinear theory is valid only for high super-
sonic Mach numbers (M > 5). The flow angles, 6, required
by this theory are modified in the same manner as used with
shock-expansion (tangent wedge) theory. Corrected pressures
are then calculated with the updated angles used in the impact
pressure formulations.
The essential differences between the nonlinear and
linear theories and the optional combined theory pressure
calculation procedures implemented in program LRCDM2 will now
be described in more detail.
2.6.1 Two dimensional nonlinear and linear pressure
coefficients.- The differences in pressure coefficients
predicted by two-dimensional shock-expansion and linear
theories can be illustrated as follows for a planar surface
inclined to the free stream.
Expansion
M >i //__IIIIII
6<0
_P Prandtl-Meyer
expansion 0
linear
Compression
+Cp M>_/__
I- linear,2D
_detachment
CPIMin
-Cp
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In the above sketch, the pressure coefficient calculated
for the compression case (6 > 0) with two-dimensional oblique
shock relationships (Appendix D) increases nonlinearly with
deflection angle d up to shock detachment. The pressures
are appreciably higher than those obtained with two-dimensional
linear theory which relates the pressures directly to the
deflection angle. For negative deflection angles, the pres-
sures calculated with two-dimensional expansion relationships
(Appendix D) are also higher than the two-dimensional linear
theory pressures. For large expansion angles, the expansion
(Prandtl-Meyer) formulation will automatically limit the
pressure coefficient to
_ P - P_ _ 2 (4)
CPlmi n q_ yM 2
which corresponds to zero static pressure (p = 0).
The simplest linear theory (two-dimensional) relates the
pressure coefficient directly to the flow deflection angle as
indicated in the sketch. For Mach numbers larger than I,
there are no bounds on the pressure coefficient calculated
this way. However, the three-dimensional linear theory imbedded
in program LRCDM2 provides three components of perturbation
or interference velocities u, v, and w aligned with the body
coordinate system (xB,YB,ZB). The velocities can be used in
a linear pressure-velocity relationship
Cp I _ 2u (5)lin V
or the isentropic Bernoulli pressure-velocity formulation
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Cp _ 2
Bern.,3D yM_
7
-i[ I1 + ¥ - 1 M 2 1 - 1 (6)
where y = 1.4 for air.
given by
The resultant velocity ratio is
2
VR 2u 2v
V2 1 + _ cos_ c V sin_ c sin_
2w u 2 + v 2 + w 2
+ _ sin_ c cos_ + V2
where _c is the included angle of attack and _ is
the angle............of rn11 _ d=f_ed _=_I_ _,_ Equation to#'"' of
Section 2.4. The perturbation or interference velocity
components due to three-dimensional linear theory can be
unduly large in magnitude and cause the term in the square
brackets in Equation (6) to become negative. In program
LRCDM2, the pressure coefficient is set equal to CpI
Imin
Equation (4), when the following condition holds.
2 =
0
Therefore, Bernoulli pressure coefficients obtained with the
three-dimensional linear theory built into LRCDM2 have
some nonlinear character by virtue of its formulation,
Equation (6), and they are artificially limited with regard
to the minimum pressure. Later we will consider only the
Bernoulli pressures in connection with linear theory.
Finally, the simplest form of the Newtonian or impact
theory pressure coefficient is given by (y = ratio of
specific heats)
CPiNewtonian
= 2 sin2_, My >>= 1II
(7)
(8)
(9)
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Portions of the fins and/or body that do not "see" the on-
coming stream experience zero pressure coefficient (Ref. 12)
or more correctly zero pressure (Ref. 13). In the treatment
presently implemented in program LRCDM2, the pressure coef-
ficient is set equal to zero for negative flow deflection
angles 6 (expansions). For such cases, in the limit for high
Mach numbers (M > 5), both the pressure coefficient as well
as the static pressure approach the value zero.
Expansion
M >>i > __4
/ //_/</ N0_arc.
cl\Newtonian
0
Compression
"Shaded" M >>i /_
I+CP //////i
>0/ /
c /
_"_'-Cp -- 2 sin26
IY INewt°nian
min
-Cp
A comparison between the Newtonian and two-dimensional
linear pressure coefficient is schematically shown above for
a planar surface inclined to the free stream.
2.6.2 Procedure for calculating corrected nonlinear
pressure coefficients on the fins and body.- The optional
computation of pressures acting on the fins in accordance with
combined nonlinear/linear theory is accomplished by means of
a modified version of strip theory. This option is selected
by setting index N2DPRF=2 in Namelist $INPUT of program LRCDM2.
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The actual procedure, implemented in subroutine SPECPR for the
fins, consists of the following stages. The procedure
followed on the body is very similar and is described later.
In essense, the procedure consists of the following stages.
i. Apply nonlinear two-dimensional strip theory on fins
and body, compute local Mach numbers, pressure ratios, etc.
2. Perform three-dimensional linear analysis of the fins
and body; that is, solve for panel and line singularity
strengths used to model the fins and body.
3. Update local Mach numbers calculated in the first
stage using results from the second stage.
4. Recompute the two-dimensional pressure coefficients
using the updated local Mach numbers.
The details of this procedure will now be described.
Nonlinear two-dimensional strip theory is performed on the
top and bottom of the fin airfoil using shock-expansion
and Newtonian theory. The former is described in Appendix D
and the latter simply uses Equation (9). The spanwise
locations of the strips coincide with the chordwise rows of
control points of the constant u-velocity panels distributed
over the fin. At the leading edge of each strip, a local angle
of attack, _F,£' is calculated in a manner similar to
Equation (i) including effects of free stream, body line-
singularities and external vortex effects if present. The
actual fin profile is approximated by straight line segments
at each spanwise strip as shown in Figure D.I of Appendix D.
An asymmetric airfoil is broken up into equal longitudinal
segments as shown below.
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I ___ _Mean plane
_F,/__Seg_eent i __--__Bottom/j
Vo_ Control points of consta_ % _- nt
u-velocity panels
and 6 6 etc. are used directly with61Angles 61, u, ,/, 2,u' 2,/
the Newtonian formulation. Two control points are shown for
the case of two chordwise constant u-velocity panels. For
shock expansion, the analysis starts with angles 61, u and
61, / for conditions on segment i. For the case shown, there
is an oblique shock attached to the leading edge on the bottom
and an expansion wave on the top. Beyond this station
Prandtl-Meyer expansion theory is employed using the actual
profile angles @i' @2 etc. input by the user. If index
N2DPRF is set equal to I, the two kinds of nonlinear pressure
coefficients are computed in this way and no further correc-
tions are made. In any event, the value of the Prandtl-Meyer
flow angle _ associated with the two-dimensional expansion flow
and the value of the flow deflection angle 6 for Newtonian
theory are saved at the control point locations for the top
and bottom surface of the fin. In addition, the ratio of
total pressure behind the oblique shock to the free stream
total pressure is also saved for each strip for use later in
the computation of the corrected shock-expansion pressure
coefficients.
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The two-dimensional interference-free pressure
coefficients based on the shock-expansion relationships and
the Newtonian theory valid at high Mach numbers will be cor-
rected for three-dimensional interference effects on the top
and bottom surfaces of the fin at the panel control points.
The essential idea of defining a new effective deflection
angle was originated by Carlson in Reference ii for the shock-
expansion method. Here, the effective deflection angle concept
is also applied to the Newtonian pressure method. First, an
equivalent flow turning angle is calculated as follows. It
is based on the notion of approximating the difference between
the interference-free two-dimensional nonlinear theory (shock
expansion or Newtonian) and three-dimensional nonlinear theory
including interference effects by the difference between inter-
ference-free two-dimensional linear theory and three-dimensional
linear theory including interference effects.
In equation form, this statement can be expressed as
[2-D nonlinear theory] + [ (3-D linear theory)
- (2-D linear theory)] & [3-D nonlinear theory] (I0)
The local longitudinal or axial perturbation velocity
in accordance with two-dimensional, linear theory is given by
U2D 1
V
_M 2- 1
o0
6 (II)
where 6 is the angle (in radians) between the oncoming stream
and the top or bottom surface of the fin (or body) at the con-
trol point of a constant u-velocity panel. This relationship
is based on the pressure coefficient for two-dimensional flow
(shown in the first sketch of Section 2.6.1) and the
two-dimensional relationship given by Equation (5). The
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corresponding local Mach numbers for interference-free, two-
dimensional flow as formulated by Carlson in Reference ii
is expressed as
(12)
and the Prandtl-Meyer angle _2D associated with this Mach
number is calculated with Equation (D.7) of Appendix D.
In subroutine SPECPR, this equation is programmed as function
FNU. The local Mach number for three-dimensional flow on the
top and bottom of the fin at the panel control points includes
inteference effects and is given in Reference ii as follows.
M 1 +
M3D - (13)
COS £
The angle _ is the lateral flow angle measured in a plane
tangent to the local surface at the panel control point as
shown in the sketch below. It is the angle between the local
streamline or flow direction and the streamwise direction on
the fin.
Side
view
Panel control
points
control point
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The local axial perturbation velocity component U3D,/ is
obtained from three-dimensional linear theory and includes
contributions from all constant u-velocity panels on the fin(s)
and interfemence shell, source panels for fin thickness, and
the line singularities modeling the body. Component U3D,//V _
is parallel to the mean plane and is calculated as UTOTA and
UTOTB in routine SPECPR for the upper and lower fin surfaces,
respectively. Therefore, by using Equation (13), the Mach
number M3D is made to correspond to the three-dimensional
flow determined from linear theory calculated at the panel
control points for the upper (and lower) surfaces of the fin.
The tangent plane shown in the sketch corresponds to one of
the strip segments inclined at angle 6 with respect to the
free stream. Lateral deflection angle e can be determined
from
-i VF,/ + V3D,/
e = tan
UF, / + U3D,/
(14)
Quantity VF, / is the lateral velocity component parallel to the
fin mean plane calculated as VFINL in routine SPECPR and
represents effects of free stream including fin deflection
angle. The perturbation lateral velocity component V3D,/
in the fin local coordinate system (also parallel to fin mean
plane) includes contributions from all constant u-velocity
panels, planar source panels for fin thickness, body
singularities and external vortices if present. Component
UF, 1 (UFINL) is the axial component due to free stream
parallel to the fin mean plane. The axial or longitudinal
component U3D,/ is discussed above in connection with
Equation (13). The Prandtl-Meyer angle _3D is related to Mach
number M3D by means of Equation (D.7) shown in Appendix D.
The equivalent turning angle (or flow correction angle) is
now defined as
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A_ = V2D - _3D
where 92D and _3D are related to the Mach numbers M2D and
M3D, Equations (12) and (13), respectively. The values of
Prandtl-Meyer angles 9 calculated and saved at the panel
control points during the first stage are then corrected
as follows.
(15)
_corr = _ - A_
The flow deflection angles 6 calculated and saved during
the first stage for the Newtonian theory are also corrected
to give an effective deflection angle
(16)
6corr = 6 + A_ (17)
The shock-expansion pressure coefficient is now recomputed
in accordance with the method described in Appendix D using the
updated local Mach number, Equations (D.10) and (D.23). It is
based on _corr given by Equation (16). The saved total
pressure ratios are included in this process. Likewise, the
Newtonian pressure coefficients are recalculated in accordance
with Equation (9) using 6corr from Equation (17). Because
the flow is usually accelerated, both of the corrections should
generally tend to lower the nonlinear pressure coefficients
calculated in the first stage.
In the application of three-dimensional linear theory
(i.e., constant u-velocity and source panel methods) to delta
wings, the perturbation velocities can become large in magni-
tude near the wing tip. In order to keep the lateral
perturbation velocity component V3D,l within reasonable bounds,
the sidewash is arbitrarily limited to
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v3D,lI Iv3D,lIu2D }
limit U3D ,1
for V3D,/ > 0.5 V
(18)
with the order of magnitude of the two-dimensional axial
component given by Equation (ii). This process is also per-
formed in subroutine SPECPR of program LRCDM2. If subroutine
SHKEXP (Appendix D) detects a strip with a detached shock at
the leading edge, the linear and Bernoulli pressure coefficients
calculated from linear theory at the panel control points in the
strip are used instead in the subsequent fin loading calcula-
tion.
On the body, the optional computation of pressure
coefficients with combined nonlinear/linear theory is selected
by setting index N2DPRB=2 in Namelist $INPUT of program
LRCDM2. In essence, the same procedure employed on the fins
is repeated along longitudinal strips on the surface of the
body from the nose tip to the base. A layout of longitudinal
strips is indicated schematically below. Each segment or
Attached shock
wl /Voo
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panel in a strip makes angle 8i (shown out of plane) with
the body centerline. These angles are input by the user.
Subroutine BDYPR of program LRCDM2 defines a local angle
of attack, e£, for each segment by computing the velocity
component normal to the plane of the segment. This normal
component, w Z, includes a contribution of free stream and
effects of external vorticity if present. Flow deflection
angles 6 are then defined as the angle between the local flow
velocity vector and the plane of the segment. For each
longitudinal strip, the pressure coefficients are determined
in accordance with shock expansion (tangent wedge) and
Newtonian theory during the first stage as described above for
the fins. If N2DPRB is set equal to i, the nonlinear pressure
coefficients are not corrected as described above. For
N2DPRB=2, the perturbation velocity components involved in the
determination of the equivalent turning angle A_ include con-
tributions from the body line singularities, external
vortices, and for the portions of the body next to the fins,
effects of constant u-velocity panels on the fins and inter-
ference shell are also included. Equation (18) is used for
the body as well to limit the local lateral velocity component.
3. COMPARISONS
In order to make an assessment of the accuracy of the
updates and extensions to program NSWCDM (Ref. 2), some
comparisons between results predicted with the new program
LRCDM2 and experimental data are given in this section. First,
results obtained for a triform configuration are discussed.
A calculation example showing the effects of vortex shedding
on afterbody load is discussed. Overall forces and moments
acting on a forward control canard-tail wind tunnel model
are calculated with and without afterbody vortex shedding
3O
and compared with measurements for a case with roll control.
The nonlinear/linear combined theories are tested against
measured pressure distributions on a rectangular and delta
wing and on an ogive cylinder forebody.
3.1 Forces and Moments Acting on Triform
Fin Configuration
Program LRCDM2has been arranged to handle a variety of
fin layouts including a new option for triform fins. Figure 1
shows an example comprising one set of triform tail fins
attached to an ogive-cylinder body. Forces and moments
measured on this configuration were taken from Reference 14
and are shown in Figure 2 by the open symbols. Results pre-
dicted by LRCDM2using the linear theory Bernoulli pressure
coefficient option are indicated by the solid symbols. Data
are shown for two roll angles, _ = 0° and 90° . Note that for
= 0°, the configuration is actually rolled 180 ° relative to
the orientation shown in Figure i. The orientations of the
free-stream velocity component in the crossflow plane are
shown at the top of the figure for the two roll angles. Posi-
tive directions of the normal force coefficient, Cz, and side
force coefficient, Cy, are also indicated.
At zero roll and for the range of angles of attack shown,
the measured normal force and pitching moment (positive nose
up) are almost linear although the former shows a nonlinear
increment most likely due to forebody vortices for _c greater
than 8° Agreement between experiment and prediction is
quite good. It should be noted here that program LRCDM2 is
equipped with a data base containing symmetric forebody
separation characteristics described in Reference i. Effects
of these vortices are included in the fin loads. On the fore-
body, only the lateral velocity components induced by the
vortices are included in the pressure calculations resulting
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Figure 2.- Forces and moments acting on triform ogive-
cylinder configuration, M = 1.5.
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in underpredicted forebody loads when vortices are present
(also refer to Appendix C, Section C.4). This deficiency in
the present version of LRCDM2 shows up for ec in excess of
about 8 ° .
When the triform configuration is in pure sideslip
(¢ = 90°), it is seen that the measured normal force, C z,
and pitching moment, C m, are nonzero and are predicted well
by LRCDM2. For this condition, the side force, Cy, and yawing
moment, Cn (positive nose to right), are dominant and also
show the effects of the aforementioned forebody vortices.
Rolling moment is negligible. These lateral characteristics
are also predicted well by the present version of LRCDM2.
The calculations were performed with a sparse layout of three
chordwise and five spanwise constant u-velocity panels on
the fins. A layout of three lengthwise with 12 circumferential
panels was used on the interference shell covering the body
along the length of the fin root chord.
3.2 Forces and Moments Acting on TF-4 Wind
Tunnel Model
The geometrical details of the NASA/LRC canard-controlled
model designated TF-4 are shown in Figure 3. Here, only the
king-size tail fin will be considered because of its pronounced
effects on the overall longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics. Comparisons between extensive experimental
data supplied by J. M. Allen and A. B. Blair, Jr. of the
Supersonic Branch at the NASA/Langley Research Center and the
earlier program NSWCDM are shown in Reference 4. The results
discussed below are aimed at showing the effects of afterbody
vortex shedding on the afterbody loads with zero control, and
on the overall lateral characteristics for the case with roll
control.
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3.2.1 Normal force on afterbody.- In order to
illustrate program operation and to assess the magnitude of
the loading acting on the 13-caliber afterbody, program
LRCDM2 was applied to the unrolled TF-4 configuration with
and without afterbody vortex shedding. For this calculation,
the included angle of attack _c is 20 ° and the Mach number
M equals 1.6.
At this angle of attack, the data bases built into
subroutine BDYVTX of program LRCDM2 generate two symmetric
forebody vortices. In addition, for this case, the wake
of the horizontal canard fins consist of four (two for each
fin) discrete vortices as calculated by subroutine SPNLD at
the end of step 3 of the stepwise procedure described in
Section 2.3. Thus, at the axial location of the trailing edges
of the canard, program LRCDM2 has generated six vortices.
Typically, the set of discrete vortices are positioned in the
crossflow plane as shown below. For this case with zero
roll angle and zero fin deflection angles, the vertical fins
are unloaded. The trailing-edge vortices are determined from
Trailing edges of
canard section
C
FSide edge
FTrailing edge
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the attached flow span loading and the side-edge vortices
(Section 2.4) are related to the Polhamus vortex-lift
analogy as described in Appendix C.
The set of vortices can be tracked down the afterbody
without shedding of afterbody vortices in accordance with
step 5. The determination of the vortex paths and the calcula-
tion of the velocities induced by the vortices as they stream
aft and above the afterbody is performed by module VPATH2 of
LRCDM2. The calculation of pressures at points on the after-
body surface as well as the pressure integration for forces
and moments is implemented in subroutine BDYPRof program
LRCDM2. On the other hand, companion program BDYSHD
(Section 2.2 and Appendix B) can be employed to compute the
loads acting on the afterbody including effects of afterbody
vortex shedding. This operation is schematically indicated
as step 3a in the sketch of Section 2.3. In this process,
program BDYSHD reads in the strengths and lateral locations
of the set of vortices at the canard trailing edge. The rate
of vortex shedding, the pressure distributions and the vortex
paths determined by BDYSHDare thus influenced by the vortices
generated by the forebody and canard fins. At the end of the
afterbody, the six canard-section vortices and the additional
vortices shed by the afterbody are positioned as shown below.
Note that in this symmetric picture, the body-nose vortices
are "captured" by the many afterbody vortices in the two vortex
clouds. However, the canard fin vortices have traveled a
fair distance above the afterbody.
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The distributions of normal force acting on the TF-4
afterbody calculated with and without vortex shedding are shown
in Figure 4. The upper curve represents the normal force
distribution calculated by BDYSHD using the laminar option for
afterbody vortex shedding under the influence of canard-section
vorticity. If the turbulent option is used, the calculated
normal force will be lower in magnitude. Most of the added
normal force is generated towards the aft portion of the
afterbody. Simple constant crossflow-drag coefficient
calculations do not include effects of upstream vortices and
would result in a constant distribution of normal force of
higher magnitude. The lower curve is generated by LRCDM2 and
reflects the download effects of the forebody and canard
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fin vortices. The net effect of accounting for afterbody
vortex shedding by the optional inclusion of step 3a (BDYSHD)
is to add about 1.7 to the normal force acting on the entire
configuration. This amount is about 10% of the total normal
force acting on the TF-4 with small tails.
3.2.2 Roll control.- Data were also obtained on the
TF-4 for roll control. The right horizontal canard fin of the
TF-4 configuration shown in Figure 3 is deflected 5 ° trailing
edge down and the left horizontal canard fin is deflected
-5 ° trailing edge up. Comparisons between experimental data
taken at the Supersonic Branch of NASA/LRC and results cal-
culated by program LRCDM2 are shown in Figure 5. The Mach
number is 2.5 and the configuration is unrolled, _ = 0 °.
Normal-force coefficient, C N, and pitching-moment
coefficient, Cm, are given in Figure 5(a) as a function of
included angle of attack, _c" The measured normal force
(open symbols) shows some nonlinear behavior throughout the
range of ec" Measured pitching moment (open symbols) is
somewhat nonlinear for _c up to about 6 ° . For low angles of
attack, the oppositely deflected horizontal canard fins pro-
duce vortices of the same sense (or direction) which travel
aft along the afterbody and produce an asymmetric flow field
at the tail section. At the higher angles of attack, after-
body vortex shedding can occur and add to the vortex field as
described later.
Program LRCDM2 was applied with (for _c = 10°' and 15 ° )
and without (for ec = 0°' 5°' I0 °, and 15 ° ) the optional
afterbody vortex shedding companion program BDYSHD. The
difference between the two predictions (solid symbols) are
neglible and both results match the experimental data well.
Note that in this case the increment in normal force
coefficient acting on the afterbody due to vortex shedding is
considerably smaller than that for the undeflected canard fin
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case described in the previous section. This is due in part
to the asymmetric vortex field generated by the canard section
for roll control. In addition, the forces and moments for
this case are mostly due to the lifting surfaces (including
the king-size tails).
The lateral aerodynamic characteristics are shown in
Figure 5(b) with and without roll control. Measured yawing
moment, C n, rolling moment, C£, and side force, Cy, indicate
strong nonlinearities. The experimentally measured tail-off
rolling moment is also indicated. It is seen that the
effect of adding the king-size tail fins is to cancel the roll
control of the canard fins up to about ec equal to 6 ° . For
higher angles of attack, the measured rolling moment exhibits
nonlinear behavior and actually exceeds the rolling moment
generated by the canards alone for ec greater than ii °. In
addition, some yawing moment is generated with roll control
which changes sign as the angle of attack is increased. Little
side force is measured. For low angles of attack, the vortices
generated by the oppositely deflected canard fins induce
unbalanced (asymmetric) loads on each of the king-size tail
fins resulting in an adverse rolling moment. For angles of
attack above i0 °, the induced tail-fin rolling moment changes
direction and actually adds to the canard rolling moment.
The negative tail-off rolling moment is predicted well
by the tail-off results (indicated by the crosses) calculated
by LRCDM2. At the lower angles of attack (ec = 0°' 5°) , the
overall rolling moment calculated without afterbody vortex
shedding is near zero and as such the interactions between the
canard fins and the king-size tail fins are handled well by
LRCDM2. However, the predictions without afterbody vortex
shedding fail to predict the nonlinear behavior above 6 ° angle
of attack. Afterbody vortex shedding becomes important at
angles of attack in excess of i0 ° for the length of afterbody
(13 calibers) under consideration. The predicted vortex field
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at the end of the afterbody (i.e., at the leading edge of the
tail section) for ec = 15° including effects of afterbody
vortex shedding is indicated below.
Left horizontal
canard fin
vortices
Right horizontal
canard fin
vortices
FSE
V
k /
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The afterbody vortex clouds are represented in the sketch
by their centroids in the upper left quarter near the upper
tail fin. The lower vertical canard fin trailing-edge vortex
(FTE/V _ = -0.16) has come up around the body and is trapped
by the afterbody vortices. The actual crossflow vortex picture
can be found in the sample case output of companion program
BDYSHD in Appendix A and the vortex strengths and locations are
also specified at the beginning of the output for step 5.
The important point is that the sums of the strengths of the
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afterbody vortices (centroid strengths) are of same order
of magnitude as the trailing-edge vortices of the deflected
horizontal canard fins. The afterbody vortices tend to induce
a side force (to the left) on the upper tail fin and to unload
the left horizontal tail fin more than the right horizontal
tail fin.
The calculated rolling moment, including the afterbody
vortex shedding option (flagged solid symbols) using laminar
separation, definitely follows the nonlinear trend. However,
the predicted departure from the near zero level lags the
experimental data by about 4° in angle of attack. Furthermore,
the predicted side force also appears to benefit from the
afterbody vortex shedding option. The predicted yawing moment
is a little erratic with the afterbody vortex shedding option.
Note that the maximum measured yawing-moment coefficient magni-
tude is only about 5% or less of the maximum measured pitching
moment coefficient. The side-force coefficient magnitude is also
about 5% of the measured normal-force coefficient. Furthermore,
for zero canard fin deflection (6roll = 0°)' the measured
yawing- and rolling-moment coefficients and the side-force
coefficients indicated by the open circles should be zero for
all angles of attack. This is an indication of some experi-
mental error especially for ec greater than 10 ° . A small
error in measured and predicted side force either on the tail
fins or afterbody can cause an appreciable contribution to the
yawing moment.
Presently, the normal force acting on a deflected fin is
not resolved into the zB and x B directions to give contribu-
tions to the C z and C X force coefficient components. The axial
(C x) component would also generate a contribution to the yawing
moment. Since the normal forces on the right and left horizon-
tal fins are not equal in this case involving roll control, an
additional net yawing moment would result from the canard
section as the included angle of attack is increased from
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zero degrees. This contribution to the overall yawing is not
accounted for in the present version of LRCDM2. In any event,
the change in sign of the yawing moment as _c is increased is
presently not predicted. Note again that the magnitude of
the yawing moment is but a few percent of the pitching
moment shown in Figure 5(a).
All of the above predictions were obtained with a rela-
tively sparse paneling layout (four chordwise by six spanwise
on canard and tail fins). The actual calculation for
= 15° is given as the sample case in Appendix A and the
c
results based on linear theory and the Bernoulli pressure
method are used in all of the predictions shown here. On a
CDC 7600, time required by LRCDM2 to perform this calculation
including the optional engagement of companion program BDYSHD
is 65 CPU sec.
3.3 Pressure Distributions Acting on
_R = 2 Rectangular Wing
In support of an effort aimed at developing numerical
methodologies for analysis of wing/body configurations at
supersonic speeds (Ref. 15), the Bernoulli and one of the
nonlinear/linear pressure calculation methods implemented in
program LRCDM2 were applied to the rectangular wing shown in
Figure 6. This aspect ratio 2 wing was mounted on a dogleg
sting and one side of the bevelled wing was instrumented with
pressure orifices. The attitude of the assembly could be
rotated 180 ° to enable measurement of pressures on the wind-
ward and leeward surfaces of the wing. The tests were performed
by Stallings and Lamb at NASA/LRC and the results for this and
other wings are contained in Reference 16.
Pressure distributions acting on the upper and lower
surfaces of the wing are shown in Figure 7. Angle of attack
is 10.3 ° and the Mach number equals 2.86. In Figure 7(a), the
variation of pressure coefficients with spanwise distance is
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indicated at the midchord position on the wing. The effects
of the bevel near the side edge can be most clearly seen in the
measured windward pressures (open symbols). The bevelled
portion spans from y/(b/2) = 0.78 to the side edge. Inboard
of this region, the measured pressures are practically constant.
The predictions generated by LRCDM2 are based on a
10-chordwise by 10-spanwise layout of constant u-velocity panels
to model lift and the same layout of source panels are used to
model thickness as shown in Figure 6(b). In addition, i0
spanwise strips with i0 segments in each were employed for the
shock-expansion analysis. All predictions were performed for
i0 ° angle of attack. The results marked Bernoulli in
Figure 7(a) are based on linear theory. Thus, the perturbation
velocities substituted in the Bernoulli pressure coefficient,
Equation (5), are induced by all the panels distributed over
the wing. The panel strengths were obtained from satisfying
the flow-tangency boundary condition at the constant u-velocity
control points (see Ref. 1 for details). In this instance,
the calculated Bernoulli pressure coefficients are within 10%
of the experimental data. The predicted results designated
shock expansion, corrected, are based on shock-expansion
strip theory with the flow angles corrected for interference
by linear theory as described in Section 2.6.2. The pressure
coefficients predicted this way match the measured values
even better especially inboard of the bevelled section. Note
that in terms of loading pressures (ACp = CP1 - CPu), both
methods give about the same answers except on the bevel.
The chordwise pressure distributions indicated in
Figure 7(b) show the strong effects of the bevelled portion
from the leading edge up to chordwise location x/c equal
to 0.22. The spanwise station of this pressure distribution is
approximately at half semi-span. On the upper and lower
sides, the pressures are positive on the leading-edge bevel
with half angle 15 ° . For 10.3 ° angle of attack both surfaces
50
of this bevelled portion are compression surfaces. Near the
trailing edge, only the lower or windward side is affected by
the bevelled edge. On account of the presence of a strong
oblique shock attached to the leading edge, the Bernoulli
pressure method based on linear theory underestimates the
pressure coefficients on the upper and lower surface by about
40% up to the flat portion of the wing. The corrected shock-
expansion pressure method matches the experimental data much
better near the leading edge. On the flat portion, both
methods match the measured pressure level well. On the bevel
at the trailing edge, both methods predict lower than measured
pressure coefficients on the upper or suction surface. This
is most likely due to boundary layer separation effects. On
the lower or windward side, the corrected shock-expansion method
matches experiment somewhat better. It should be mentioned
that the flow correction angles calculated in accordance with
Section 2.6.2 are small due to the two-dimensional nature of the
flow in this case. However, the corrected shock-expansion
method consistently provides the better predictions for pressure
coefficients.
3.4 Pressure Distributions and Normal Force Acting
on _R = 1 Delta Wing
In order to compare in detail the differences between
pressure coefficients calculated with the linear, nonlinear and
combined nonlinear/linear theory methods, program LRCDM2was
applied to the aspect ratio 1 delta wing shown in Figures 8,
9, and 10. This delta wing has a 4 percent circular arc
(biconvex) streamwise airfoil.
Figures 8 and 9 contain pressure distributions used in
Reference Ii to test the shock expansion/linear theory concept
originated by Carlson. The Mach number is 4.6 for all cases
shown here so that the leading edge of the delta wing is just
supersonic. The dashed line just inside the leading edge of
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the delta wing corresponds to the Mach cone associated with the
free-stream Mach number. Therefore, the attached shock
condition required by the shock-expansion method built into
LRCDM2 is satisfied. In Figures 8(a,b) and 8(c,d), the
pressure distributions are given for a low angle of attack
of 5.56 ° at the 40 percent and 80 percent semispan stations,
respectively. Pressure distributions at the same stations
are shown in Figures 9(a,b) and 9(c,d) for a high angle of
attack of 20.56 ° .
The results predicted by LRCDM2 were obtained with a
layout of 10-chordwise by 5-spanwise constant u-velocity panels
to model linear theory lift and 10 chordwise by 5-spanwise
planar source panels to account for linear theory thickness.
The nonlinear andcombined theories are applied to five
chordwise strips on the top and bottom surfaces with
10 segments on each strip. The results are categorized as
follows.
i. Shock expansion: pressure coefficients calculated
with shock-expansion theory uncorrected for inter-
ference effects, refer to Section 2.6.1 and
Appendix D. (solid line)
2. Bernoulli (linear theory): pressure coefficients
calculated in accordance with Equation (6) and with
the required perturbation velocities induced by the
linear theory paneling method(s). (dashed line)
3. Newtonian: pressure coefficients determined from
Equation (9) on the windward side with Cp = 0 on
the leeward side. (long dash, short dash line)
4. Shock expansion, corrected: category 1 pressure
coefficients are corrected for interference effects
with combined nonlinear/linear theory as described
in Section 2.6.2. (solid triangles)
6O
. Newtonian, corrected: category 3 pressure coeffi-
cients are corrected for interference effects with
combined nonlinear/linear theory as described in
Section 2.6.2. (solid rectangles)
The Bernoulli and Newtonian results are indicated on
Figures 8(a), 8(c) and 9(a), 9(c). The Bernoulli results
are shown again with the shock expansion results on
Figures 8(b), 8(d) and 9(b), 9(d).
In Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , the measured chordwise pressure
distributions (open symbols) on the upper and lower surfaces
at the 40 percent midspan station do not exhibit any
irregularities. The magnitudes of the pressure coefficients are
low due to the low angle of attack and high Mach number.
On the windward side, the Newtonian pressure predictions shown
in Figure 8(a) appears to match the data best while the
Bernoulli and shock-expansion methods shown in Figure 8(b)
overestimate the measured pressure coefficients slightly.
The corrected nonlinear pressures are not much different from
the uncorrected ones. On the upper surface, the experimental
data is only slightly above the value of the minimum pressure
coefficient, Equation (4), and still below the zero level.
The uncorrected and corrected Newtonian pressure coefficients
are both zero by definition. The Bernoulli, uncorrected and
corrected shock-expansion pressure coefficients match the data
well. Nearer the wing tip, the levels of the measured
pressure (open symbols) shown in Figures 8(c) and 8(d) are
about the same as those at the 40 percent semispan location.
On the windward or lower side, the Bernoulli pressures based
on linear theory definitely overestimate the experimental
data except near the leading edge. The uncorrected and
corrected shock expansion and Newtonian pressure calculation
methods agree well with the data. On the upper surface, the
Newtonian based predictions are zero again whereas the
experimental pressure coefficients approaches the minimum
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value especially near the trailing edge. The Bernoulli,
uncorrected and corrected shock expansion pressure coefficients
all appear to match the data well. Note that the surface area
near the wing tip rapidly diminishes and that the inboard
pressures have larger effect on the overall normal force.
Also, as far as the linear theory is concerned, the calculated
pressures become infinite at the wing tip. This characteristic
will be more pronounced at the high angle of attack.
The effect of high angle of attack is shown in Figure 9.
At the 40 percent semispan location, Figures 9(a) and 9(b),
the measured pressure coefficients (open symbols) almost lie
on straight lines. On the lower surface, the Bernoulli pressure
coefficients are much higher than the experimental pressure
coefficients except near the leading edge where the Bernoulli
prediction approaches the zero level. This behavior is due to
unrealistic (high) values of resultant flow velocity calculated
with linear theory and substituted into the Bernoulli
Equation (6). In Figure 8(a) and 8(b), this behavior was not
evident because the angle of attack is low. The corrected
shock-expansion method shown in Figure 9(b) definitely improves
agreement with experiment but the uncorrected Newtonian results
shown in Figure 9(a) matches the windward data best. On the
suction or upper surface, the level of the measured pressure
coefficients is at the minimum. The Bernoulli, uncorrected and
corrected shock-expansion pressure coefficients are also at the
minimum level. Note that the Bernoulli pressure coefficients
derived from linear theory are limited to the minimum value
in accordance with Section 2.6.1. Again, the uncorrected
and corrected Newtonian pressure coefficients are set at zero.
Near the wing tip, Figures 9(c) and 9(d), the effect
of angle of attack is felt even more by the linear theory for
the Mach number under consideration. On the lower or windward
surface, the Bernoulli method actually predicts negative values
for pressure coefficient. The resultant flow velocity
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predicted by linear theory is very large near the leading
edge and decreases too rapidly towards the trailing edge. This
is mostly due to the high angle of attack and partially due to
the high Mach number. The uncorrected and corrected Newtonian
pressure method shown in Figure 9(c) match the data best on
the lower surface. The corrected shock-expansion pressure
coefficients indicated on Figure 9(d) are now affected by the
arbitrary limitation on sidewash set by Equation (18) in that
the calculated correction is not effective. On the upper sur-
face the measured pressure coefficients are at their minimum
and so are the calculated Bernoulli, uncorrected and
corrected shock-expansion pressure coefficients. The
uncorrected and corrected Newtonian pressure coefficients
are at zero.
The chordwise pressure distributions, some of which are
discussed above, were integrated over the upper and lower
surfaces of the _ = 1 delta wing to give the normal force
coefficients as a function of angle of attack. In Figure i0
the normal-force coefficient and the location of the center of
pressure measured from the wing apex and normalized by the
root chord are shown as a function of angle of attack. The
experimental data (open symbols) was taken from Reference Ii.
For angles of attack up to 12 ° , the Bernoulli method based on
linear theory matches the normal force data well. However,
the center of pressure calculated by that method lies aft of
the measured location and the error grows larger with ec" This
is typical of linear theory in the application to wings at high
Mach number, the total normal force often is estimated well
but the distribution of that force is faulty. The uncorrected
and corrected Newtonian normal-force predictions (open and
solid rectangles) are low at the low and high angles of attack
for which results were calculated. This is due to the forced
zero pressure coefficient value on the upper surface of the
wing. This "shadow flow" approximation holds better at Mach
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numbers in excess of 5. The center of pressure predicted by
the Newtonian method is far forward of the measured level at
the low angle of attack and matches the data coincidentally at
the high anqle. The uncorrected and corrected shock-expansion
method (open and solid triangles) match the normal force and
center of pressure data well at the low angle of attack. At
the high angle, the agreement in normal force is definitely
better with the corrected shock expansion method. Center of
pressure is not affected much by the correction. In summary,
the corrected shock-expansion pressure coefficient method
appears to give the best results for the delta wing under
consideration at M = 4.6 for both low and high angles of
attack. On the windward side only, the pressure coefficients
are predicted well by the Newtonian pressure methods. At the
Mach number under consideration, the Bernoulli results agree
fairly well with measured pressures and normal force at low
angle of attack only.
3.5 Pressure Distributions on Ogive Cylinder
In addition to applying the Bernoulli (linear theory),
nonlinear and nonlinear/linear pressure coefficient prediction
methods to a rectangular and delta wing, program LRCDM2
was applied to the ogive cylinder with pointed nose shown
in Figure ii.
Experimental pressure coefficients are shown for the
upper and lower meridians of the pointed ogive-cylinder by
the open symbols. At zero angle of attack, the pressures
should be the same. It can be seen that the pressures over-
shoot the zero level past the tangency point.
The predictions were obtained with a distribution of
50 line source/sinks to model the linear volume effects of the
body. Presently, LRCDM2 cannot treat a body alone. Therefore,
a wing with a one-chordwise by one-spanwise panel layout is
positioned at the body base. The circumferential number of
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strips is determined by index NBDCR in namelist $INPUT. For
this symmetric case there were NBDCR (=4) plus one equals 5
strips laid out as shown below. This downstream view shows
2
1
5
3
the first segments in each strip. The numbers correspond to
the sequence of pressure point locations actually printed in
the program output• Each strip had 20 segments in it to cover
the body from the nose to the base. For the case at hand at
zero angle of attack, the pressures will be the same along all
strips. Before discussing the comparisons between the pre-
dicted and measured pressure coefficients, the locations of
the conical shock and Mach cone will be indicated. This is
followed by some general comments regarding the effects of
shock location on the pressures acting on the body.
For the case at hand, the following conditions exist.
8nose 18.93 ° at x B = 0
= 19 75 °• , _ = sin(i/M )
M = 2.96
8shoc k = 29 ° from conical
shock tables
Conical
_shO_Mach cone Body contour
_ XB/_ .'2
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At zero angle of attack, the Mach cone associated with linear
theory (also indicated in Figure ii) lies close to the body
contour. For Mach numbers higher than 3.08, the body slope
will exceed the Mach cone semi-vertex angle. In that case,
subroutine BDYGENof program LRCDM2will replace the portion
of the nose contour lying outside of the Mach cone with a
conical portion with slightly smaller semi-vertex angle than
the Mach cone so that the linear body analysis can be per-
formed. For the conditions shown above, the conical shock lies
within one radius of the body surface up to about 20% body
length behind the pointed nose.
The methods using shock expansion (Sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2,
and Appendix D) require the condition of an attached shock.
Whether the shock is attached or not, the pressures near the
nose of any body in supersonic flow are generally not predicted
well by linear theory. This characteristic is a function of
how close the body surface is to the shock. For slender bodies
at zero angle of attack, the Mach number can be relatively high
before linear theory breaks down and nonlinear theory takes
over. As the angle of attack is increased, the windward side
of the body is affected first by the nonlinear shock properties.
Under these conditions, the linear theory will underpredict the
pressures acting on the windward portion of any body.
In Figure ii, the Bernoulli pressure coefficients (dashed
line) based on linear theory underestimate the experimental
data up to about 20% body length. From there on to the body
base, the Bernoulli pressure match the data very well including
the overshoot.
The uncorrected shock-expansion method (solid line)
definitely overestimates the pressure coefficients and
approaches the zero level just about at the tangency point.
The corrected shock-expansion pressure coefficients (solid
triangles) are closer to the experimental data but are still
high. Note that for this case involving zero angle of attack,
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the correction as determined by the method described in
Section 2.6.2 is due to the difference in the Mach numbers M2D
and M3D with the lateral flow angle e equal to zero. The over-
estimation is not unexpected since the shock-expansion method
used here is actually based on a tangent-wedge solution
applicable to wing type configurations. The tangent-cone
solution is better for applications to axisymmetric bodies and
will generate lower pressure coefficients on the body surface
immediately behind the conical shock. As a matter of fact,
for Mach number equal to 2.96 and using nose tip half angle
v nose ..... ' ................ --
about 0.26 compared to 0.41 for the tangent-wedge pressure
coefficient. These values of pressure coefficients are valid
at the body nose or wing leading edge, respectively.
The Newtonian predictions generally underestimate the
pressure coefficients on the nose. In this case, the uncor-
rected and corrected Newtonian methods are definitely not
applicable due to the low Mach number under consideration.
In summary, for the application to an ogive cylinder and
probably to other body shapes as well, the Bernoulli method
based on linear theory gives good agreement except for approxi-
mately one-half of the nose length in this case. The distance
from the nose tip to good agreement with data is a function of
the proximity of the nose shock to the surface. If the shock
lies within about one body radius from the body surface, the
Bernoulli predictions will underestimate the pressure
coefficients. The shock-expansion methods presently employed
in LRCDM2 overestimate the pressure coefficients. The agree-
ment with experimental data will be improved by replacing the
tangent-wedge with a tangent-cone approach. The Mach number
at hand is too low for simple Newtonian theory.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Program LRCDM2was developed from an existing computer
program NSWCDMfor detailed static aerodynamic loading
analysis of supersonic missiles with axisymmetric bodies and
up to two finned sections (tail or canard-tail configurations).
The extensions and improvements incorporated in LRCDM2
include an optional afterbody vortex-shedding method, handling
of canard fin leading- and/or side-edge vortices in the vortex
tracking scheme, and the capability for analyzing a given
configuration in one run for a set of included angles of attack
and roll angle for the same Mach number. In addition, two
combinations of nonlinear/linear theories for extending the
range of applicability in terms of Mach number are built into
program LRCDM2.
Comparisons with experimental data and a calculative
example involving afterbody loads are given to assess the new
features. The program is tested successfully against measured
overall forces and moments acting on a triform tail-finned
configuration. The new afterbody vortex-shedding option is
applied to a canard-controlled configuration with a long
afterbody. The results indicate that accuracy has been sub-
stantially improved for total rolling moment for the case with
roll control. Initial tests of the nonlinear/linear approaches
give good agreement for pressures acting on a rectangular wing
and a delta wing with attached shocks for Mach numbers up to
4.6 and angles of attack up to 20 ° . In particular, the axial
center-of-pressure location is predicted well with the
corrected shock-expansion pressure method for the delta
wing at M = 4.6. On bodies, the methods need further assess-
ment and the tangent-wedge theory should be replaced with the
tangent-cone method.
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To the extend that program LRCDM2has been tested, the
following sets of recommendations are listed. The first set is
concerned with theoretical aspects and the second set involves
improvements to the structure of the computer program to make
it more efficient and user friendly. The third set of
recommendations are neither theoretical nor program-structure
oriented but extend the capabilities of LRCDM2.
With regard to improvements to the present theoretical
methods built into LRCDM2, the following should be considered.
_,_= methods .... = _ compute =_uu±_x F_=_u_ u_
the forebody at high angles of attack under the influence of
external vortices should be improved (refer to Section 3.1 and
Appendix C, Section C.4).
2. At high angles of attack, the fin trailing-edge
vorticity associated with attached flow and the leading- and/or
side-edge vorticity due to flow separation need to be recon-
sidered in relation to each other. This will require an
accurate and fast method for calculating span loading under the
influence of moving vortices (refer to Section 2.4).
3. The representation of the canard-fin wake in terms of
a limited number of concentrated, discrete vortices is not
accurate for cases involving tail fins positioned a short
distance (e.g., one to two canard-fin chords) behind the
canard section; in these cases the canard fin wakes are not
fully rolled up and are better modeled by a distribution of
vortices lying in a nonplanar vortex-wake sheet allowed to
deform (roll up) between the canard section and the tail
section.
4. The vortex tracking scheme and the vortex effects
calculation method (module VPATH2) should be enhanced with a
simple vortex-core model to improve the vortex-path calcula-
tions and vortex-induced velocities when vortices are close
together or close to the body surface or fins; companion
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program BDYSHDused optionally for afterbody vortex-shedding
effects is already equipped with a vortex-core model. In
addition, a study should be made of the effects of including
the center vortex in the image scheme that is used in both
programs.
5. The combined nonlinear/linear pressure coefficient
methods must be tested further for fins on a body; on the
body, the tangent-cone solution should be incorporated.
The following computer program oriented modifications will
reduce computation time and make program LRCDM2more user
friendly.
i. Save aerodynamic influence coefficients for velocity
and pressure calculations at the panel control points and body
pressure calculation points; similar coefficients for the panel
strength calculations are already saved; additional computer
time reduction will result with the saving of the influence
coefficients for use with the pressure calculations especially
when performing calculations for a set of included angles of
attack and/or roll angle.
2. In addition to the above, the following geometrical
quantities can be saved for multiple included angles of
attack and/or roll calculations:
a. panel corner coordinates
b. panel control point coordinates
c. panel leading- and trailing-edge sweep angles
3. In order to reduce core storage requirements, the
present panel strength calculation scheme should be modified
to an out-of-core solution method employing a blocked matrix
and an iterative solution approach.
4. Program LRCDM2should be equipped with warnings in
the program output to indicate:
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a. number of constant u-velocity panels selected for
modeling fin lift and interference on body is out
of bounds
b. number of planar source panels selected for modeling
fin thickness is out of bounds
c. excessive number of pressure points on the body
surface
5. Input to LRCDM2 can be simplified further and a
common input module should be incorporated.
6. Additional computer time can be saved by eliminating
the forward-fin loading calculations performed in step 1 for
cases without formation of forebody vortices. The forward
fin loadings are calculated in step 3 and included in the
overall force and moment calculation.
The following two items would extend the capabilities of
program LRCDM2.
i. Presently the fin-thickness model can only handle
planar or cruciform fins; the source paneling layout routines
need to be updated to handle arbitrary fin location on the body
and arbitrary fin dihedral (or cant) angle.
2. The normal force acting on a_ deflected fin needs to
be resolved into the directions of the rolled body-axis
coordinate system; the overall axial force and the yawing moment
will receive added contributions.
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PROGRAMLRCDM2
A. 1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to describe computer
program LRCDM2with emphasis on the information the user must
supply and the general understanding of the program. In
essence, program LRCDM2computes pressure distributions at
points on the surfaces of a complete supersonic configuration
_nmnr_ na
attached to an axisymmetric body. The analysis embodied in the
computer program is based on supersonic paneling and line
singularity methods coupled with vortex-tracking theory.
Details of the theoretical methods are given in References 1
and 2, and the latest modifications and extensions are given in
this report.
For a complete configuration, the program proceeds through
an automated series of six steps to analyze the forebody and
forward-finned section, the afterbody, and the tail-finned
section. If the configuration consists of a body with a set
of tail fins, only the first three steps are employed.
The use of LRCDM2 and optional afterbody vortex-shedding
program BDYSHD (Appendix B) in the stepwise procedure is
described in Section 2.3 of the main part of this report. An
executive routine organizes this procedure and also manages the
exchanges of data sets containing point coordinates, vortex-
induced velocity components, component loads, etc. In this
process, effects of forebody and forward-fin vortex wakes are
included in the pressure distributions and loads. Effects of
afterbody vortex shedding on the afterbody loads and tail-fin
loads can be included by the optional engagement of program
BDYSHD described in Appendix B. Detailed components loadings
and overall forces and moments are obtained from the calculated
pressure distributions. On the fins, the Polhamus suction-to-
normal force conversion is included in the fin force and moment
calculations as described in Appendix C of this report.
In the following, descriptions are given of the types of
geometry and flow conditions that can be treated by LRCDM2.
The calculation procedure is listed in accordance with the
automated stepwise procedure described in Section 2.3. Details
of the internal data exchanges are specified. Program
operation, including types of computer machines the program has
actually been run on, is discussed. Known program limitations
and precautions are listed. Input and output descriptions are
keyed to specific steps of the stepwise procedure. Finally,
a sample case is given including the use of optional afterbody
vortex-shedding program BDYSHD.
The text in the main part and the appendices of this report
refer to subroutine names used in connection with the procedures
implemented in LRCDM2. The calling sequence of all the sub-
routines of program LRCDM2 is shown in Figure A.I. The source
listings of the subroutines contain comment cards, following the
subroutine name card, stating their purpose. Throughout most of
the subroutines, additional comment cards point out the flow of
calculations and/or operations performed in the particular
subroutine.
A.2 CONFIGURATION GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The bodies must have (or are assumed to have) circular
cross sections. In general, the body is composed of a nose
section with varying radius followed by a cylindrical section
with constant radius. The nose section may have the following
shapes (the choice is set by control index BCODE in namelist
$BODY, read in by subroutine BDYGEN as described in Section A.7) :
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BCODE Forebody Shape
0 Parabolic
1 Sears-Haack*
2 Tangent-ogive
3 Ellipsoidal
4 Conical
If the body nose is not pointed and/or if the Mach number is
high enough to cause the body-nose contour or a portion thereof
to lie outside the Mach cone with its apex at the nose tip,
subroutine BDYGEN will replace that forebody portion with a
conical portion. The surface uf this conical replacement is
made to lie just inside the Mach cone so that the body solu-
tion can proceed.
The effects of the following fin geometrical and other
characteristics can be accounted for:
• Up to four planar (flat) fins in a given finned section
in planar, triform, cruciform, and low-profile layouts
• Control deflection angle
• Fin location on body contour and fin dihedral (or cant)
angle arbitrary
• Leading-edge shape: Straight line which may be swept or
it can be composed of straight line elements with
different sweeps
• Trailing-edge shape: Straight line which may be swept
or it can be composed of straight line elements with
different sweeps
• Thickness: Accounted for by specifying streamwise
slopes
*Ashley, H. and Landahl, M.: Aerodynamics of Wings and Bodies.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. 1965, pp. 180-181.
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• Taper: Uniform or broken
• Mean camber surface: Planar
• Side edges: Straight but not necessarily streamwise
In the stepwise procedure of Section 2.3, program LRCDM2
treats one finned section at a time. If the configuration of
interest has only a tail-finned section (tail finner), steps
1 through 3 are used to analyze the body and tail fins.
A.3 FLOW CONDITIONS
The executive routine of program LRCDM2 reads in a series
of included angles of attack,_ c, and angles of roll, #, for one
Mach number*. The approximate ranges of applicability of the
present version of LRCDM2 are given in the following table.
Parameter
Mach number
Angle of attack
Roll angle
Fin deflection angle
Ranges of Flow Parameters
Symbol Range
M 1.05 - 6.0
e 0 - 25 °
c
0 - 360 °
6 ±20 °
The high Mach number capability is due to the incorporation of
combined nonlinear/linear pressure coefficient calculation
methods described in Section 2.6 of this report. However, these
methods are preliminary in nature in their present form. The
linear theory Bernoulli pressure method is valid up to
M = 2.5. For configurations with long afterbodies (length of
body between forward fins and tail fins in excess of
10 calibers) effects of afterbody vortex shedding become
*If program BDYSHD for optional afterbody vortex-shedding
modeling is engaged, calculations are performed for one
and one _ only. c
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important for included angles of attack in excess of i0 °.
The afterbody vortex shedding companion program BDYSHD
(Appendix B) can be optionally run in conjunction with LRCDM2.
It is applicable up to the onset of supercritical crossflow
Mach number and/or unsteady vortex formation.
A.4 AUTOMATED STEPWISE CALCULATION PROCEDURE
WITH DATA EXCHANGES
The present version of program LRCDM2 contains routines for
computing pressures and loads acting on the forebody, the fins,
and the portion of body of either the forward- or tail-finned
sections, and on the afterbody in the absence of afterbody shed
vortices. In addition, program LRCDM2 contains routines called
collectively module VPATH2 for calculating vortex paths along
the configuration and for determining vortex-induced effects at
points on the components. The calling sequence of all subroutines
of program LRCDM2 is shown in Figure A.I. A cross reference map
of all the common blocks is given in Figure A.2 and the subroutines
themselves are cross-referenced in Figure A.3. References will
be made later to the fixed or rolled body coordinate system
(xB,YB,Z B) shown in Figure A.4.
Optionally, program LRCDM2 can call separate program
BDYSHD (Appendix B) by means of job control and program
organized data exchanges to model the effects of afterbody
vorticity. A complete configuration is treated as follows by
multiple applications of program LRCDM2 and its module VPATH2
as managed by the executive routine. The optional use of
program BDYSHD is also described.
The following sketch depicts the stepwise procedure super-
imposed on a typical configuration with and without the
application of program BDYSHD. The scheme without the use of
the latter program is indicated on the side of the configura-
tion. The optional sequence shown at the top includes program
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Step 1
tep 1
Forward fins_
JS teps 2
and 3
Steps 2
Step 3a (Program BDYSIID)
_teps 4, 5, and 6
Tail fins
Steps 4
and 5
BDYSHD to treat the afterbody. Note that steps I, 3, 4,
and 6 involve the body and fin routines of program LRCDM2,
and steps 2 and 5 are performed by the routines of vortex-
tracking module VPATH2. Step 3a involves the afterbody
vortex-shedding program BDYSHD. If the configuration of
interest is a tail finner, steps 1 through 3 only are
employed.
The executive routine of program LRCDM2 reads in the
included angles of attack and angles of roll. Input associated
with the forward fins, tail fins, and body are transferred to
and saved in a data set on TAPE2. The executive routine then
proceeds to manage the stepwise procedure as follows.
References are made to certain control indices described later
in the input description, Section A.7.
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Step 1
Consider the forward fins mounted on the body. The body
is modeled from its nose to the base by line singularities
along the body longitudinal axis. Lifting-surface routine
DEMON2 is called by the executive routine with index NCPOUT
in namelist $INPUT set equal to one. This step first
generates the coordinates of the control points associated
with the constant u-velocity panels distributed on the forward
fins and the body-interference shell. The cylindrical inter-
ference shell has constant cross section and covers the body
from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the forward-
finned section. The number of control points and the sets of
coordinates are stored in a data set on TAPE4. There are
NWBP sets of coordinates where NWBP is the total number of
control points on the forward fins and interference shell.
The program proceeds to compute the pressure distributions
on the body up to the forward-finned section. If the included
angle of attack is sufficiently high and the forebody is long
enough, the effects of forebody vorticity will be accounted for
in the body pressures* The forces and moments'acting on the
forebody portion are obtained from integrating the pressure
distributions. They are expressed in the unrolled and rolled
body coordinate systems shown later in the output description.
The forebody force and moment coefficients computed at
this stage serve as the first values in the summing procedure
for overall force and moment coefficients acting on the
complete configuration. This operation is performed by
subroutine TOLDS.
The strengths of the constant u-velocity panels and
subsequently the pressure distributions and loadings on the
forward fins are calculated in this step without the effects
*Refer to Limitations and Precaution Section A.6 in connection
with a deficiency in the forebody loading when body nose
vortices are present.
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of forebody vorticity. These fin loadings are not included
in the summing procedure. At the end of this step, the
strengths and positions of the forebody vortices in the
crossflow plane at the leading edge (beginning) of the forward-
finned section are stored in a data set on TAPE8.
Step 2
Vortex path module VPATH2 is now employed by the executive
routine to track the nose vortices over the forward-finned
section. In the input for this step, indices NCPIN and
NVLOUT should both be set equal to one. The former causes the
data set on TAPE4 containing the control points of the forward
fins and interference shell to be entered, and the latter
generates a velocity data set which will be described shortly.
The input to this step also includes the strengths and
positions of the forebody vortices from the data set on
TAPE8 generated in step i. These vortices are tracked back
to the trailing edge (end) of the forward-finned section. It
is possible to make the vortices lie parallel to the body
centerline as described in the input section (recommended
procedure, refer to Limitations and Precautions Section A.6).
After the vortex paths have been calculated, the per-
turbation velocities induced by the forebody vortices are
determined at the control points of the forward fins and
interference shell. These velocity components are stored on
a data set on TAPE7 when index NVLOUT is set equal to one, as
mentioned earlier. The vortex-induced velocities are calcu-
lated as if the forward fins are not present in accordance with
the procedure described in Section C.4 of Appendix C.
Step 3
Subroutine DEMON2 is called again by the executive routine
which sets NVLIN=I and NCPOUT=0 in namelist $INPUT. The
value of the first index instructs the program to read in
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velocity components induced by the forebody vortices at the con-
trol points on the forward fins and the interference shell.
This information was generated in step 2 by module VPATH2 and
stored in a data set on TAPE7. The strengths of the constant
u-velocity panels are then recalculated as well as the pres-
sure distributions, forces and moments on the forward fins and
on the body covered by the interference shell. The force and
moment coefficients acting on the forward-finned section are
added to those calculated for the forebody in step i.
At this stage, the output also contains specifications for
the concentrated vortices associated with the fin edges.
Trailing-edge vortex strengths and positions calculated from
the span load distribution using Bernoulli-type loading pres-
sures and the characteristics of vortices from the fin
leading- and/or side-edge calculated from the linear pressure
loading are stored in a data set on TAPE8 and will be used
later in either step 3a or step 5.
Step 3a (Optional)
When index NBSHED in namelist $INPUT is set equal to l,
the force and moment coefficients summed over the forebody
and forward-finned section are printed in the output of
program LRCDM2 at the end of step 3 and stored on TAPE9.
Without this optional step, TAPE9 is used exclusively for
storage of the aerodynamic influence coefficient array for
the forward fins and interference shell.
Program BDYSHD (Appendix B) is called by the job control
commands and besides reading its own input, the vortex data
stored in TAPE8 is read in. This vortex data was generated
by LRCDM2 and includes forebody and fin-edge vortex strengths
and locations at the trailing-edge of the forward-finned
section. These vortices form the initial vortex field for
BDYSHD.
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Under the influence of the upstream vortices, program BDYSHD
computes pressure distributions at many axial stations from the
forward-finned section up to the tail section. The Stratford
criteria is applied to determine the location and strengths of
additional vortices shed by the afterbody. In this process,
many vortices are generated and form two vortex clouds. Incre-
mental afterbody forces and moments are also computed.
At the end of the afterbody (corresponding to the
leading edge of the tail-finned section), the vortex informa-
tion on TAPE8 is expanded by the addition of afterbody
vortices. If the number of afterbody vortices exceeds a
number NVTRNS specified in the input for BDYSHD, the
afterbody vortices are represented by two equivalent vortices
at the two centroid locations of the afterbody vortex clouds.
One will be in the counterclockwise (positive) sense and the
other will be in the clockwise (negative) sense. The vortex
data associated with the forebody and forward fins are
stored separately from the afterbody vorticity on TAPE8. At
the end of step 3a, the force and moment data on TAPE9 are
updated and contain the sums of the force and moment
coefficients calculated for the forebody, the forward-finned
section (steps 1 through 3) and the afterbody.
Step 4
If step 3a was not exercised, the executive routine of
program LRCDM2 calls subroutine DEMON2 to treat the tail-finned
section as well as the afterbody. The body is flow modeled
again from the nose to its base. In this step, effects of
external vortices are not accounted for. Indices NCPOUT=I,
NVLIN=0, and ITAIL=I in namelist $INPUT for this step. In
addition, quantity XSTART must be set equal to the axial loca-
tion of the trailing edge of the forward-finned section. The
first index causes routine DEMON2 to generate a data set,
saved on TAPE4, which contains the number and sets of
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coordinates associated with control points on the tail fins
and interference shell. Additionally, this data set contains
the sets of coordinates specifying points on the afterbody
surface between the forward fins and tail section at which
pressures will be calculated. The tail-fin loadings calculated
in this step do not include effects of forebody and canard-
fin vorticity. No contributions are made to the summing
procedure.
For the case with step 3a, program LRCDM2 is called by the
job-control stream and reinitializes the force and moment
coe_c_,u_ in subroutine TOLDS 4._ reading in the data on
TAPE9. Subroutine DEMON2reads input stored on TAPE2 at the
start of the run. In the tail-section portion of this data,
index ITAIL=I. In this case, only the calculated control
point coordinates on the tail fins and interference shell are
stored on TAPE4. Loadings are calculated on the tail-finned
section excluding effects of any upstream vorticity. No
contributions are made to the overall forces and moments.
Step 5
If step 3a was not performed, the executive routine calls
VAPTH2 for the purpose of tracking the forebody and forward
fin-edge vortices along the afterbody and through the
tail-finned section. It is recommended to select VPATH2 input
such that the vortex paths are made to lie parallel to the
body centerline over the length of the tail section (refer
to Section A.7). The strengths and positions of the vortices
at the end of the forward-finned section are read in auto-
matically from the data set on TAPE8 generated in step 3.
Indices NCPIN=I and NVLOUT=I for this step. The value given
to the first index causes the program to read in the data set on
TAPE4 containing control and body pressure point coordinates
generated in the previous step. Velocity components induced
by the external vortices are calculated at the points given
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in this data set. The value given to the second index results
in the generation of a data set stored on TAPE7 containing the
vortex-induced velocity components.
If program BDYSHD (step 3a) was used to treat the after-
body, module VPATH2 tracks all vortices (including afterbody
vortices) through the tail section only. Again, it is recom-
mended to arrange the input to make the vortex paths be
parallel to the body centerline. Vortex induced velocities are
computed at the control points of the fins and interference
shell of the tail section and stored on TAPE7. In this process,
the velocity components induced by the external vortices are
calculated with the tail fins not present in accordance with
the description given in Section C.4 of Appendix C.
Step 6
Finally, the executive routine calls subroutine DEMON2
to compute loads acting on the tail fins including effects of
upstream vortices. Indices NCPOUT and NVLIN are set equal to 0
and i, respectively, by the executive routine, and ITAIL=I
in namelist $INPUT for the tail section stored on TAPE2.
Therefore, subroutine DEMON2 reads in the data set stored on
TAPE7 containing vortex effects calculated in the previous
step.
If step 3a was not used, pressure distributions and loads
acting on the afterbody are calculated by routine BDYPR of
program LRCDM2. They will include effects of forebody and
forward-fin vorticity.
The loads acting on the tail fins and interference shell
are added to the loads acting on the afterbody, forward-
finned section and forebody. The final sums represent the
forces and moments acting on the complete configuration.
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For the case with step 3a, the forces and moments calcu-
lated for the tail fins and interference shell in step 6 are
added to the summed quantities read in from TAPE9 and trans-
ferred to subroutine TOLDS at the beginning of step 4. The
final sums represent the loadings acting on the complete con-
figuration. The loadings consist of normal force and side force
coefficients, pitching moment, yawing moment, and rolling moment
coefficients. The axial force coefficient due to the forebody
only is also calculated. The loads are expressed in the rolled
(or fixed) body coordinate system (xB,YB,ZB) and in the unrolled
body coordinate system (xB,Y,Z) shown in the output description.
A.5 PROGRAMOPERATION
Program LRCDM2is written in FORTRANIV language.
present version has been run on the following computer
machines.
The
CDC CYBER173
CDC CYBER175
CDC CYBER176
CDC 760 CYBER
CDC 7600
VAX 11/780
There is no overlay structure. Core requirement is about
270K octal words to load with array FVN dimensioned 24000 in
blank COMMON of subroutine DEMON2 (also refer to the next
section for possibility of adjusting the FVN dimension).
In addition to the standard input and output tapes
(TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT), the program employs the following
temporary storage devices.
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TAPE2:
TAPE4:
TAPE7:
TAPE8 :
TAPE9:
TAPE10 :
input for steps 1 through 6 for a complete
configuration
control point coordinates
vortex induced velocity components
body and fin vortex strengths and positions
aerodynamic influence coefficients for forward-
finned section, or sums of force and moment
coefficients acting on forebody and forward-
finned section if program BDYSHDis used.
aerodynamic influence coefficients for tail-
finned section
The aerodynamic influence coefficient data stored on TAPE9
and TAPE10 for a complete configuration are used repeatedly
during calculations for multiple included angles of attack
and/or roll.
Execution time is influenced by several factors. The
primary influence is the number of constant u-velocity
panels laid out on the lifting surfaces and interference
shells of the forward- and tail-finned sections. Execution
time in the vortex-tracking process is related to the length
over which the vortex paths are to be calculated, the number
of vortices, and the permissible error E5 allowed in these
calculations. In addition, the number of included angles
of attack and/or roll angle affects running time. Note that
in the multiple angles case, running time is sharply reduced
by saving the triangulated form of the aerodynamic influence
coefficient matrix as presently arranged by LRCDM2 (refer
to Section 2.5 of this report).
A representative execution time is provided by the sample
_ase described at the end of this appendix. The case
involves a complete configuration with canard control.
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The angle of attack is sufficiently high to form afterbody
vortices which influence the overall forces and moments as
described in Section 3.2.2 of this report. With a reasonable
number of panels and including the engagement of companion
program BDYSHD, total running time on a CDC 7600 is about
65 seconds for one angle of attack and one Mach number.
A.6 LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
Program LRCDM2makes a number of assumptions about the
missile configuration and flow field. Certain options have
not been fully tested. In addition, there are input and pro-
gram calculated variables that have maximum values which
should not be exceeded. These matters are described below.
References are made to namelists and variables described in
the input descriptions, Section A.7.
i. The optional nonlinear/linear pressure coefficient
methods based on shock'expansion and Newtonian theories have
been tested only on wings and on an ogive cylinder. At the
time of this writing, complete configurations have not been
treated with the optional pressure coefficient calculation
methods.
2. The Bernoulli pressure coefficient distributions
calculated by subroutine BDYPRon the forebody and afterbody
under the influence of external vortices suffer from a
deficiency described in Section C.4 of Appendix C. In the pre-
sent method, the external vortices only induce lateral velocity
components and no axial velocity component. This problem does
not exist in the afterbody loads calculated by optional program
BDYSHD under the influence of shed and other external vortices.
In the absence of afterbody shed vortices, subroutine BDYPR of
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program LRCDM2gives approximately the same results as
program BDYSHD. Therefore, the deficiency mainly affects the
loads on the forebody where the body nose vortices run close
to the surface.
3. The body cross section inscribed by the interference
shells associated with the forward-finned and tail-finned
sections is assumed to have constant cross-sectional area.
This shell is placed on the body from the leading edge to the
trailing edge of each finned section. If the forward fins are
attached to the nose of the configuration, the shell should
match the layout radius (RA=RB specified in namelist $INPUT)
as shown in the sketch below. The exposed fin semispan b/2,
also specified in $INPUT, is indicated. In a case such as this
Interference she_/
Modified cont_ __
RA = RB
Tangency point
one, some care is required with regard to the forebody
vortices if they are formed. Their lateral positions at the
leading edge of the finned section must lie outside the
radius of the interference shell. In this case, it may be
better to alter the forebody contour so that the tangency point
lies ahead or coincides with the axial location of the leading
edge. An example of a modified contour is indicated by the
curved dashed line.
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4. The vortex tracking module VPATH2 cannot handle expand-
ing or contracting body cross sections. Therefore, the body must
be constant in radius over the fin sections and the afterbody.
5. In the specification of the number of constant u-velocity
panels to be distributed on the forward or on the tail fins and
respective interference shells in namelist $INPUT, the following
limits must be kept in mind. For all fins and the interference
shell, a maximum of 150 panels are available for either the for-
ward or tail section. In the spanwise direction, the maximum
number of panels is 19 for a fin. The number of panels on one
interference shell must not exceed i00.
In the present version of program _CDM2 the total number of
panels on the fins and interference shell for a given finned sec-
tion is set at 150 with the dimension of array FVN in blank
COMMON set at 24,000 in subroutine DEMON2. Depending on available
core storage, this dimension can be increased to a maximum of
62,000. The corresponding total number of panels is then 250. In
namelist $BODY, the number of line sources/sinks and the number of
line doublets (both specified by NXBODY) must not exceed 100.
6. The program has a symmetry option that considerably
reduces the execution time for cases in which the flow field is
symmetric relative to the configuration's vertical plane of
symmetry. In the program, this situation exists only when the
angle of roll, _, is exactly zero and if the fins are
undeflected*. Necessary input requirements to select this option
are described in Section A.7. When this option is selected for
a cruciform fin layout, loads are calculated on the right-hand
side forward and tail fins only. Loads on the left fins are
set equal to those on the right symmetric fins.
It is necessary to impose a small but finite angle of roll
(_ = 0.001 °) when treating an asymmetric case such as the
following. Consider a cruciform canard-body-cruciform-tail
,
Fins can be deflected symmetrically as in the case for pitch
control.
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configuration at zero sideslip but with the forward fins
deflected asymmetrically. When calculating loads on the tail
fins it is necessary to include and panel all the fins even
though the free-stream velocity vector lies in the vertical
plane of symmetry of the configuration. This is because the
asymmetric deflection of the forward fins produces an
asymmetric flow field at the tail section giving rise to
loads on all four tail fins.
7. The number of stations at which vortex coordinates
are printed (index NIP in input for steps 2 and 5) cannot
exceed 50.
8. A maximum magnitude is set by the program for the per-
turbation velocities induced by external vortices at the control
points in the flow tangency condition and pressure calculations.
Since these velocities are based on potential vortex theory,
their values could assume large magnitudes if the vortices run
close to the fins or body surface and cause undue influence.
Consequently, their magnitude is limited to 0.35 V . This value
can be overridden by setting variable VRTMAX in namelist $INPUT
and in the input to VPATH2 equal to the desired value.
9. Accuracy in the vortex trajectory calculation is
controlled through a variable, E5, which specifies the per-
missible error in these calculations. Some care must be
exercised in the choice of a value for E5. If its value is
much smaller than 10 -4 , computation time may become unduly
long.
Subroutine DASCRU will reduce automatically the initial
integration interval in attempting to track the vortex paths to
the accuracy specified by the value of E5. The initial
integration interval (distance between first two axial
stations XIP) can be reduced by as much as a factor of i00
in order to provide results of the accuracy desired. If, after
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reducing the integration interval by i00, a solution to the
specified accuracy is still not obtained by DASCRU, the
program will stop and register STOP40. A faulty crossflow
plane flow field can cause this problem. For example,
specifying an initial vortex field with coordinates inside the
body contour will definitely cause problems.
i0. Vortex trajectory calculations may suffer from slight
numerical errors when the body length is long. These are
suspected to be caused by errors introduced by the integration
scheme in subroutine DASCRU. This behavior can be observed
when chasing a set of vortices, initially located symmetrically
relative to the free-stre_,LL vector in _i_......__w_ .... _,_-_,
along an axisymmetric body of considerable length (in excess
of 25 body radii).
ii. A further limitation occurs when a vortex comes very
close to the plane of a fin. Module VPATH2 either will tend
to move the vortex away from the lifting surface, or it may
move it along the contour in an unrealistic fashion. The latter
constitutes a limit to the theory. In reality, a vortex is
made up of distributed vorticity with a core in which the
lateral velocity component goes to zero towards the core center.
Such a vortex structure passes right over (and/or under) the
lifting surface in question. In a case such as this, it is
recommended to make the vortex paths lie parallel to the body
centerline as described in the input for module VPATH2 in
steps 2 and 5.
12. Care must be taken with the use of control indices
NOUT and NPR. A very large amount of diagnostic output is
generated when these indices are set equal to one. This
output should only be used for debugging purposes employing
a minimum number of constant u-velocity panels such as two
per fin and four on the circumference of the body interference
shell.
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On the other hand, setting output control index MINPRN
nonzero results in minimum print containing only the input and
the overall force and moment coefficients.
13. Subroutine BDYPR computes a number JCPT equal to the
number of pressure points defined on the forebody in step 1
or on the afterbody in step 4. The number is set by NBDCR in
$INPUT and the number of body rings calculated by the program.
The number of control points (or constant u-velocity panels)
on the fins and interference shell in a given finned sectiQn
is NWBP. The sum of JCPT and NWBPmust not exceed 500. The
program will fail to run if the sum exceeds 500. The easiest
remedy is to reduce the number of body singularities NXBODY
in namelist $BODY.
14. If a portion of the forebody contour lies outside
the Mach cone with its vertex at the nose tip, subroutine
BDYGENwill change that contour portion to a conical contour
lying just inside the Mach cone. In this way, the body
solution will proceed and the pressure distribution on the
first body ring will be calculated on the conical portion
instead of the actual body contour. The body solution cannot
proceed if the Mach cone from the nose tip lies inside the
entire length of the body. In such a case, a message to that
effect will appear in the output.
A.7 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
This section describes the input required by program
LRCDM2for treating the forebody and forward-finned section
(steps 1 through 3) and for treating the afterbody and tail-
finned section (steps 4 through 6). The same variable names
are used for steps 1 and 4 and for steps 2 and 5. The
values required in steps 4 and 5 are those relevant to the
afterbody and tail section. A control index and optional
input only are required for step 3. Optional input and the
END card constitute the input for step 6. The stepwise
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procedure is described earlier in SectionA.4 of this appendix
and in Section 2.3 in the main text of this report.
tep 1 _Steps 2
and 3
Forward f ins--_
__3a (ProgramBDYSIID)_
' After- " nd
body Steps 4, 5, a 6
s
Steps 4 /N_ _ _ /_
and 5___
The steps are shown again in the above sketch. If companion
program BDYSHD is employed as an option in step 3a,
the input for steps 1 through 3 and the input for steps 4
through 6 is altered slightly. Input for BDYSHD is described
in Appendix B.
For clarity, the input required for all runs and the
input requirements for each step are described. All input
variables are listed at the end of this section in their
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order of appearance for the first three steps. Most of
the variable names are used again for the remaining steps.
To run a complete configuration the inputs for each step are
stacked in order and read in together.
A sample input is given in Figure A.5 in connection with
the sample case which employs program BDYSHD. The details
of this sample case are described later. It is concerned with
a forward-control configuration with a cruciform set of
forward fins and cruciform tail fins mounted on a slender
axisymmetric body.
Description of First Cards Required for All Sinqle
Runs, Multiple Runs or Restart Runs
Item 1
This card is entered regardless of the step at which cal-
culations start. It specifies the starting (NSTART) and ending
(NSTOP) step desired. There are two possible choices for
NSTART:
NSTART=I; calculations begin with step 1
NSTART=4; calculations begin with step 4
In particular, the latter choice is employed (with
NSTOP=3) when companion program BDYSHD is used to treat the
afterbody in step 3a thereby interrupting the LRCDM2 run at
the end of step 3 and restarting LRCDM2 at step 4.
Cases with one finned section at the body base (tail
finner) are treated with NSTART=I and NSTOP=3.
The value of NSTOP should be given a value of 6 to
ensure that the forward- and tail-finned sections of a complete
configuration are examined completely. Calculations cease
after the forward-finned section is examined when NSTOP=3.
If NSTOP is given a value of 6, calculations stop after the
tail-finned section is examined.
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Item 2
This card contains the number of included angles of
attack for multiple calculations.
Item 3
These cards contain the values of included angles of
attack for which calculations are to be done.
Itedn 4
The number of angles of roll for each included angle of
attack for which calculations are to be done are specified
Item 5
These cards contain the values of angles of roll for each
included angle of attack for which calculations are to be
done.
The included angle of attack, ALFS, is the angle _c
between the free-stream velocity vector and the body center-
line (xB-axis in Fig. A.4). Angle of roll, FEE, is also
indicated by _ in the sketch below. The program computes
pitch and sideslip angles in accordance with the pitch-roll
transformation mentioned in Section 1-4 of Reference I0.
Fin 2 or L
Fin 4or_D
W' ZB
in 3 or U
.__1 or R
_V sln& Yw'YB
c
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Description of Input Requirements for Step 1
Body nose with vortex effects and forward-finned section
without vortex effects
Item 1 (step i)
This first card serves as identification and may contain
any alphanumeric information desired. This information is
printed on the second page of the output.
Item 2 (step i)
The second and following cards form the namelist $INPUT
which specifies the geometrical parameters of the fins and
interference shell associated with the forward-finned section.
These parameters include the fin leading-edge and trailing-
edge sweeps, semispan and root chord. For a planar or cruciform
fin alone, the root chord is the wing centerline or the
cruciform fin junction. In the case of a fin-body combination,
the root chord is the straight line formed by the junction of
the fin and the body. This line must be parallel to the body
centerline. The semispan is measured from the root chord.
The root chord leading edge is at the same axial station for
all fins.
This namelist also contains the fin-deflection angles and
the number of chordwise and spanwise constant u-velocity
panels for each fin. The spanwise number, MSWR etc., may differ
from one fin to another but the chordwise number NCW is the
same for all. Similar information is specified for the
layout of planar source panels*. The number of body inter-
ference panels on the circumference, NBDCR, is also included in
this namelist. The specification of the latter also determines
*Present version of LRCDM2 handles thickness effects only for
planar or cruciform fin layouts.
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whether or not a body is present. The number of body
interference panels in the axial direction is specified by
NCWB. The total number of constant u-velocity panels, NWBP,
for one finned section is given by the relation
NWBP= [NCW(MSWR+MSWL+MSWU+MSWD) + NCWB(NBDCR)]
and cannot exceed 150 unless the dimension of array FVN in blank
COMMON is increased in subroutine DEMON2. The dimension equals
the square of NWBP.
The body cross section must be circular with constant
radius where the fins are attached. The value of the body
cross-sectional radius must be given to both RA and RB.
Furthermore, the value of ERATIO must be set equal to one.
The body interference length, BIL, is the body length spanned
by the fins. Fin interference loading is calculated over this
length. Length BIL is taken equal to the fin root chord CRP.
Control index NDRAG must equal i. This result in the
calculation of in-plane forces for the suction distributions and
consequently the fin normal-force augmentations and fin-edge
vorticity characteristics. Index NBSHED controls the optional
use of companion program BDYSHD for handling afterbody
vortex shedding.
In addition, more control indices including a minimum
output option set by MINPRN, free-stream Mach number, and
reference quantities SREF and REFL are read in. Breaks in
leading-edge and/or trailing-edge sweeps are also allowed if
the configuration is a wing or cruciform wing alone at zero
sideslip or if the configuration consists of a fin-body
combination. This option is governed by control index LVSWP.
Angles SWLEP, SWTEP, SWLEV, and SWTEV need not be specified
if LVSWP _ 0.
Control indices N2DPRB and N2DPRF activate the optional
nonlinear pressure coefficient calculation methods. Indices
NCPOUT, NVLIN, and ITAIL play an important part in the calculation
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procedure built into the program as described earlier in this
appendix andinSection 2.3 of this report. The axial location
of the moment center, xM, must be specified in the body coordi-
nate system (xB,YB,Z B) with origin at the nose as shown in
Figure A.4.
Angles PHIDIH (=_f) and THETIT (=e) apply to cases involving
four interdigitated or low-profile fin layouts with a vertical
plane of symmetry. For cruciform or triform layouts, the
default values are to be used. In the latter case, the fin root
location angle and fin cant angles must be specified. Angles
THETR, THETL, etc. locate the fin root chords on the body contour.
Programmed default values correspond to planar or cruciform fin
layouts. In addition, angles PHIFR, PHIFL, etc. correspond to
the fin dihedral or cant angles. Default values correspond
to planar or cruciform cases. For an interdigitated or low-
profile fin layout, nonzero input angles PHIDIH and THETIT auto-
matically determine the fin root location and fin can angles.
Special notes are given at the beginning and at the end of
the namelist $INPUT description with regard to input setups for
symmetric flow conditions and for cases with fin deflections.
Item 3 (step i)
This item pertains only to a wing alone or cruciform wing
alone at zero sideslip. This optional input is required when
there are breaks in the wing sweep or if the constant u-velocity
panel side edges are to be laid out with user-determined unequal
stepwise spacings. Variable YR is the distance from the root
chord to the outboard panels side edges. Therefore, the first
value for YR is zero. The last value for YR must equal wing
semispan, B2, specified in the namelist $INPUT. In effect,
this specification positions the panel outboard side edges on
the right wing. The sweep angles are positive for wings with
sweptback leading and trailing edges.
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In the following Items 4, 5, 6, and 7, references are
made to right, left, upper, and lower fins of a planar or
cruciform fin layout. A sketch shown later in the itemized
list of input variables relates the fin designations for the
cruciform case to the fin designations for an arbitrary
(interdigitated or low profile) fin layout.
Item 4 (step i)
The optional input of this item is associated with a
fin-body combination with breaks in leading-edge and/or
trailing-edge sweeps. Also, this input is used for the
configuration if the constant u-velocity panel side edges are
to be laid out with user-determined unequal spacings. Variab_
YRT is the distance from the fin root chord to the outboard
constant u-velocity panel edges on the right fin. The first
value should equal 0.0 and the last value for YRT equals the
exposed fin semispan, B2; the latter is specified in the
namelist $INPUT. The sweep angles are positive for right fins
with sweptback leading and trailing edges.
Item 5 (step i)
This optional input accompanies Item 4 and is associated
with the left fin. Variable YLT is the distance from the
wing root chord to the outboard constant u-velocity panel
edges on the left fin. The first value should equal 0.0 and
the last value for YLT equals the negative exposed fin
semispan, -B2. The sweep angles are negative for left fins
with sweptback leading and trailing edges.
Item 6 (step i)
The information in this optional item accompanies
Items 4 and 5 if the configurationis a cruciform fin-body
combination. Again, this input should only be used if there
are breaks in the fin sweep or if the panel side edges are
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to be laid out with user-determined unequal spacings.
Variable ZUT is the distance from the fin root chord to the
outboard constant u-velocity panel edges on the upper fin.
The first value should equal 0.0 and the last equals the
exposed fin semispan, B2V. The latter is specified in name-
list $INPUT. The sweep angles are positive for upper fins with
sweptback leading and trailing edges.
Item 7 (step i)
This optional information is the last of the four inputs
associated with a cruciform fin-body combination if there
are breaks in sweep or if the constant u-velocity panel side
edges are to be laid out with user determined spacings; see
Items 4 through 6. Variable ZDT is the distance from the fin
root chord to the outboard constant u-velocity panel edges on
the lower fin. The first value should equal 0.0 and the last
value for ZDT must equal -B2V. The sweep angles are negative
for lower fins with sweptback leading and trailing edges.
Item 8 (step l)
This item is concerned with the specification of the
layout and strengths of the planar source panels employed to
model thickness of the lifting surfaces. This item is
required only when NTDAT in Item 2 of step 1 ($INPUT) is set
equal to i. Basically, the planar source panels are laid out
in the same manner used to layout the constant u-velocity
panels. However, in this case the distance out to the outboard
panel edge is now measured from the body centerline and not
the root chord of the fin under consideration. Presently, the
fin thickness option can only be selected for cases with planar
or cruciform fin layouts. Breaks in sweep are handled by
control index LVSWT in the same way control index LVSWP handles
breaks in sweep in the layout of constant u-velocity panels.
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The strengths of the planar source panels are related
directly to the streamwise slopes which are specified in
Item 8c of this step. Note that quantity THET is the tangent
of the streamwise thickness envelope angle, THET=tane s. For
fins without or with breaks in sweep or user-specified
distances to the outboard edges, the thickness slopes must
be specified for all fins unless the flow conditions give
rise to the symmetric (right to left) case. In the latter
case, only the right horizontal fin of a planar or cruciform
fin layout needs to be modeled for thickness. The present
version of LRCDM2cannot handle thickness effects for
arbitrary fin layouts.
Item 9 (step i)
The input cards for this item form the namelist $BODY
which contains information for the body with circular cross
section of the configuration under consideration. If the integer
NBDCR in namelist $INPUT under Item 2 for this step is specified
to be nonzero, a body must be present. The information in
this input includes specification of body geometry parameters
and it is read in by subroutine BDYGEN. The length of the nose,
LNOSE, determines the body length over which the radius is
changing as a function of the body axial coordinate. The
actual nose configuration is governed by control index, BCODE,
which selects preprogrammed forebody shapes described earlier
in connection with geometrical characteristics, Section A.2
of this appendix.
Normally the body length, LBODY, should at least equal
the axial distance from the body nose to the trailing edges of
the finned section under consideration. If the trailing edges
are swept back, length LBODY should be taken to include the
trailing edge of the tip chords or side edges of the fins at
hand. For a complete configuration with two finned sections,
quantity LBODY is set equal to the entire body length.
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The minimum number of body modeling singularities NXBODY
can be determined as follows. Let the density (line sources
and line doublets/unit body length) be determined by the number
of constant u-velocity panels in the chordwise direction on
the fins divided by the root chord (or length of fin-body
junction). Then, number NXBODYequals the density times body
length. Number NXBODYshould never exceed i00.
Item i0 (step i)
This input is concerned with the optional strip theory
approach for calculating shock-expansion and Newtonian
pressure coefficients along longitudinal strips on the surface
of the body. Refer to Section 2.6.2 of this report. Each
strip is composed of segments (i00 maximum) making angle
THETA relative to the body centerline. Near the nose, these
angles are nonzero and positive. Segment slope angles need to
be specified for one strip only since the body is axisymmetric.
Item ii (step i)
This optional input is required only when variable NVRTX,
specified in namelist $INPUT, is nonzero. In fact, NVRTX is
the number of external, two-dimensional vortices whose
influences are to be included in the pressure and loading
calculations. Each vortex is assumed to be infinite in length
and to be parallel to the body centerline. Therefore, with
each vortex there is associated a nondimensional strength,
GAMMA, and nondimensional crossflow plane coordinates,
YVRTX,ZVRTX, given in the body or wing coordinate system
shown in Figure A.4. These quantities are input in subroutine
VRTVEL. Note: This optional external vortex input is used
for research purposes only. Normally, program LRCDM2 employs
module VPATH2 to account for the presence of external vortices.
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Item 12 (step i)
This new input is concerned with the optional strip theory
approach for calculating shock-expansion and Newtonian pressure
coefficients along longitudinal strips on the upper and lower
surfaces of the fins. Refer to Section 2.6.2 of this report.
The number of strips on the upper and lower exposed fin surfaces
is equal to the number of constant u-velocity panels in the
spanwise direction of each fin (MSWR, MSWL, etc. in namelist
$INPUT). Each strip has 100 segments maximum. Angles THETA
are the angles of the segments in the upper surface strips
measured relative to the fin mean plane. Angles THETAB are
the angles of the lower surface strips measured relative to the
mean plane. Near the leading edge both angles are nonzero and
positive. Near the trailing edge, these angles are usually
negative. The segment-angle data is to be specified for each
fin of a finned section unless the case at hand is symmetric, i.e.,
zero roll and cruciform or planar fins are under consideration.
Description of Input Requirements for Step 2
Track vortices past forward-finned section
Item 1 (step 2)
The first card serves as identification and may contain
any alphanumeric information desired. This information is
printed on the first page of the output.
Item 2 (step 2)
The second card contains indices concerning the body and
fin geometry, control indices governing the input of control-
point coordinates, the generation of velocity components, the
amount of output, and the option to print plots for debugging
purposes in the program generated output.
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Item 3 (step 2)
This card contains the end points for each body section
for which coefficients describing a meridian will be given
(Item 4). Usually, only one end point is required; that is,
one body section with constant radius cylindrical cross
section will be considered.
Item 4 (step 2)
For each body section, a set of coefficients (7 maximum)
are specified on this card. They are members of the polynomial
shown below and programmed in subroutine SHAPE.
r = C 1 + C 7 /C2x2+ C3x + C 4 + C5x + C6x
Here C 1 through C 7 are the coefficients, and r is the local
body radius. In the present program, bodies of constant
radius only are considered. Consequently, only coefficient
C 1 is nonzero. It equals the radius (RA = RB specified in
$INPUT, Item 2 of step i) of the cylindrical cross section
body.
Item 5 (step 2)
The coordinates of the fin planform corner points are
read in if a set of cruciform or planar fins is present.
Only one fin needs to be described. The XF and YF coordinates
are shown in the example shown below; XF is measured from
the body nose and YF is measured from the body centerline.
In the application of vortex tracking module VPATH2 to a
finned section (with constant radius body), the fin layouts are
limited to planar (for zero angle of roll) and cruciform. In
addition, the fin planform is limited to delta or cropped delta
shapes. Swept-back trailing edges cannot be treated.
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XF(1) , YF(1)
_ XF(2) ,
_ XF(3) ,
"XF (4) , YF(4)
YF (2)
YF (3)
Note: The axial coordinate of the trailing edge of the root
chord must be slightly larger than the axial coordinate of the
trailing edge of the side edge. That is, the trailing edge
must be swept forward slightly.
If the finned section has an arbitrary fin layout and/or
fin planform, the vortices cannot be tracked through the
section. In such a case, the paths of the vortices should be
taken parallel to the body centerline by proper selection of
the variables in Items 7 and 8 for this step.
Item 6 (step 2)
This card contains the permissible error, E5, used in a
criterion on the integration scheme programmed in subroutine
DASCRU. This card also reads in the upper bound, VRTMAX,
imposed on the magnitude of the external vortex-induced
velocity components.
Item 7 (step 2)
Quantity NIP is the number of axial stations over the
length of the configuration along which the vortices are
tracked. Vortex positions will be printed out at these
stations. Module VPATH2 actually determines the axial
positions of these stations. In addition, the vortex lateral
coordinates computed at these stations are used for
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calculating vortex-induced effects at body and fin control
points.
Item 8 (step 2)
The beginning (XBEGIN) and ending (XEND) axial locations
of the length of configuration along which the vortices are
to be tracked are listed on this card. These distances are
measured from the body nose. In step 2, it is possible to
"freeze" the paths of the forebody vortices through the
forward-finned section in a direction parallel to the body
centerline (recommended procedure). This is accomplished by
setting NIP=I in Item 7 and setting XBEGIN=XEND=Ieading edge
of forward-finned section (XWLE in $INPUT, Item 2 for step i).
Item 9 (step 2)
This optional input is specified when NCPIN of Item 2
is read in as zero. The number NCP is the number of field
points at which vortex-induced velocity components are to be
computed on the basis of the vortices being in the presence
of the body only (refer to Section C.4 of Appendix C).
Item i0 (step 2)
If the value of NCP in Item 9 is nonzero, these cards
contain the coordinates, in the body coordinate system
(xB,YB,ZB), shown in Figure A.4, of the field points at which
vortex-induced effects are to be computed. Note: In normal
operation index NCPIN of Item 2 is set equal to 1 and the
information of Items 9 and i0 is read in by means of a data
set stored on TAPE4.
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Description of Input Requirements for Step 3
Forward-finned section with vortex effects
Item 1 (step 3)
The integer variable NVORT is used to control the influence
of the nose vortices. It has been observed that nose vorticity
may disperse over the forward-finned section. Since the
present model for nose vorticity is incapable of representing
such a situation, the user has the option of ignoring the
existence of nose vorticity downstream of the forward-finned
section. The options are:
NVORT=0:
NVORT=I:
Nose vortices, if present, are tracked over the
entire configuration.
Nose vortices are ignored downstream of the
trailing edge of the root chord of the forward
fins.
Item 2 (step 3)
The optional input concerned with the optional strip
theory approach for calculating nonlinear pressure coefficients
on the forward fins, Items 12(a), 12(b), 12(c), and 12(d) for
step I, are repeated here if the option is used.
Description of Input Requirements for Optional Step 3a
(Program BDYSHD)
Afterbody with vortex shedding
The input for this optional step is described in
Appendix B concerned with the companion program BDYSHD. If
this program is engaged as described in Section A.4 (with
NBSHED=I in namelist $INPUT for step i), care must be taken with
the inputs for steps 4 and 5 described below. As mentioned later,
XSTART in nameli_t $INPUT for step 4 should be set equal to
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the axial location of the tail-section leading edge. Quantity
XBEGIN in Item 8 of step 5 should also be set equal to the
axial location of the tail-section leading edge.
Description of Input Requirements for Step 4
Afterbody and tail section without vortex effects
Input values required for step 4 are associated with
the same variable names as the input values for step 1 and
they are entered in the same order. The particular values
required are those relevant to the afterbody and tail section.
Namelist $BODY need not be repeated for a full configuration
provided the body length LBODY is set equal to the entire
body length in Item 9 of step i. If companion program BDYSHD
is employed to treate the afterbody including vortex shedding
effects, set NBSHED=I, and quantity XSTART should equal
quantity XWLE (axial location of tail-fins root chord leading
edge) in namelist $INPUT.
Description of Input Requirements for Step 5
Track vortices along afterbody and tail section
Input values required for step 5 have the same variable
names and are entered in the same order as the input values
for step 2. The particular values required are those
relevant to the afterbody and tail section.
If companion program BDYSHD is employed to treat the
afterbody including vortex shedding effects, set XBEGIN in
Item 8 equal to the axial location of the leading edge of
the tail section. In addition, by setting NIP=I in Item 7
and XBEGIN=XEND=axial location of leading edge of tail section,
the paths of all the vortices through the tail section are
made to lie parallel to the body centerline (recommended
procedure).
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If BDYSHDis not used, XBEGIN should be set equal to the
axial location of the trailing edge of the forward-finned section.
The paths of the vortices along the afterbody are calculated and
the Vortex positions are printed at a number of stations given
by index NIP. The vortex paths are made to lie parallel to the
body through the tail section by setting XEND= axial location
of the tail section leading edge.
Description of Input Requirements for Step 6
Afterbody and tail section with vortex effects
Item 1 (step 6)
The optional input concerned with the strip theory approach
for calculating nonlinear pressure coefficients on the tail fins,
Items 12(a) through 12(d) for step 4 are repeated here if the
option is used.
Item 2 (step 6)
This item contains the required final card with END in the
first three columns.
All input will now be listed in order of appearance includ-
ing the format and algebraic symbols if applicable.
INPUT VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM LRCDM2
Program
Variable Format Comments
List of Input Variables Required for All Runs
Item 1 (215)
NSTART
NSTOP
Beginning and ending steps in
calculation.
Step at which calculations are
started.
Step after which calculations
are stopped.
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Item 2 (I5)
NALF
Item 3
ALES (N)
Item 4
NFEE
Item 5
FEES (N)
Note:
(8FI0.4)
c
(I5)
(8FI0.4)
Number of values to be used in
included angle of attack sweep.
Values to be used in included
angle of attack sweep (N=I
through NALF), degrees•
Number of values to be used in
roll angle sweep.
Values to be used in roll angle
sweep (N=I through NFEE) ,
degrees.
For unrolled configurations, set FEES(N) equal to
0.001 for following cases.
l • For a set of planar or cruciform tail fins
subjected to asymmetric oncoming flow such as
that induced by asymmetrically deflected canard
fins.
2. For any triform fin layout.
List of Input Variables for Step 1
The following four variables are used below in the
description of the input variables for step i. The terms
"right" and "left" refer to an observer looking forward.
MSWRP: Number of panels in spanwise direction on right
fin + i; MSWRP = MSWR + 1
MSWLP: Number of panels in spanwise direction on left
fin + I; MSWLP = MSWL + 1
MSWUP: Number of panels in spanwise direction on upper
fin + i; MSWUP = MSWU + 1
MSWDP: Number of panels in spanwise direction on lower
fin + i; MSWDP = MSWD + 1
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Also see notes at the end of namelist $INPUT for variables
marked with "*".
Program
Variable Format Comments
Item 1 (20A4) Any alphanumeric information may
be put on this card for identi-
fication of the calculation.
Item 2 (namelist) Namelist $INPUT.
BIL Length of body influenced by
fins to account for interference.
For fins with unswept trailing
edges and for wing-alone cases,
_±L=CFJ?, default = 0.0.
B2 b/2
B2V
Exposed fin semispan of hori-
zontal or upper right or lower
left fins, dimensional.
Exposed fin semispan of vertical
or upper left or lower right
fins, dimensional, default is
0.0.
CRP c r Root chord of horizontal or
lower left or upper right fins,
dimensional.
CRPV
DELD* 6 d
Root chord of vertical or upper
left or lower right ±ins,
dimensional, default is 0.0.
Deflection angle of vertical
lower or upper left fin.
Postive: trailing edge to right
or down, degrees, default is
0.0.
DELL* 61
DELR* 6
r
Deflection angle of horizontal
left or lower left fin.
Positive: trailing _dge down,
degrees, default is 0.0.
Deflection angle of horizontal
right or upper right fin.
Postive: trailing edge down,
degrees, default is 0.0.
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DELU*
ERATIO
FAC
FKLE
FKSE
FMACH
ITAIL
JCPT
LVSWP
6u
K
v,LE
K
v,SE
M
0o
Deflection angle of vertical
upper or lower right fin.
Positive: trailing edge to
right or down, degrees,
default is 0.0.
Ratio of RB over RA, specify
equal to 1.0, default = 1.0.
FAC=0.95 Fraction of the
constant u-velocity
panel chord (which
contains the centroid)
where the control
point is located.
Fraction of leading-edge suction
converted to normal force,
default is 0.5.
Fraction of side-edge suction
converted to normal force,
default is 1.0.
Free-stream Mach number.
ITAIL=0 Treat forebody and
canards, steps 1 and 3,
default value.
ITAIL=l Treat afterbody and
tail section, steps 4
and 6.
JCPT=0
LVSWP=0
Later calculated by
program
No breaks in fin lead-
ing or trailing edges,
or equal spanwise spac-
ings of panel side edges,
default value.
LVSWP_0 Up to 19 breaks in fin
leading or trailing
edges or up to 19 un-
equal spanwise spacings.
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MINPRN
MSWD*
MSWL*
MSWR*
MSWU*
NBDCR*
NBDYPR
NBSHED
MINPRN=0 No print suppression,
default value.
MINPRN>0 Input and final results
only are printed.
Number of spanwise constant u-
velocity panels on the vertical
lower or upper left fin;
1 ! MSWD_ 19, default is 0.
Number of spanwise constant u-
velocity panels on the horizontal
left or lower left fin;
1 ! MSWL! 19, default is 0.
Number of spanwise constant u-
velocity panels on horizontal
right or upper right fin;
1 < MSWR< 19.
Number of spanwise constant u-
velocity panels on vertical upper
or lower right fin;
1 ! MSWU_ 19, default is 0.
Number of constant u-velocity
panels on the circumference of
the body in the interference
shell.
NBDCR=0 No body present, default
value.
NBDCR>0 Body present (see
Item 9). Note: select
value divisible by 4.
NBDCRwill be halved by
the program for sym-
metric cases.
NBDYPR=l Pressures to be cal-
culated along body
meridians, default is
0, use value i.
NBSHED= 0 Afterbody vortex shed-
ding companion program
BDYSHD is not used,
default = 0.
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NCPOUT
NCRX*
NCW*
NCWB*
NCWT
NDRAG
NBSHED=I Companion program
BDYSHDto be engaged
after completion of
step 3 for treatment
of afterbody.
NCPOUT=0 No control point coordi-
nates written, default
value.
NCPOUT=I Write coordinates (in
body system) of control
points on fins and body
interference shell in
data set (TAPE4), and
continue the run.
NCPOUT=2 Write coordinates (in
body coordinate system)
of control points on
fins and body _nterfer-
ence shell in data set
(TAPE4), and stop the
run (STOP77).
NCRX=0 Horizontal fins only
present, default value.
NCRX=I Vertical fins in addition
to horizontal fin surfaces
present.
Number of chordwise constant u-
velocity panels on the fins.
Number of constant u-velocity
panels in the longitudinal direc-
tion on the surface of the body
over the body interference
length BIL, default is 0.
Number of fin thickness (source)
panels in a chordwise row,
default is 0.
NDRAG=I Include calculation of
in-plane forces and fin
trailing-edge vorticity,
default = 0, set
NDRAG=I.
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NFVNPR
NOLINP
NOUT
NPR
NPRESS
NTDAT
NTPR
NVLIN
NFVNPR_0 Print influence coeffi-
cient matrix FVN for
debugging, default is 0.
NOLINP=0 Loadings calculated on
the basis of linear
pressures only, default
value.
NOLINP=I Loadings calculated on
the basis of linear and
Bernoulli pressures,
default = 0, set
NOLINP=I.
NOUT_0 Print large amount of out-
put for debugging, default
is 0.
Same as NOUT, default is 0.
NPRESS=0 This value ensures that
loadings are computed
on the basis of the
linear pressure rela-
tionship in addition to
the Bernoulli pressure
relationship. A value
of zero is fixed in the
program.
Number of sets of thickness data
to be input in Item 8 below.
(Presently applicable to planar
or cruciform fin layouts only.)
NTDAT=0 No thickness input data,
default value.
NTDAT=I For horizontal fin, sym-
metric layout; or for
cruciform fin, symmetric
layout with layout on
vertical fins same as on
horizontal fins.
NTPR=I Print debug output from
subroutine THKVEL, default
is 0.
NVLIN=0 (for steps 1 and 4)
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NVRTPL
NVRTX
N2DPRB
N2DPRF
Applicable to fixed external
vortices only.
NVRTPL=0 Component of velocity
parallel to fin induced
by vortices not
included in Bernoulli
loading pressures.
NVRTPL=I Loading pressure calcu-
lated including
parallel component of
vortex induced velocity,
default value.
Number of external vortices with
fixed positions present,
NVRTX < i0 (see Item ii), default
is 0. This option is to be used
for special purposes only.
Index governing type of loading
calculation performed on the body
surface.
N2DPRB=0 Linear and Bernoulli
pressure coefficients,
default value.
N2DPRB=I Shock expansion and
impact (Newtonian)
pressure coefficients.
N2DPRB=2 Shock expansion and
impact (Newtonian)
pressure coefficients
corrected with linear
theory.
For N2DPRB > 0, further input is
required (Item i0).
Index governing type of loading
calculation performed on fin
surfaces.
N2DPRF=0 Linear and Bernoulli
pressure coefficients,
default value.
N2DPRF=I Shock expansion and
impact (Newtonian)
pressure coefficients.
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PHIDIH
PHIFR
PHIFL
PHIFU
PHIFD
PHIINT
CF
N2DPRF=2 Shock expansion and
impact (Newtonian)
pressure coefficients
corrected with linear
theory.
For N2DPRF > 0, further input is
required (Item 12).
Dihedral or cant angle associated
with interdigitated or low-
profile four fin layouts, default
is 0.0 for cruciform or triform
fin layouts, 0_ Cf! 90 ° .
Dihedral angle of right upper fin,
in degrees° _f_l!it is 0. See
sketch below.
Dihedral angle or left lower fin,
in degrees, default is 0.
Dihedral angle of right lower fin,
in degrees. Default is 90.0.
Dihedral angle of left upper fin,
in degrees. Default is 90.0.
Interdigitation angle, degrees,
between front and rear finned
sections. When viewed from the
rear, this angle is positive when
the front section is rotated
clockwise with respect to the
rear section. Default is 0.
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Arbitrary Fin Layout Cruciform Fin Layout
(Looking Forward) _ZB
Fin 4,n_ ZB _Fin I,R _Fin 3,U
RA
RB
REFL
SREF
SWLEP
SWLEV
SWTEP
Lref
S
ref
Radius of cylindrical part of
body, dimensional, default
=0.0.
RB=RA, default = 0.0.
Reference length used in moment
calculations, dimensional,
default is 1.0.
Reference area used in load
calculations, dimensional,
default is 1.0.
Horizontal or upper right and
lower left fin leading-edge
sweep angle measured in fin
planform, positive for sweep
back, degrees, default is 0.0.
Vertical or lower right and
upper left fin leading-edge
sweep angle measured in fin
planform, positive for sweep
back, degrees, default is 0.0.
Horizontal or upper right and
lower left fin trailing-edge
sweep angle measured in fin plan-
form, positive for sweep back,
degrees, default is 0.0.
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SWTEV
THETIT
THETR
THETL
THETU
THETD
TOLFAC
VRTMAX
XM
also refer to
preceding sketch
Vertical or lower right and
upper left fin trailing-edge
sweep angle measured in fin
planform, positive for sweep
back, degrees, default is 0.0.
Location angle associated
with interdigitated or low-
profile four fin layouts,
default is 0.0 for cruciform
or triform fin layouts,
0< e < 90° .
Polar angle of right upper
fin in degrees, default is
0.0.
Polar angle of left lower fin,
in degrees, default is 0.0.
Polar angle of right lower
fin, in degrees, default is
90.0.
Polar angle of left upper fin,
in degrees, default is 90.0.
TOLFAC=I Multiplication factor
used in the evaluation
of the tolerance,
TLRNC, used in sub-
routine VELO.
Maximum magnitude of vortex
induced velocities included in
flow tangency condition and
pressure calculations, default
is 0.35.
x_-coordinate of moment center in
body-coordinate system, default
is 0.0.
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XSTART
XWLE
ZM
Axial station (XB-COordinate)
aft of which body pressures are
to be calculated, default is
0.0. Note: For steps 1-3 set
XSTART=0.0. For steps 4-6 set
XTART=canard T.E. location and
if NBSHED=I, set XSTART=tail
L.E. location.
Axial location (xR-coordinate)
of fin root chord-leading edge
measured from body nose,
default is 0.0.
ZB-COordinate of moment center in
body coordinate system, default
is 0.0.
W
The following relations must hold:
i. NWBP= [NCW (MSWR+MSWL+MSWU+MSWD) +NCWB (NBDCR) ]<_150.
. Also, MSWR, MSWL, MSWU, and MSWD should be at least five
for valid fin trailing-edge vorticity characteristics.
, When running symmetric case, FEES(N) = 0.0 in Item 5 pre-
ceding step 1 input, and if fins are deflected symmetrically,
set MSWL, MSWU, MSWD, and DELL, DELU, DELD as follows:
a . for cruciform fins, MSWR_0, set DELR_0.0,
set NCRX=0
MSWL=0 DELL=DELR
MSWU=0 DELU=0
MSWD=0 DELD=0
b. for arbitrary fin layout, MSWR_0, MSWU_0, 2 cases:
- no fin deflection
set NCRX=I
MSWL=0
MSWD=0
- with fin deflection, set DELR_0.0, DELU_0.0
set NCRX=I
MSWL=MSWU DELD=DELR
MSWD=MSWR DELL=DELU
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Item 3
YR (KJ)
VSWLER (KJ)
VSWTER (KJ)
(3FI0.5) Optional input for planar or
cruciform wing alone at zero side-
slip (if LVSWP_0). (Not used with
fin-body combinations.)
Distance from wing root chord to
the constant u-velocity panel
outboard side edge on right wing,
I<KJ<MSWRP, (MSWRP<20) , YR(1)=0.0,
YR (MSWRP) =B2.
Leading-edge sweep of wing between
YR(KJ-I) and YR(KJ), positive for
sweep back, degrees, 1 < KJ<_MSWRP,
(MSWRP<20) , VSWLER(1)=O. 0.
Trailing-edge sweep of wing
between YR(KJ-I) and YR(KJ),
positive for sweep back, degrees,
I<KJ<MSWRP, (MSWRP<20) ,
VSWTER (i) =0.0.
Item 4
YRT (KJ)
VSWLE R (KJ)
VSWTER (KJ)
(3F10.5) Optional input for fin-body
combination (if LVSWP_0).
Distance from fin root chord to
the constant u-velocity panel
outboard side edge on right
horizontal or upper right fin,
i< KJ < MSWRP, (MSWRP<20),
YRT(1)--=0.0, YRT(MSWRP)=B2.
Leading-edge sweep of fin between
YRT (KJ-I) and YRT (KJ) , positive
for sweep back, degrees,
1 < KJ < MSWRP, (MSWRP<_20) ,
VSWLER (I) =0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of fin between
YRT (KJ-I) and YRT (KJ) , positive
for sweep back, degrees,
I<KJ<MSWRP, (MSWRP<20) ,
VSWTER (i) =0.0.
Item 5 (3FI0.5) Optional input for fin-body
combination (if LVSWP_0).
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YLT (KJ)
VSWLEL(KJ)
VSWTEL(KJ)
Distance from fin root chord to
the constant u-velocity panel
outboard side edge on left
horizontal or lower left fin,
I<_KJ<_MSWLP,(MSWLP<20),
YLT(1)=0.0, YLT(MSWLP)=-B2.
Leading-edge sweep of fin between
YLT (KJ-I) and YLT (KJ) , negative
for sweep back, degrees,
1 < KJ <_MSWLP, (MSWLP<20),
VSWLEL(I) =0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of fin
between YLT (KJ-I) and YLT (KJ) ,
negative for sweep back, degrees,
I<_KJ<_MSWLP,(MSWLP<20),
VSWTEL(i) =0.0.
Item 6
ZUT(KJ)
VSWLEU (KJ)
VSWTEU (KJ)
(3FI0.5) Optional input for cruciform fin-
body combination (if LVSWP_0).
Distance from fin root chord to
the constant u-velocity panel out-
board side edge on upper vertical
or lower right fin, I!KJ<_MSWUP,
(MSWUP<20) , ZUT(1)=0.0,
ZUT (MSWUP) =B2V.
Leading-edge sweep of fin between
ZUT(KJ-I) and ZUT(KJ), positive
for sweep back, degrees,
I!KJ_MSWUP, (MSWUP_20),
VSWLEU(1)=0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of fin between
ZUT(KJ-I) and ZUT(KJ) , positive
for sweep back, degrees,
I<KJ<_MSWUP, (MSWUP<20) ,
VSWTEU (i) =0.0
Item 7
ZDT (KJ)
(3FI0.5) Optional input for cruciform fin-
body combination (if LVSWP_0).
Distance from fin root chord to
the constant u-velocity panel out-
board side edge on lower fin,
I<KJ<MSWDP, (MSWDP<20) ,
ZDT(1)=0.0, ZDT(MSWDP)=-B2V
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VSWLED(KJ)
VSWTED(KJ)
Leading-edge sweep of fin between
ZDT(KJ-I) and ZDT(KJ) , negative
for sweep back, degrees,
I<KJ<MSWDP, (MSWDP<20),
VSWLED(i) =0.0.
Trailing-edge sweep of fin
between ZDT(KJ-I) and ZDT(KJ) ,
negative for sweep back, degrees,
I<KJ<MSWDP, (MSWDP<_20),
VSWTED(i) =0.0.
Item 8
Item 8(a)
MSWT
LVSWT
NUNIS
(i015)
Optional thickness input data
when NTDAT#0. (presently appli-
cable to planar or cruciform
fin layouts only.)
Information in Items 8(a), 8(b),
and 8(c) are read in by sub-
routine THKIN for the right hori-
zontal fin.
Number of source panels in the
spanwise direction, I!MSWT!I9.
LVSWT=0 No breaks in fin leading
or trailing edges, or
equal spanwise spacings
of source panel sides,
default is 0.
LVSWT=I Up to 19 breaks in fin
leading or trailing
edges or up to 19 unequal
spanwise spacings.
NUNIS=0 Thickness distribution
varies over the span.
NUNIS=I Thickness distribution
constant over the span.
Item 8 (b)
YTH (i ,J)
(3FI0.5) Optional input for LVSWT=I.
Distance from body centerline to
the source panel outboard side
edge, I<J<MSWT+I.
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SWLET(J)
SWTET(J)
Leading-edge sweep of fin between
YTH(I,J-I) and YTH(I,J), positive
I<J<MSWT+I.
Trailing-edge sweep of fin between
YTH(I,J-I) and YTH(I,J), positive
for sweep back, degrees,
I<J<MSWT+I.
Item 8(c)
THET (K)
(8FI0.0) Optional input specifying stream-
wise thickness slopes read in by
subroutine THETIN in groups of
NCWT values.
NUNIS=I: K=I, NCWT
NUNIS=0 : K=I, (NCWT*MSWT)
Note: I<K<400
Item 8 (d) Optional thickness input for
left fin. All input same as
for right fin above,
Items 8(a), (b), and (c).
Item 8 (e) Optional thickness input for
upper fin when NCRX=I in namelist
$INPUT. Same input as for right
fin, Items 8(a), (b) , and (c).
Item 8(f) Optional thickness input for
lower fin when NCRX=I in namelist
$INPUT. All inputs same as for
right fin, Items 8(a) , (b) , and
(c) .
Item 9
NXBODY
(namelist) Namelist $BODY read in by sub-
routine BDYGEN. Required input
when body with circular cross
section is present, NBDCR_0.
Note: This input required for
step 1 only.
Number of line source/sinks and
line doublet singularities dis-
tributed along body centerline.
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LNOSE
LBODY
BCODE
Item i0
Item i0 (a)
CONSTK
Item 10 (b)
NSEG
Item i0 (c)
THETA (J)
(FI0.5)
(I5)
(8FI0.5)
Length of nose part of body
measured from nose tip, dimen-
sional (real variable).
Length of body, dimensional
(real variable).
Control index (integer) for
specifying forebody shape over
length LNOSE.
BCODE=0
BCODE=I
BCODE=2
BCODE=3
BCODE=4
Parabolic
Sears-Haack
Tangent ogive
Ellipsoidal
Conical
Optional input for calculation of
2-D nonlinear pressures on body.
Read when N2DPRB>0. Data required
for one strip only since body is
axisymmetric.
Constant used in Newtonian pressure
coefficient, normally CONSTK=2.
Number of 2-D segments used to
describe body shape 2<NSEG<I00.
Slope angles of 2-D segments on
body measured relative to body
centerline in degrees. Eight
values per card I<J<NSEG.
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Item ii
GAMMA (I)
YVRTX (I )
ZVRTX (I)
(8FI0.5) Optional input read by subroutine
VRTVEL when the effect of fixed
external vortices are considered,
normally not used, I<_NVRTX_I0.
Vortex strength divided by
(2_V_a) where a is body radius
RA, I<I<NVRTX.
YB-COordinate of vortex, normalized
by body radius, I<I<NVRTX.
ZB-COordinate of vortex, normalized
by body radius, I<I<NVRTX. There
will be NVRTX sets of vortex
inputs.
Item 12 Optional input for calculation of
2-D nonlinear pressures on fins.
Read when N2DPRF>0.
Item 12(a)
CONSTK
(Fi0.5)
Constant used in Newtonian" pressure
coefficient, normally CONSTK=2.
Item 12 (b)
NSEG
(I5)
Number of 2-D segments used to
describe fin profile,
2<NSEG<I00.
Item 12(c)
THETA(J)
(8FI0.5)
Slope angles of 2-D segments on
upper surface of fin measured
relative to fin chordal plane,
degrees, I<J<NSEG.
Item 12(d)
THETB(J) Slope angles of 2-D segments on
lower surface of fin measured
relative to fin chordal plane,
degrees, 1 < J < NSEG.
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Note : Items 12(b) through 12(d) are repeated for each chordwise
row of control points on each fin. That is, there are
MSWR+MSWL+MSWD+MSWUrepetitions of Items 12(b) through
12(d), I<J<NSEG.
List of Input Variables for Step 2
Track body nose vortices along forward-finned section
Item 1 (20A4) Any alphanumeric information to
identify the run.
Item 2
NS
NF
NCPIN
NVLOUT
NOUT
IPLT
(8Ii0)
Number of body sections for
which coefficients C(I,J) are
required, I<NS!7.
Number of corner points used to
define fin geometry, I<NF<7.
NCPIN=I Read in control point
and body pressure points
from data set (TAPE4).
NCPIN=0 Control points are not
input via TAPE4.
NVLOUT=I Write velocities induced
by moving vortices (and
calculated in this pro-
gram) on data set
(TAPE7).
NVLOUT=0 No such output.
NOUT=I Print additional output.
NOUT=0 Minimum output.
IPLT=0 No plots showing vortex
positions in the output.
IPLT=I Vortex positions shown in
crossflow planes.
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Item 3 (7FI05)
XE (I) Axial coordinates of the end of
each body section, I<I<NS.
Item 4
C(I,J)
(8F10.5)
Coefficients in the body meridian
equation, I<I<NS, l<J<7. Only
C(I,I) is non-zero. It equals
the body radius, RA.
Item 5
XF (I)
YF (I)
(8FI0.5)
specify in
pairs
Optional input concerning fin
planform geometry when NF_0.
Axial coordinate of fin corner
point, I<I<NF.
Lateral coordinate of fin corner
point, I<I<NF.
Item 6
E5
VRTMAX
(8FI0.5)
Error allowed in integration sub-
routine DASCRU. Use the value
0.01 or less.
Maximum magnitude of vortex
induced velocities, use the
value 0.35.
Item 7
NIP
(8Ii0)
Number of axial stations to be
printed in output, 1<_NIP!50.
Note: If XBEGIN=XEND set NIP=I.
Item 8
XBEGIN
(8FI0.5)
Axial location of vortex-tracking
starting station. Note: If
vortices are assumed to lie parallel
to body centerline through forward-
finned section in step 2, set
XBEGIN=XEND and NIP=I in Item 7.
For step 5 refer to general descrip-
tion of input for that step given
earlier.
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XEND
Item 9
NCP
(8II0)
Axial location of end station for
vortex tracking.
Next two items are optional input
for NCPIN=0, only.
Number of control points and body
pressure points or field points at
which vortex induced velocities
are to be calculated.
Item i0
CPX
CPY
CPZ
(3FI0.5) Optional input when NCP#0
specifying field point coordinates.
Body xB-coordinate of field point,
dimenslonal.
Body YB-COordinate of field point,
dimensional.
Body ZB-COordinate of field point,
dimensional.
List of Input Variables for Step 3
Forward-finned section with vortex effects
Item 1
NVORT
(I5)
Integer flag read in by routine
DEMON2 indicating how far along
body the paths and influence of
nose vortices are calculated.
NVORT=0
NVORT=I
Paths and influence cal-
culated along entire
body.
Paths and influence cal-
culated to trailing edge
of canard root chord
only.
Item 2 Optional input for nonlinear
pressure calculation on fins.
Items 12(a) through 12(d) were
specified for step I, they are
repeated here.
If
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Input Variables for Step 4
Same as for step 1 except this input is applied to the
afterbody and tail section, Item 9 (NAMELIST $BODY) is excluded.
Note: Set ITAIL=I. Also if NBSHED=I in namelist $INPUT set
XSTART=XWLE in $INPUT.
Input Variables for Step 5
Same as for step 2, applied to afterbody and tail section.
Note: If NBSHED=I in namelist $INPUT for step 4, set XBEGIN=
axial location of the leading edge of the tail section; also
refer to general description of input for this step given earlier
with regard to running upstream vortices parallel to the body
centerline through the length of the tail seciton (NIP_0,
XBEGIN=axial location of forward-finned section trailing
edge, XEND=axial location of tail section leading edge).
List of Input Variables for Step 6
Item 1 Optional input for nonlinear
pressure calculation on the fins.
If items 12(a) through 12(d)
were specified in step 4, they are
repeated here.
Item 2 End card with "END" punched in
first three columns.
The input deck must be terminated by a card with "END"
punched in the first three columns.
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A.8 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
This section contains a description of the output generated
by program LRCDM2for a typical case involving a complete
forward-fin, body, tail-fin combination. Hence, this output
corresponds to a case where NSTARThas a value of 1 and NSTOP
has a value of 6. The output control index MINPRN specified
in namelist $INPUT equals 0. If it is set equal to i, only
the input data and the overall force and moment coefficients
are printed.
A sample output is shown in Figure A.7. It is the program
output for the forward-controlled configuration used as the
sample case discussed in Section A.9 of this appendix. This
sample case includes output generated by program BDYSHD
described in Appendix B. Thus, program LRCDM2 first runs
steps 1 through 3, program BDYSHD runs optional step 3a, and
LRCDM2 resumes to run steps 4 through 6.
Large amounts of additional output are generated if print
control indices NOUT and NPR are set nonzero. This additional
output is provided as an aid in finding input and/or program
problems. For the benefit of the user, references are made
to specific subroutines from which portions of the output are
printed. The subroutine names are shown in the subroutine call-
ing sequence, Figure A.I. For clarity, the output is described
separately for each step of the stepwise procedure described
in Section A.4 of this appendix and in Section 2.3 of this
report. The output generated by companion program BDYSHD
for optional step 3a is discussed in Appendix B.
The following descriptions are concerned with the linear
and Bernoulli pressure coefficient calculation methods. If
the optional shock-expansion and Newtonian pressure coeffi-
cients are used, the pertinent headings in the output will
indicate that fact.
The following coordinate systems will be mentioned in
output descriptions.
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i. Body coordinate system (xB,YB,Z B) with origin at the
nose, Figure A.4; this system is also called rolled or body-
fixed coordinate system.
2. Unrolled body coordinate system (xB,Y,Z) also with
origin at the nose and z in the plane formed by the free-stream
velocity vector and the body centerline; lateral coordinate y
is normal to this plane and points to the right as will be
shown in a later sketch.
3. Wing coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Zw) parallel to
(xB,YB,Z B) with origin on the body centerline at the axial
location of the root chord leading edge of either the forward-
or tail-finned section, Figure A.4.
4. Local fin coordinate system (xF,YF,Z F) with origin
at the root chord leading edge, x F directed aft along the root
chord, YF in the plane of the fin (inboard or outboard), and
zF normal to the fin plane (also refer to Appendix C,
Section C.2).
A.8.1 Output From Step 1
The first page is the title page and the second page
identifies both the step and the particular run. For this
step the title "LOADS ON FORWARD FINS WITHOUT EFFECTS OF NOSE
VORTICES" is printed at the top of the second page followed
by the run descriptor entered in input Item 1 for this step.
Values of the variables in namelist $INPUT read in by
subroutine DEMON2 are printed on the second and possibly third
page. The values of the variables pertain to the forward-
finned section. All dimensions in the output are the same as
in the input. Any dimensional system is acceptable to the
program as long as it is used consistently.
Fin-section geometry and the number of constant u-velocity
panels in the chordwise (NCW) and spanwise (MSWR, MSWL, MSWU,
MSWD) directions are listed on the next page. Fin geometry is
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repeated on the following page with flow conditions. Quantities
ALFA and BETA correspond to angles of pitch, e, and sideslip, 8,
respectively, calculated by the program in accordance with
Equation (3) in this report. They are calculated from the
included angle of attack, ec' and angle of roll, _, specified
singly or multiply in Items 3 and 5 required for all runs.
Information concerning the geometrical layout of the planar
source panels used to model thickness of the fins is then shown
if the thickness option is used. On the next page, the
specified fin streamwise thickness slopes are printed.
Coordinates of the control points generated by subroutine
_Mn_9 and _=__e _ ,.,_ the _=_ ,_-_,_i_,, Is _
................................. _ pane ....
printed next. These panels are distributed on the fins and
the body-interference shell of the forward-finned section.
The number of control points and the coordinates, expressed
in the (xB,YB,Z B) system, are stored on a data set on TAPE4
for later use in step 2. There are NWBP sets of coordinates
where NWBP is the number of control points on the forward fins
and interference shell. The value of NWBP is given by the
following relation.
NWBP=NCW (MSWR+MSWL+MSWU+MSWD) +NCWB (NBDCR)
Namelist $BODY, which is read in by subroutine BDYGEN,
appears next. It is followed by the cylindrical coordinates
and streamwise slopes of the body definition points. These
coordinates are calculated by the program. The origin of each
semi-infinite line singularity (linearly varying line source/
sink and linearly varying line doublet) used to represent the
body is given under the heading TX. All axial coordinates are
given in the body-coordinate system with origin at the nose,
as shown in Figure A.4. The strengths of the singularities are
related to coefficients T(I) for the line sources or sinks,
and by TC(I) for the line doublets.
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On the next pages, the output shows the surface pressures
calculated on the circumference of the forebody. The forebody
is the length of body up to the forward-finned section. The
first page of the body loading output is marked ***STEP1 on the
upper right hand corner. The pressures are calculated by
subroutine BDYPRon rings centered on the axial locations
listed under the heading XB in the body coordinate system.
The ring at each axial location is given a BODY RING number
which is written above the pressure point coordinates, per-
turbation velocity components involved, pressure coefficients,
meridional body slopes, and pressure ratios. The pressures are
calculated by subroutine BDYPRon the basis of both the linear
and Bernoulli pressure-velocity relationships. The former is
given by Equation (5) and the latter is given by Equation (6)
in this report. Pressures based on shock expansion and
Newtonian theories can be optionally calculated (refer to
Section 2.6 of this report). If this is the case, the pressure
headings are changed accordingly in all of the following output.
At the given axial station on the forebody, body-nose shed
vorticity characteristics can appear ahead of the body pressure
output if the included angle of attack is in excess of about
5 degrees and if the forebody length is sufficiently long.
The vorticity is represented by two concentrated vortices
located symmetrically with respect to the crossflow component
of the free-stream velocity vector as shown in the sketch below.
The vortex coordinates are specified in the unrolled body
coordinate system and in the fixed body-coordinate system
(rolled coordinates) nondimensionalized by the local body
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G
zB
• YB
sine c
radius. The coordinate systems are discussed below. The
vortex characteristics will change from one station to the
next. The calculated pressures include effects of the body-
nose vortices, if present*.
At the end of the output for each ring, the integrated
loads on that ring are given in the unrolled body-axis and
in the fixed or rolled body-axis coordinates for both linear
loading and Bernoulli loading pressures. In addition, the
cumulative body loads up to and including that ring are given.
The relationship between the unrolled (xB,Y,Z) and the rolled
body-coordinate (xB,YB,ZB) system is shown above at a given
body cross section. The xB-axis is the same for both systems.
If the angle of roll _ is zero, the two coordinate systems are
the same.
Refer to Limitations and Precaution Section A.6 in connection
with a deficiency in the forebody pressures when under the
influence of forebody vortices.
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If body-nose vortices are generated on the forebody, their
number, strengths and positions at the end of the forebody
(i.e., at the beginning of the forward-finned section) are
printed after the last forebody ring pressure distribution and
loadings output. Positions are given in the body coordinate
system (xB,YB,ZB) in dimensional units. Vortex strengths are
divided by the free-stream velocity. This information is
stored in a data set on TAPE8 for later use in step 2.
The accumulated body loads calculated in step I, including
the last ring on the forebody, are used as the first values in
the summing procedure for the force and moment coefficients
acting on the entire configuration. In program LRCDM2, the
values for the force and moment coefficients are expressed in
the unrolled body coordinate system (xB,Y,Z) and in the rolled
or fixed body coordinate system (xB,YB,ZB).
The next page in the output lists the calculated control
point coordinates X,Y,Z for the constant u-velocity panels
distributed on the fins. These coordinates are expressed in
the wing-coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Zw)shown in Figure A.4.
Perturbation velocities, induced at these points by the body
sources/sinks and doublets, and lateral velocity components
induced by vortices with their characteristics specified
optionally in the input are also shown. The quantities
BU,BV,BW are due to the body line singularities and VVRTX,WVRTX
are due to the vortices specified in optional Item i0 of the
input for step i. These velocity components are also expressed
in the wing coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Zw). Normally, velocities
induced by moving vortices are calculated by module VPATH2
and printed later. Velocity components induced by the body
singularities are calculated by subroutine VELCAL.
Coordinates of the control points associated with the
body interference panels are given on the next page. They are
also expressed in the wing coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Zw).
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Velocity components THU, THV, and THW are induced by the planar
source panels distributed on the fins to model thickness as
an option.
The next pages are concerned with the Bernoulli pressure
distributions acting on the fins calculated by subroutine
SPECPR. In step i, the fin pressures do not include effects
of forebody vortices, if present. Perturbation velocity
components UTOTA, VTOTA, and WTOTAand the pressure coefficient
PRESSA (=Cp) act on the upper side of the horizontal fins.
Perturbation velocity components UTOTB, VTOTB, and WTOTB and
the pressure coefficient PRESSB (=Cp) act on the lower side
of the horizontal fins. Coordinates X, Y, and Z correspond
to the control points of the constant u-velocity panels on the
fins and are expressed in the wing-coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Z W)
shown in Figure A.4. The perturbation velocity components
act along directions parallel to the wing- or body-coordinate
systems. The Bernoulli pressure coefficient information is
then given for the left (PRESSA) and right (PRESSB) sides of
the vertical fins, looking forward.
For cases with interdigitated or low-profile fin layouts,
the pressures acting on the surfaces of each fin are still given
by PRESSA and PRESSB. The designation of the fins in an
arbitrary layout is related to the designation of the fins
in a cruciform layout as shown below.
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Arbitrary Fin Layout Cruciform Fin Layout
(Looking Forward)
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Pressure coefficients PRESSA and PRESSB are shown in the sketch
on the sides of the fins where they act. The lateral fin
local coordinate (yF,ZF) are indicated for each fin for the
cruciform case and for one fin for the arbitrary fin layout.
Note that for the arbitrary case the fin planes do not
coincide with yB,y W or ZB,Z W. However, the perturbation
velocities are still expressed in the body- or wing-coordinate
systems.
The Bernoulli loading pressures shown on the next pages
are computed as PRESSB minus PRESSA (ACp = DELTP, BERN.) for
all fins, and the linear loading pressures (ACp = DELTP, LIN.)
are proportional to the strengths of the constant u-velocity
panels on the fins.
Fin loading information is printed on the next pages.
The first page is marked ***STEP1. First, the loadings
calculated by subroutine SPECLD are based on the linear
pressure loadings DELTP, LIN. The force and moment coefficients,
spanwise loading and suction distributions are given for each
fin as follows.
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The heading specifies flow conditions and reference
quantities including the moment center coordinates in the body
system. It is followed by a list of the fin deflection
angles, thrust coefficient, CTHR, acting in the negative
xW (or x B) direction, force coefficient CZ in the zW (or zB)
direction, force coefficient CY in the YW (or yB ) direction,
pitching moment CM (nose-up positive), yawing moment CLN
(nose-to-right positive) and rolling-moment CLL (right-fin-
down positive) coefficients. Values for the various loads,
printed in the first column under the title "TOTAL" are the
sum of the loads on the fins only. They do not include the
carryover loads on the interference _±.
Force coefficients CZ,CY and moment coefficients CM,CLN
are also printed for the interference shellwhich covers the
body over the length covered by the fins. They are only
representative of the lift carryover or interference from the
fins. The actual loads acting on this section of body are
computed by integrating the appropriate pressure distributions
printed out later as part of step 3.
For convenience, the positive directions of the forces
and moments expressed in the rolled or body-fixed system are
indicated in the following sketch together with the rolled
body- and wing-coordinate systems. So far, the loading
coefficients have been expressed in the rolled body-axis
system. The fin loading information is also specified in the
unrolled body-axis system discussed earlier in connection with
the forebody loads. For cases with zero roll angle (_ = 0°),
the two sets of force and moment coefficients are the same.
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Under the heading SPANWISEDISTRIBUTIONS, the quantities
of interest are the span loading CN*C/(2*B), and the suction
distribution CS*C/(2*B) given as a function of the fraction of
exposed fin semispan. These quantities are calculated in
subroutine SPNLD. Parameter B is twice the exposed fin semi-
span. Other important quantities are the leading- and side-
edge augmentations CNADD to fin-normal force calculated from
the suction distributions along those edges in accordance with
Polhamus' suction-to-normal force conversion (refer to
Appendix C, Section C.2). Proportion factors KVLE and KVSE
are specified in namelist $INPUT. If the fin leading edge is
supersonic, the suction and therefore the normal-force augment-
ation along that edge is zero. The contributions from the
additional leading- and/or side-edge normal force(s) acting on
the fin to the force and moment coefficients in the rolled
and unrolled coordinates are printed (CYADD, CZADD, etc.).
The points of action of the additional leading- and side-edge
forces are indicated by XCG, YCG, and ZCG. On the leading
edge, the additional force is located at the spanwise center
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of pressure of the suction distribution. On the side edge,
the axial location is assumed to be at mid-chord.
The strengths and lateral positions of the vortices
associated with the fin leading- and/or side-edge normal force
augmentations are printed next. Coordinates Y, C.G. and Z, C.G.
are given in the local fin system (yF,ZF) shown in an earlier
sketch and in the rolled body-coordinate system. These
coordinates represent the lateral vortex locations at the
trailing edge of the fin.
All of the above information is repeated for each fin in
the finned section under consideration (forward section in
step i). Note again that for step i, the effects of forebody
vortices (if present) are not included. These effects will
be included later in the output associated with step 3.
All loading computations are repeated by subroutine SPCLD
on the basis of the Bernoulli loading pressures printed earlier.
However, in this instance the characteristics of trailing-edge
vorticity represented as one or more concentrated vortices
are specified under the heading "T.E. FIN VORTICITY DUE TO
ATTACHED FLOW." This vorticity is determined from the spanload
distribution based on Bernoulli pressure loading (Appendix C,
Section C.3) and is not related to the vorticity due to the
force augmentations along the leading and side edges.
None of the loading or vortex information calculated
during step 1 is included in the summing or storing of data.
This will be done in step 3 when the effects of forebody
vortices are included.
A.8.2 Output From Step 2
At the top of the first page of output from this step,
the title "PATHS OF NOSE VORTICES OVER FORWARD FINS" is printed.
This is followed by the run identifier entered as input
Item 1 for step 2.
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The next output appears only if body-nose vortices have
been formed as part of step I. Fin planform geometry (if
specified) and flow conditions are given. The permissible
error, E5, in the vortex path integration scheme is printed.
This output is followed by a list of vortex strengths and
lateral positions at the initial axial station (beginning of
forward-finned section). Coordinates Y,VRTX and Z,VRTX and
the axial locations are expressed in the rolled body-coordinate
system (xB,YB,ZB). Vortex strengths are divided by the magni-
tude of the free stream and as such GAMMA/VINF is dimensional
(unit of length). If the input specified in Items 7 and 8
allow the vortices to move in the crossflow plane, the vortex
coordinates are given at a number (NIP) of axial stations.
If the vortices are assumed to travel aft parallel to the body
centerline (by setting NIP=I and XBEGIN=XEND), the vortex
coordinates are given for the first station only.
The next item in the output for step 2 is a listing of
the coordinates of field points (or control points), read in
be means of a data set on TAPE4, and the velocity components
induced by the vortices at those points. If no body vortices
were generated, the vortex effects will be zero. The coordi-
nates and the velocity components are given in the rolled
body-coordinate system (xB,YB,ZB). The vortex effects are
calculated on the basis of the vortices in the presence of
the body only (refer to Appendix C) and are stored in a data
set on TAPE7. Finally, the updated body-nose vortex positions
and strengths are shown and stored on TAPE8.
A.8.3 Output From Step 3
In step 3, as in step i, loads are calculated on the
forward-finned section. The only difference between the two
steps is that the effects of nose vortices (if present) on
the fins and interference shell are included in step 3 while
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they are omitted in step i. Much of the output in step 3
appears similar to that in step i. To the extent possible,
repeat calculations are avoided in order to decrease program
execution times. For example, the body singularity strengths
and the loads on the forebody are calculated in step 1 only
while the loads acting on the portion of body in the forward-
finned section are determined only in step 3.
The title "LOADS ON FORWARDFINS WITH EFFECTS OF NOSE
VORTICES" marks the beginning of the output for step 3. This
is followed by the run identifier entered in input item 1 of
step i.
Values of the variables in namelist $INPUT are printed on
the following pages. These values are the same, with the
exception of NVLIN and NCPOUT, as used in step i. These latter
two variables have been set by the executive routine to read
in the vortex-induced velocities, calculated in step 2,
from a data set (NVLIN=I) and to not write the control point
coordinates onto a data set (NCPOUT=0).
Immediately below the list of namelist $INPUT is a
statement specifying whether or not the nose vortices are
tracked past the forward-finned section. This is controlled
by the variable NVORT entered as input to step 3. Body-nose
vortex effects are calculated along the afterbody and tail
section when NVORThas a value of zero. When NVORT is assigned
a value of one, effects of nose vortices are neglected down-
stream of the trailing edge of the forward-finned section.
The fin section geometry characteristics, and flow con-
ditions are printed again. Vortex-induced velocities at the
panel control points (XCP,YCP,ZCP) are printed next. These
velocity components are designated VVEL and WVEL and were
calculated in step 2. The values should agree with the V
and W values printed at the end of that step. In step 3, the
point coordinates and velocity components are expressed in the
wing coordinate system (Xw,Yw,Zw).
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Pressure coefficients based on the Bernoulli expression,
Equation (6), calculated at the control points of the panels
on the fins are printed on the next pages. The meaning of
above and below are discussed in the corresponding output
description for step i. This time, in step 3, the pressure
coefficients (PRESSA, PRESSB) and pressure loadings (DELTP,LIN.,
DELP,BERN.) include contributions from the forebody vortices
if present.
Fin loading information for step 3 is printed on the
next pages. These loads are presented in the same manner as in
step i. The first set of loads is based on linear pressure
loading, and the first page shows ***STEP3 in the right upper
corner. The difference between the fin loads printed during
step 1 and those printed during step 3 is that the former loads
do not include effects induced by any nose vortices while the
loads given in step 3 do include these vortex effects.
The leading- and side-edge fin normal-force augmentations
and the associated fin-edge vortex characteristics are printed
after the spanwise distributions for each fin of the forward-
finned section. These quantities are calculated as part of
the linear pressure loading method in accordance with
Appendix C of this report and Appendix C of Reference i.
During step 3, the fin force and moment augmentations are added
to the forebody force and moment coefficients calculated
during step i. In addition, the leading- and side-edge vortex
characteristics are added to the data set on TAPE8.
The second set of loading information is based on the
Bernoulli loading pressures. It is printed on a page marked
***STEP3. During step 3, the fin loads are added to the
accumulated force and moment coefficients. The total load
acting on a fin of a forward-finned section is given by the
sum of the force or moment coefficient listed under the
heading "BERNOULLI PRESSURELOADS IN BODY SYSTEM" or
"FOLLOWINGARE IN UNROLLEDBODY-AXIS COORDINATESYSTEM" and
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the corresponding additional force and moment coefficients due
to leading- and/or side-edge normal-force augmentations cal-
culated with the linear pressure loadings% This information
is printed a few pages earlier under the spanwise distribu-
tions output generated with linear pressure loading.
The trailing-edge vorticity characteristics shown under
the heading "T.E. VORTICITY DUE TO ATTACHED FLOW" are added
to the table of vortex strengths and positions on TAPE8 as
listed at the end of the fin load output. Coordinates Y and Z
under the heading "VORTEX INFORMATION WRITTEN ON TAPE8 FROM
SUBROUTINE SPNLD" correspond to the rolled body coordinates
YB and zB of the vortices at the trailing edge of the
forward-finned section. The vortex strengths, GAMMA, are
divided by free stream.
Finally, pressures and loads acting on the rings of the
body interference shell are printed under the heading
"PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS AT POINTS ON BODY MERIDIANS." This
set of rings covers the length of body next to the fins of the
forward-finned section and follows the rings on the forebody.
The widths of the rings of the interference shell are set by
body interference length BIL and axial paneling number NCWB
both specified in namelist $INPUT, Item 2 for step i. Coordi-
nates XB, YB, and ZB are expressed in the rolled body coordinate
system (xB,YB,ZB). Perturbation components UTOT, VTOT, and
WTOT are also in that system and include contributions from
body singularities, fin thickness panels, constant u-velocity
panels on the fins and interference shell and external
(forebody) vortices if present.
The final accumulated ring loads are added to the overall
force and moment coefficients accumulated so far. If optional
,
The NASA/LRC version of LRCDM2 prints the total fin forces
under the Bernoulli pressure loads as CZFT,CYFT...etc. and
CZFTU,CYFTU...etc. The sample case output shown later does not
show these quantities.
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afterbody vortex shedding program BDYSHDis engaged (step 3a),
the forces and moments accumulated for the forebody and
forward-finned section are printed under the heading
"SUMMARYOF TOTAL LOADS" at the end of step 3. The output for
optional step 3a is described in Appendix B.
A.8.4 Output From Step 4
If optional step 3a was engaged to handle the afterbody,
the output for step 4 commences with a list of accumulated
force and moment coefficients for the configuration up to the
tail section. Without step 3a, this step marks the beginning
of calculations on the afterbody and tail fins. The same type
of information is printed in steps 4 through 6 as in steps 1
through 3 with minor differences. The output will be described
in short.
Following the title "LOADS ON TAIL FINS WITHOUT VORTEX
EFFECTS" the run descriptor, entered as input item 1 for this
step, is printed. Namelist $INPUT is printed next followed
by tail-section geometry, flow conditions, tail-fin planform
and thickness information and namelist $BODY. The body
parameters include the entire body length and should be the
same as printed out for step i.
Body dimensions and line-singularity information are
printed next. This information is identical to that in step 1
and is repeated for convenience.
The next portion of the output shows the coordinates,
in the rolled body-axis system, of the constant u-velocity
panel control points distributed on the tail fins and inter-
ference shell. If optional step 3a was not engaged, this
output is continued for points on the afterbody at which
pressures will be calculated. These coordinates are stored
on TAPE4 for later use in step 5. At the beginning of this
output, the total number of coordinate sets is given and this
number should not exceed 500.
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Control point coordinates of the constant u-velocity
panels distributed on the tail-fin surfaces are printed next,
followed by the coordinates of the control points associated
with the body interference panels. The formats of both of
these are the same as for the corresponding output in
step 1 and are accompanied by body induced velocities, fixed
external vortex effects (normally not used here) and fin thick-
ness effects, respectively.
The next pages contain the pressures acting at the control
points of the constant u-velocity panels on the fins. The
meanings of the headings are described earlier under output
for ....._p I _T_ _ _^_ 4, _-ffects of external vortices
(from the forebody, forward-finned section, and optionally
the afterbody) are not included.
Fin loading information for linear and Bernoulli loading
pressures follow. The format is the same as used for steps 1
and 3. These tail-fin loads are without external vortex
effects. None of the tail-fin loads and vortex information
are either added to the accumulated forces and moments or
saved.
A.8.5 Output From Step 5
The information shown in the output for step 5 is con-
cerned with the tracking of and the effects induced by the
forebody vortices (if present and if NVORT is set equal to
zero in step 3) and the vortices originating from the fins of
the forward-finned section. The kind of information given and
the formats used are identical to those described for step 2.
Two cases are possible. In the first case, optional
step 3a is not used and the output for step 5 covers the length
of body from the trailing edge of the forward-finned section
up to the tail section as a minimum. Vortex effects induced
at points on the afterbody and tail section are printed at the
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end of this step. In the second case, optional step 3a is
engaged and companion program BDYSHDtracks the forebody
vortices (if present and if NVORT is set equal to zero in
step 3) and the forward-fin vortices together with afterbody-
shed vortices up to the tail section. In this case, the
effects induced by the vortices at points on the tail section
only are printed at the end of this step. In either case,
the vortices can be allowed to move laterally through the
tail section or the vortex paths can be made to lie parallel
to the body centerline as described in the input for step 2
and step 5. In the latter case, the last body XB-station
listed corresponds to the leading edge of the tail section.
A.8.6 Output From Step 6
As a minimum, the output for this step is concerned with
the loadings, including vortex-induced effects, acting on the
tail section. This is the situation when optional step 3a
is engaged in which case afterbody loads are calculated by
program BDYSHD. If step 3a is not used, the loads are calcu-
lated on both the afterbody and tail section by program LRCDM2
in step 6 including vortex-induced effects. In both cases
the output is similar to that described in step 3.
Input relevant to the tail section appears on the first
few pages. This is followed by a list of vortex-induced
perturbation velocities calculated in step 5. The coordinates
XCP,YCP,ZCP correspond to the control points of the constant
u-velocity panels on the tail fins and interference shell and
are expressed in the rolled body coordinate system (xB,YB,ZB).
If optional step 3a is not used, this list also includes
vortex-induced velocity components at points on the afterbody,
and the surface pressures and body ring loads are presented
next at program determined axial locations XB. The format
is the same as that used for presenting the surface pressures
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on the forebody in step i. These pressures and the integrated
loads acting on the rings include vortex induced effects
calculated in step 5.
For cases with optional step 3a, the next portion of out-
put gives the Bernoulli pressures acting on both sides of the
fins. This is followed by a list of the linear and Bernoulli
loading pressures acting on the fins. The format of the
pressure distribution output is described in detail for the
output of step i. In this step, effects induced by upstream
vortices are included.
Tail-fin loads are given next, first using linear pressure
loading and then Bernoulli pressure loading. These loads
are presented in the same manner as the forward-finned section
loads printed in step 1 so that comments made there apply here
also. Again, these loads now include effects due to the
upstream vortex flow field. The total load acting on one
tail fin of the tail section is given by the sum of the force
or moment coefficient listed under the heading "BERNOULLI
PRESSURELOADS IN BODY SYSTEM" or "FOLLOWINGARE IN UNROLLED
BODY-AXIS COORDINATESYSTEM" and the corresponding additional
force and moment coefficients due to leading- and/or side-edge
normal-force augmentations calculated with the linear pressure
loading*. This latter information is printed a few pages earlier
following the spanwise distributions output generated for linear
pressure loading. The additional quantities appear under the
headings "L.E. AUGMENTATION OF FIN NORMAL FORCE...ETC" and/or
S.E. AUGMENTATION OF FIN NORMAL FORCE...ETC." The fin
forces and moments are added to the forces and moments
accumulated up to the tail section.
The next item of information printed in this step is the
surface pressure distribution acting at the control points
xB,YB,Z B of the body interference shell for the tail section.
This shell covers the portion of the body from the leading
.
See footnote on page A-73.
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edge of the tail section to the trailing edge. The pressures
are integrated to obtain loads acting on the rings centered
at x B. The loads summed over all the rings in the tail section
are added to the accumulated force and moment coefficients.
Finally, the executive routine directs subroutine TOLDS
to print the summary of total loads. Note that in the summing
or accumulation process, only loads which include vortex
effects are included (i.e., results from step 1 for the fore-
body, results from steps 3 and 6 for the finned sections and
afterbody, or from optional step 3a for the afterbody).
After printing the flow conditions, the total force and moment
coefficients valid for the complete configuration under con-
sideration are listed in the rolled and unrolled body-axis
coordinate systems. These coordinate systems are described at
the beginning of this section. The loads are calculated with
the linear pressure/velocity relationship, Equation (5), and
with the Bernoulli pressure/velocity relationship, Equation (6),
respectively. Onthe basis of comparisons with experimental
data, the Bernoulli results are considered the better of the
two. It is also possible to employ optional nonlinear pressure
coefficient calculation methods described in Section 2.6 of
this report. The pressure headings will change accordingly.
A.9 SAMPLECASE
In order to illustrate the use of program LRCDM2and
optional program BDYSHD, the input and output are supplied in
this appendix for a case involving a canard-tail missile with
forward roll control. References will be made to the stepwise
procedure described in Section A.4 of this appendix.
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The geometry of the sample case is associated with the
TF-4 wind tunnel model with _R = 2 canard fins and _R = 1.06
"king" tail fins shown in Figure 3 of this report. The
included angle of attack is high enough to cause formation of
afterbody vortices. Thus, in this calculation companion
program BDYSHDis engaged to account for afterbody-shed
vortex effects on the afterbody loads under the influence of
canard vortices, and BDYSHDwill also generate the vortex field
at the beginning of the tail section.
As shown in Figure 3, the configuration consists of an
ogive nose followed by a cruciform canard section, cylindrical
afterbody with constant radius and a cruciform tail section.
The essential geometrical and modeling details are listed
below together with the corresponding input variable names for
the body, canard section and tail section.
Nose length
Overall length
Nose type
Constant body radius
Number of singularities
(line sources/sinks and
line doublets)
LNOSE 9.518
LBODY 102.32
BCODE 2 (ogive)
RA,RB 2.115
NXBODY 50
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Forward-Finned Section
(four fins in cruciform layout)
Fin root chord
Leading-edge sweep angle
Trailing-edge sweep angle
Exposed fin span
Interference shell length
Root chord L.E. location
Deflection angles of left
and right horizontal fins
Number of constant u-velocity
panels in chordwise direc-
tion
Number of constant u-velocity
panels in spanwise direc-
tion
Number of constant u-velocity
panels in longitudinal
direction on interference
shell
Number of constant u-velocity
panels on circumference of
interference shell
CRP,CRPV
SWLEP,SWLEV
SWTEP,SWTEV
B2,B2V
BIL
XWLE
DELL,DELR
NCW
MSWR,MSWL,
MSWU,MSWD
NCWB
NBDCR
Fin root chord
Leading-edge sweep angle
Trailing-edge sweep angle
Exposed fin span
Interference shell length
Root chord L.E. location
Tail Finned Section
(four fins in cruciform layout)
CRP,CRPV
SWLEP,SWLEV
SWTEP,SWTEV
B2,B2V
BIL
XWLE
11.13
47.1 °
0.0 °
7.23
11.13
15.8
-5.0,+5.0 °
4 on each fin
6 on each fin
12
21.59
45.0 °
0.0 °
9.04
21.59
80.73
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The constant u-velocity paneling layout is the same as for
forward-finned section.
Flow Conditions and Reference Quantities
Included angle of attack
Angle of roll*
Free-stream Mach number
Reference area
Reference length
Moment center
ALFS (ec) 15 °
FEES (_) 0.001
FMACH 2.5
SREF 14.12
REFL 4.23
XM 46.04
All of the above information is included or used to
generate the input shown in Figure A.5(a), A.5(b), and A.5(c)
for the roll control case. All of the input data shown in
these figures are read in together. The information listed in
A.5(a) actually covers the geometry and other input for the
canard and tail section. This data is stored on TAPE2 for
later use. However, since NSTART=I and NSTOP=3 (see Item 1
required for all runs), the calculations will be interrupted
at the end of step 3. Index NBSHED is set equal to 1 signi-
fying engagement of companion program BDYSHD. Figure A.5(b)
shows the input for optional step 3a required by program BDYSHD
described in Appendix B. This input also includes the body
characteristics and number of singularities listed above except
that LNOSE was chosen 15.8. This will not make any difference
insofar as calculations on the afterbody are concerned.
Finally, the remaining input required by LRCDM2 to perform
steps 4 through 6 is indicated in Figure A.5(c).
See note in input variable description following Item 5
required for all runs; in this case, the horizontal canard
fins are deflected asymmetrically so _ = 0.001 °
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Note that the portion of input in Figure A.5(a) read in
by module VPATH2 does not contain any canard or tail fin corner
coordinates. This information is not required if the vortices
are assumed to lie parallel to the body centerline over the
length spanned by the canard section and tail section,
respectively (refer to input descriptions for steps 2 and 5).
The job control card stream suitable for use on a CDC 7600
computer is shown in Figure A.6. Basically, program LRCDM2 is
run first with the first half of the data of Figure A.5(a) to
handle the forebody and the canard section. Upon completion
of step 3, program BDYSHD is called to perform step 3a con-
cerned with afterbody vortex shedding using the data of
Figure A.5(b). Finally, LRCDM2 is called again with the second
half of the data of Figure A.5(a) stored on TAPE2 together with
the data shown in Figure A.5(c) to treat the tail section.
Data set transfers are organized automatically by the two
programs.
The output generated by program LRCDM2 (with print
control MINPRN=0 in $INPUT, Item 2 of input for steps 1 and 4)
and by optional companion program BDYSHD (with print controls
NPRNTS=NPRNTV=I and program output plot control NPLOTV=3:) is
shown in Figures A.7(a), A.7(b), and A.7(c). A detailed
description of LRCDM2 output is given in Section A.8 of this
appendix. Output generated by BDYSHD is discussed in
Appendix B.
The first figure contains the output for steps 1
through 3 containing information calculated by LRCDM2 for the
forebody and canard section. The right and left horizontal
fins are deflected asymmetrically for roll control. For the
included angle of attack and forebody length, no forebody
vortices are formed. Therfore, module VPATH2 computes zero
vortex-induced vortex effects and the fin loading results
calculated in step 1 are the same as those printed under
step 3.
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Since optional program BDYSHDis engaged to treat the
afterbody, Figure A.5(a) concludes with a summary of the
loads acting on the forebody and canard fins. The forebody
loads are determined in step 1 and the canard section loads
are calculated in step 3. The basic total load on a canard
fin based on Bernoulli loading pressure is given in the output
for step 3 under the heading "FIN LOADING INFORMATION"
(with ***STEP3 in upper right corner) and subheading
"BERNOULLI PRESSURELOADS..." If the fin has a subsonic
leading edge and/or nonzero length side edge, additional loads
acting on those edges are calculated with the linear pressure
loading and printed a few pages earlier under the heading
"L.E. AUGMENTATION..." and/or "S.E. AUGMENTATION..." For
example, the total force coefficient acting on the deflected
right horizontal fin (Fin 1 or R) in the ZB-direction
is made up of the following contributions:
basic: CZIBernoulli
additional: CZADDIs.E"
= 2.7760 from fin loading information
based on Bernoulli loading
pressure
÷
= 0. 02325 from fin loading information
based on linear loading
pressure
CZITOTAL = 2.79925
The basic fin loadings can be calculated with linear or
Bernoulli pressure loadings, the additional loadings are
always calculated with linear pressure loadings. This
procedure holds for all force and moment coefficients acting
on fins of a finned section.
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The output of Figure A.7(b) contains pressure distribution
and vortex field information generated by companion program
BDYSHD. Only a subset of the actual output is shown. The
analysis starts at the canard trailing edge (X_XB=26.93) with
a set of vortices associated with the forebody and canard
section. The vortex characteristics are specified next to the
heading "INITIAL VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION." Vortex coordinates
Y and Z are specified in the YB and z B directions, respectively
(see Figure A.4). This information is generated by subroutine
SPNLD in step 3 and transferred by means of a data set on
TAPE8 to BDYSHD. The output includes optional crossflow plane
plots showing the upstream and additional vortices shed from
the afterbody in a schematic manner. These plots only serve
to visualize the vortex field in the vicinity of the circular
cross section afterbody shown as a collection of asterisks.
At the end of this output, the final vortex field is indicated
and the portion associated with the shed vortices is represented
by the two centroids of shed vorticity. The listed force and
moment coefficients acting on the afterbodyare calculated on
the basis of the Bernoulli pressure Equation (6) only. A list
of the vortex field data set at the beginning of the tail
section (X=XB=80.73) , is printed. It is headed by the two
afterbody vortex centroids. Note that this vortex field is
not symmetric left to right. The loading and vortex field
information is automatically transferred to program LRCDM2 for
steps 4 through 6 by means of data sets stored on TAPE9 and
TAPE8, respectively.
The printout shown in Figure A.7(c) is generated by
program LRCDM2 for steps 4 through 6 of the stepwise procedure
described in Section A.4 of this appendix. Because optional
step 3a is exercised, the output for step 4 opens with the
force and moment coefficients accumulated up to the tail
section. This means that the afterbody loads calculated with
companion program BDYSHD are added to the accumulated force
and moment coefficients for the forebody and canard section.
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For example, the force coefficients calculated with Bernoulli
pressures and acting in the ZB-direction , CZB, as it appears
in the list at the beginning of step 4 is obtained as follows.
CZBIstep 3 = 6.026
+
CZlstep 3a = 0.40995
CZBIup to tail
section
= 6.436
For this sample case, the output for step 4 (and step 6) is
concerned with the tail section only since the afterbody is
treated by companion program BDYSHD in step 3a. In step 4,
144 sets of control point coordinates are written onto TAPE4
for use in step 5. Coordinates XCP, YCP, and ZCP are expressed
in the rolled body coordinate system x B, YB' and z B, and they
are associated with the control points of the constant u-
velocity panels on the four tail fins and the interference
shell. The total number, NWBP, of panels in the tail section
is given by
NWBP = NCW(MSWR+MSWL+MSWU+MSWD)
+ NCWB(NBDCR)
= 4(6+6+6+6) + 4(12)
= 144
where NCW,MSWR etc. are listed earlier in this section. The
fin loading results printed in the remaining output for
step 4 are calculated without the effects of canard-section
and afterbody vorticity. Therefore, this calculation is for
a set of tail fins mounted on a body with no flow asymmetry
other than the fact that the roll angle is set equal to 0.001 as
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described earlier in this section. Thus, the fin loads are
symmetric left to right and the vertical fin loads are near
zero. Rolling moment coefficient for the tail fins, CLL, is
near zero. None of these loadings are added to the accumulated
force and moment coefficients.
In step 5, the effects at points on the tail section due
to the vortex field transferred from step 3a (program BDYSHD) are
calculated and printed by module VPATH2. In this instance, the
paths of the vortices through the tail section are made to lie
parallel to the body centerline. This is accomplished by
setting NIP=I and XBEGIN=XEND=80.73 in the input to step 5
[last portion of input shown in Figure A.5(a)]. The list of
lateral vortex coordinates and vortex strengths at X=80.73 is
the same as the list printed at the end of step 3a, Figure A.7(b).
In order to enlighten the program user, the vortex
strengths and vortex numbers are given below together with
the source of each vortex.
Vortex GAMMA/VINF
1 0.86923
2 -3.1134
3 0.021299
4 -0.0058798
5 3.3798
6 -2.2259
7 -0.093338
8 -0.16236
Source
Afterbody I centroid representation
Afterbody J
Right horizontal canard side edge
Left horizontal canard side edge
Right horizontal canard trailing edge
Left horizontal canard trailing edge
Upper vertical canard trailing edge
Lower vertical canard trailing edge
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The next pages show the perturbation velocity components
V and W (along YB- and ZB-directions) induced by the set of
vortices at the 144 control points on the interference shell
and tail fins of the tail section. They are stored on TAPE7
for use in the final step 6. Note that the magnitude of the
velocity components never exceeds 0.35, the default input
value.
In step 6, program LRCDM2computes the tail section loads
including the effects of canard and afterbody vortices. The
vortex-induced velocity components are printed under the
heading "POINT COORDINATESAND PERTURBATIONVELOCITIES
CALCULATEDBY PROGRAMVPATH2." They are the same as the ones
printed at the end of step 5.
The calculated pressures and loads acting on the tail
fins are now affected by the asymmetric vortex field. Con-
sequently, in contrast with the results of step 4 the fin loads
are no longer symmetric left to right, and the vertical fins
now show nonzero loading. The basic tail-section rolling-moment
coefficient, CLL, based on Bernoulli pressures is listed as
-0.12915. In accordance with the description of output,
Section A.8, the contributions due to tail-fin leading- and/or
side-edge normal-force augmentations calculated on the basis
of linear pressure loading must be added. In this case, the
tail-fin leading edge is supersonic (as printed on the fin
loading information page), and only the side edges add
appreciable contributions. They are printed under the spanwise
distributions of the linear pressure loads. The total rolling
moment acting on the tail section including fin side-edge
effects is obtained as follows.
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CLLIBernoulli = -0.12915 basic rolling moment coefficient
for four fins
CLLADDlright fin S.E. = -0.84428 appreciable contribution
CLLADDIleft fin S.E. = 0.93415 appreciable contribution
CLLADDIupper fin S.E. = -0.00447
CLLADDIIower fin S.E. = 0.0 (not printed)
CLL,total,1 fin tail _0.04375
section
The loads acting on the portion of body next to the fins
is then printed. These loads include fin-lift carryover. Since
the bodies are assumed circular in LRCDM2, no additional rolling
moment is generated.
Finally, the overall force and moment coefficients acting
on the entire configuration are listed. As stated earlier at
the conclusion of Section A.8, the Bernoulli-pressure based
results are considered most valid at least up to Mach
number 2.5 or thereabouts. As an example, the tail-section
rolling-moment coefficient calculated above (CLL=-0.04375) is
added to the rolling moment coefficient listed at the beginning
of step 4 (CLL=-I.1351) to give the listed overall value of
-1.394. The other force and moment coefficients are added in
the same manner. This concludes the output for the sample
case. The calculated results are indicated by the flagged solid
squares in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) of this report.
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Figure A.I.- Subroutine calling sequence of program LRCDM2
including module VPATH2.
(pages 90 through 94)
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Figure A.2.- Common Block cross reference map
for program LRCDM2.
(pages 96 through 99)
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Figure A.3.- Subroutine cross reference map for program LRCDM2.
(pages 102 through 107)
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Figure A.5.- Input for TF-4 with king tails, roll control.
(pages 112 through 113)
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_,,_.L _ - _ • " " " ' i¸
I 3
1
15.0
I
0.001
NASAILRC TF-4 WITH KING TAIL, FOPEB{IDY AND CANAPD SPCTION (POLL CONTPOL)
$INPUT
CRP...II.132CRPV-11.13, SWLFP-4?.I, SWL_V,.47.1, B2-7.73, B2V=7.23,
DELR=5.0p DE LL=-5,,O,
RA-2oI15,RB=2.115,
NOLINP,.1, NDRA_--I, NCRX-I_ NBDYPP=19
F_ACH..2.5,
$REF.,X4.12p PEFL.,4.23, NCPDUT.,1,
XM..46.04, XWLE=IS.B,
NCW=,%_ MSWP.=6p MSWLmOj MSWIJ=6p MKWD,.,6,
NCWB-4_, NBDCP-12, BIL-11.132
NBSHED-I_
SEND
$BODY
NWBODY-50p L_OSE'.'9.516p LBODY=IOZ.3Z_, BCDDE-Z,
$FND
TRACK BODY NO_: VORTICE '_ OVER CANARD SECTIONj, TF-4, _(ING TATL
1 0 1 1 0 O
26,R3
Z,11. _
0.001 0.3_
i
15.815.8
0
NASAILRC TF-4 WITH KIKG TAIL, AFTFRRgCY AND Tail SFeTION
$INPUT
CRP=Zl,,Sg_, C_PV-21°Sg, SWLF.P,,45,0_, SWLFV,,45,0, BZ,,O,,O_, _2V,,q,O_
NCW-4p MSWR=OJ M._WL,,6p MSWU,,O, MSWD,,Bj,
RA=Z.II59R_=2.115,
NCWB=4, NP,DCR=I::'p _IL=21.5%.
NOLINP=I_ NDRAG=It NCRX=I_
FMAC H= E. 5,NBS _F r)-l_
SREF=I4.12, _FCL=4.23,
NBDYPR=I_ NCPOUT=I-, ITAIL='I*
XM=46.04_, XWLE=BO.73_, XST_RT'BO.73_
SEND
TRACK VORTICES aLONG AI_T=-RBDDY AND TAIL S_:CTIDN_ TF-6, KING T6IL
! 0 1 I 0 0
lOZ,3__
Z,II5
0,001 0,35
1
B0o73 BO.?3
END
(a) Steps i-3 and steps 4-6 for later use
A-II2
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 Z 1 8 0 0 0 C 0
Z 0 1 1 3 1 0
VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS AT CANARD T,E,
TF-4 WITH KIN(;..TAILS ALPHA'IS,0 PHI'O,O0] MACU'Z,. =
14.12 4,23 40,04 IOZ,3Z 4,Z3
15,0 0,001 Z77000, 1,0 Z.5
26,93 e0.73 Z,115 1,05 0,0 1,0 0,_5
0,I C,O 0,0 0,0 0,0
I
E6,0
Z.115
0,0
26.93 3 5,3q 63, _ _2,31 60,77 F,O,?3 77,6g 80,73
0,0 0,0 0,0 0o0 0,0
SBODY
NI(BDDY=5OJ, LNr]$E=IX,BJ LBODY=IOZ,?2_ BCDDE=2p
SEND
(b) Step 3a, input for program BDYSHD
4 6
I
15,0
I
0,001
(c) Remaining input for steps 4-6
31-113
_ACKLOG 0 0 0 0 CPU-HHS
NASA/AMES FL 7600. SCOPE 2.1.5 533 I ]21|7182 ) 12/30/82 82364
SYS DEVICES 844/ 8/PF 819/ 2/ FLS=2OOK FLLz|TSOK MXS=|bOK MXL=I2OOK MXU=I357R
Mfl.MMoSS CPU SECOND ORIGIN
O8.OSoS7.ARS. YU
08.05.4] 00000.007 ARC.
08.05o42 00000.014 USR.
08.05.4A 00000.097 JO_.
08.06.48 00000,103 ARC,
08,06.49 00000.|]5 ARC.
08.06.49 00000.120 JOB.
08.06,49 00000.|2] ARC.
08.06.50 00000.125 ARC.
08.06.50 00000.]26 JOB.
08.06.50 00000.126 ARC.
08.06.50 00000.131 ARC.
08.06.50 00000.131LOD.
06.06.50 00000.139 ARC.
08.07.59 00001.29] ARC.
08.07.59 00001,294 ARC.
08o07,59 0000|,294 USR.
08.08.46 000_5.68| USR.
08.08.46 00025.881USR.
08.08.46 00025.881USR.
08.08.46 00025.882 LOD.
08.08.46 00025.889 ARC.
08.08.48 00026.555 ARC.
08.08.48 00026.55T ARC.
08.08.48 00026.558 USR.
08.09.04 00038.669 USR.
08.09.04 00038.669 uSR.
08.09.04 00038.670 USR.
08.09.04 00036.670 LOD.
08.09.06 00039.823 ARC.
08.09.06 00039.826 ARC.
08,09.06 00039.826 USR.
08.09.38 00066.930 USR.
08.09.38 00066.930 USR.
08.09.38 00066.93] USR.
08.09.38 00066.931 J08.
08.09.39 00066.938 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.939 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.939 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.939 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.939 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.940 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.9¢0 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.9¢0 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.940 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.940 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.941 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.941 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.941 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.942 ARC.
08.09.39 00066°942 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.942 ARC.
06.09.39 00066.942 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.942 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.942 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.943 ARC.
08.09.39 00066.943 AHC.
NASA - AMES - CF 508-3 11121182
-CONBOtT]5OtYDI,YLI,PN.
ACCOUNTtRKRGOK,R0722C3.
-MOUNTtVSN=OOO75C,SN=RKRGDKI.
RP320 - EST I6 ASSIGNED
RPSTo - VSN DO075C OF SET RKRGDK! MOUNTED
-ATTACHtBLRCDMtIO=KLENKEtSN=RKRGDK|.
PFO53 - LFN IS BLNCDM
PF254 - CYCLE 9 ATTACHED FROM SN=RKRGBK]
-ATTACM,B8OYSHDtID=KLENKE,SN=RKRGDKi.
PF053 - LFN IS BBUYSHD
PF2s4 - CYCLE IO ATTACHED FROM SN:RKRGDKI
-8LRCDM,PL=99999.
RPT2T - VSN D0075C OF SET RKRGDKI NOUNTEO
LD6]o - FLS REQUIRED TO LOAD - 0032663 OU.COG
LD603 - EXECUTION INITIATED OS.EXP
FORTRAN LIBRARY 528 }1/0_18]
STOP
156400 FINAL EXECUTION FL.
24.5R6 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.
-BBDYSHOtPL=99999.
RP727 - VSN DOOTSC OF SET RKRGDKI MOUNTED
LD6]O - FLS REQUIRED TO LOAD - 0024200 OU.COG
L0603 - EXECUTION INITIATED OS.EXP
FORTRAN LIBRARY 528 11104/81
STOP
]01600 FINAL EXECUTION FLo
12,110 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.
-@LRCDM.PL=99999.
LD6]o - FLS REQUIRED TO LOAO - 0032663 OU.COG
LD603 - EXECUTION INITIATED OS.EXP
FORTRAN LIBRARY 528 11104/81
SToP
]56600 FINAL EXECUTION FL.
27.102 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.
-ExITtU.
JMIbfl
JMI67
JM170
RN770
RH771
PMT72
RM773
RM774
PM775
RMTT6
RMTT7
SCM
LCM
I/O
RMS
USER
JOB
DID
I run steps 1-3
(x RP_ o
run step 3a
(BDYSHD)
t run steps 4-6
(LRCOH2)
- MAXIMUM USER SCM |564008 wORDS
- MAXIMUM USER LCM 2300008 WORDS
- MAXIMUM JS.]O LCM 2608 BUFFERS
- MAXIMUM ACTIVE FILES
- OPEN/CLOSE CALLS
- DATA TRANSFER CALLS
- CONTRUL/POSITIONING CALLS
- RM DATA TRANSFER CALLS
- BM CONTROL/POSITIONING CALLS
- QUEUE MANAGER CALLS
- RECALL CALLS
3 415.385 KWS
6 192.283 KWS
0.155 MW
5.953 MWS
62.999 SEC
66.9¢¢ SEC
660.938 KW
7
86
10,609
49
1,151
165
207
17¢
S15.52
MAXS=OI60K MAXL=O230K MAXB=0470_
• 97 PRIORITY N ACCOUNTING UNITS =
5C050 - 00035_ 5C/LC SWAPS
Figure A.6.- Typical job control language for use of program
LRCDM2 with companion program BDYSHD.
PRECEI)'ING PAGE ]_L_N vK NOT YI'EL,,"_D
A-II5
(a) Steps 1-3, program LRCDM2
Figure A.7.- Sample case output for TF-4 with king
tails, roll control.
(pages 118 through 168)
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FIN SECTION GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION
NO. OF CHORDWISE PANELS ON FINS PRESENT (NCW) = 4
FIN PROPERTY FIN | OR R FIN 2 OR L FIN 3 OR U FIN 4 OR D
NO. OF PANELS - SPANWISE (HSW) = b
ROOT CHORD (CR) = 11.130
LEADING EDGE SWEEP (SWLE) = 47.100
TRAILING EDGE SWEEP (SWTE) = 0,000
EXPOSED SEMISPAN (82) z 7.230
FIN DIHEDRAL (PHIF) = 0.000
BODY ANGLE OF FIN ATTACHMENT (THET) = 0,000
FIN DEFLECTION (UEL) = S*O00
Y-INTERSECTION OF FIN TO BoDY(YBOD} = Z.li5
Z-INTERSECTION OF FIN TO BODY(ZBOD) = 0.000
6
II.130
47.100
00000
7.230
0.000
0,000
-5.000
-2.115
-.000
b
11.130
47.100
0,000
7.230
90.000
90.000
0,000
-.000
2.115
6
11.130
47.100
0.000
7.230
90.000
90.000
0.000
.000
-2.115
FIN GEOMETRY
TIP CHORD =
ROOT CHORD =
FIN SEMISPAN =
LEADING EDGE SWEEP =
TRAILING EDGE SWEEP =
3.34959
11.13000
7.23000
tT.lo000
0.00000
OEGREES
DEGREES
NACH •
FLOw CONDITIONS
2.50000 ALPHAC= 15.00000 PHI =
.00100 ALFA • 15.00000 BETA = .00026
CRPT = 11.13000
CPPTV : 11.13000
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Figure A.7.- Continued.
(pages 170 through 210)
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAMBDYSHD
B.I INTRODUCTION
This appendix provides user-oriented information for the
optional application of vortex-shedding program BDYSHDto the
afterbody of a complete supersonic configuration consisting of a
set of forward fins and a set of tail fins mounted on an
axisymmetric body. The afterbody is the length of body between
the forward- and tail-finned sections.
Program BDYSHDhas been specifically designed to be used as
a companion program in an optional step (step 3a) of the stepwise
procedure of program LRCDM2as described in section 2.3 and in
Appendix A of this report. Program BDYSHDshould be engaged for
cases with included angles of attack in excess of I0 ° and for
afterbody lengths longer than about I0 diameters.
In essence, BDYSHD is a modified version of forebody vortex-
shedding program NOSEVTXreferred to in reference 5 and described
in detail in reference 6. The major differences between program
BDYSHDand program NOSEVTXare listed in section 2.2 of this
report.
A general description of the method of analysis and the
optional use of program BDYSHDin conjunction with program LRCDM2
will be given. This is followed by descriptions of the program
input and output. A sample case involving program LRCDM2and
companion program BDYSHDis given in section A.9 of Appendix A.
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B.2 GENERALDESCRIPTION
Program BDYSHDcalculates pressure distributions and forces
and moments acting on axisymmetric afterbodies under the
influences of vortices generated by the forebody and the forward
fins and additional vortices shed from the afterbody surface
(step 3a). The development of the afterbody shed vortices is the
main feature of this program and the essential theoretical
methods are summarized next. Detailed descriptions are provided
in reference 6. A subroutine calling sequence chart for BDYSHD
is shown in figure B.I. The common block cross reference map and
subroutine cross reference map are given in figure B.2 and figure
B.3 respectively.
Immediately aft of the trailing edge of the forward-finned
section, the circumferential pressure distribution is computed on
the afterbody on the basis of the compressible Bernoulli pressure
calculation method. In this calculation, velocities induced by
linearly varying line sources/sinks and line doublets used to
model axisymmetric bodies in supersonic flow are added to
contributions from the body-nose vortices (if present) and
forward-fin wake vortices. Program BDYSHDperforms the body
modeling (it is the same as used in LRCDM2) and the vortex
information at the beginning station is transferred on TAPE8 from
LRCDM2to BDYSHDat the completion of step 3. Once the
circumferential pressure distribution is determined, program
BDYSHDapplies a modified Stratford criteria to the pressure
profile. If certain conditions related to the circumferential
pressure gradient and pressure coefficient are satisfied (details
in ref. 6), separation points on the circumference of this axial
station are computed and vortices shed from these points. All
the vortices are tracked to the next axial location and the
circumferential pressure distribution is calculated again
including effects of the body singularities, body-nose, fin-wake
vortices and the additional shed vortices if they were formed at
the previous station.
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The above process is repeated at many axial stations along
the afterbody length up to to the leading edge of the tail-finned
section. Note that the vortex paths are calculated on the basis
of vortex tracking methods involving slender body theory for
vortices in the presence of one another and the afterbody. At
each axial station, the circumferential pressure distribution is
integrated to obtain force and moment coefficients for a body
ring, and the accummulated values are calculated up to the axial
station under consideration. Towards the tail section, the
vorticity shed from the afterbody forms two vortex clouds which
can be asymmetric depending on the lateral locations and
strengths of the upstream vorticity at the beginning station as
transferred from LRCDM2.
At the last axial station immediately ahead of the tail
section, program BDYSHD transfers the vortex strengths and
crossflow coordinates to LRCDM2. In this transfer on TAPES, the
body-shed vorticity in the vortex clouds are represented by their
centroids of vorticity if the number of shed vortices exceeds
number NVTRNS specified in the input of BDYSHD. However, the
forebody vortices (if any) and the forward-fin wake vortices are
kept separate from the additional afterbody-shed vortices.
Finally, at the conclusion of step 3a, program BDYSHD computes
the forces and moments acting on the afterbody and these loads
are added to the total forces and moments calculated by LRCDM2 up
to the end of the forward-finned section. This information is
stored on TAPE9.
Program BDYSHD has internal error messages. In most cases,
they are self explanatory. In addition, there are execution
stops at numbered STOP locations within the program. They are
described on page 26 of reference 6. Messages concerned with the
body paneling scheme do not apply to program BDYSHD.
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B.3 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
The input for program BDYSHDis a simplified version of the
input for NOSEVTXdescribed in detail in reference 6. The
simplifications are the result of eliminating the body-paneling
scheme used in NOSEVTXwhich is applicable to various body cross
sectional shapes. The paneling method is replaced with the much
simpler line singularities distributed along the body centerline
for bodies with axisymmetric cross section and pointed noses.
Therefore, the amount of input has been decreased appreciably.
The program user can refer to reference 6 for the original
NOSEVTXinput description. New items in the input for program
BDYSHDare indicated with (NEW) in the list of variables given
below. References are made to the body coordinate system (XB,
YB' ZB,) which has its origin at the body nose, refer to figure
A.4 in Appendix A. Note that new input Item 19, namelist $BODY,
is the same as the step I, Item 9 input for LRCDM2, Appendix A.
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INPUT VARIABLES FOR PROGRAMBDYSHD
Program
Variable
Item 1
NCIR
NFC
ISYM
NBLSEP
NSEPR
NSMOTH
NDFUS
NDPHI
Format
(1615)
Comments
Single card containing 16 integers,
each right justified in a five
column field.
NCIR = 0
NFC = 0
Symmetry index.
= 0, right-left flow symmetry
= I, no symmetry
Body vortex separation index.
= 0, no separation (required if
ec = 0 in item 5).
= I, laminar separation,
Preferred.
= 2, turbulent separation.
Reverse flow separation index.
= 0, no separation
= I, laminar separation in
reverse flow region
Vortex induced velocity smoothing
index.
= Or
= Ir
= 2,
= 3,
no smoothing
vortex smoothing in pressure
calculation
vortex smoothing in velocity
field calculation
combination
Vortex core model index.
= 0, potential vortex
= I, diffusion core model,
preferred.
Unsteady pressure term index.
= 0, omit _/_t from Cp
calculation
= I, include 6#/_t term
= 2, include _#/6t term at all
axial stations except first
station XI, item 6 below,
use NDPHI = 2 (NEW)
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INP
NXFV
NFV
NVP
NVR
NVM
NVA
NASYM
Item 2
NHEAD
(1615)
Nose force index
= 0, slender body theory force on
portion of nose ahead of
starting point (XI)
= i, zero force on nose ahead of
XI. Use this value
Number of x_-stations at which flow
field is calculated or special
output is generated. See Item 12,
below. 0 • NXFV • 8
Number of field points for flow
field calculation See Item 13,
below. 0 • NFV • 200; set NFV=0
Number of +F vortices on +YB side
of body to be input for restart
calculation. See Item 15, below.
0 • NVP • 70;
normally not used, set NVP=0.
Number of -F vortices on -YB side
of body to be input for restart
calculation. See Item 16, below.
0 • NVR • 30; normally not used,
set NVR=0.
Number of - F vortices on -YB side
of body to be input for restart
calculation. See Item 17. NVM = 0
if ISYM = 0.
0 • NVM • 70; normally not used,
set NVM = 0
Number of +F reverse flow vortices
on -YB side of body to be input for
restart calculation. See Item 18.
NVA = 0 if ISYM = 0.
0 • NVA • 30;
Normally not used, set NVA = 0.
Asymmetric vortex shedding index.
See Item 7.
= 0, no forced asymmetry. Use
this value.
= I, forced asymmetry.
A single card defining seven
integer output option indices.
Number of title cards in Item 3.
NHEAD _ 1
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NPRNTP
NPRNTS
NPRNTV
NPLOTV
NPLOTA
NPRTVL
= I,
Pressure distribution print index.
= 0, no pressure output except at
special xB-station s
specified by Item 12 below.
pressure distribution at
each XB-statio n calculated
by the progam.
Vortex separation print index.
= 0, no output
= I, output at each XB-Station .
Preferred.
= 2, detailed separation
calculation output. For
debugging purposes only.
Vortex cloud summary output index.
= 0, no vortex cloud output.
= I, vortex cloud output.
Preferred.
Vortex cloud printer-plot option.
= 0, no plot
= I, plot full cross section on a
constant scale.
= 2, plot upper half cross
section on a constant scale.
= 3, plot full cross section on a
variable scale.
Plot frequency index.
= 0, no plots
= I, plot vortex cloud at
specified XB-Stations . See
Item 12.
= 2, plot vortex cloud at each
XB-Station.
Velocity calculation auxiliary
output for debugging purposes only.
= 0, no output. Preferred.
= ], print velocity components at
field points. See Items 12
and 13.
= 2, print velocity components at
body control points during
pressure calculation. This
option can produce massive
quantities of output. (Not
recommended)
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NVTRNS
Item 3
TITLE
Item 4
REFS
REFL
XM
SL
SD
(20A4)
(8FI0.5)
D
Maximum number of body-shed and
specified vortices transferred to
program LRCDM2 on TAPE8. If
NVTRNS=0, the afterbody vortices
are represented by centroids of
vorticity, preferred value (NEW).
A series of cards containing
Hollerith information identifying
the run.
NHEAD cards of identification.
Information to be printed at top of
output.
Reference information used in
forming aerodynamic coefficients.
Reference area. REFS > 0; set
equal to reference area SREF of
LRCDM2 input in Item 2 of step i,
Appendix A.
Reference length. REFL > 0; set
equal to reference length REFL of
LRCDM2 input in Item 2 of step I,
Appendix A.
Moment center; set equal to moment
center XM of LRCDM2 input in Item 2
of step i, Appendix A.
Body length (L), same as LBODY in
item 19 below.
Body maximum diameter
Item 5
ALPHAC
(8F10.5)
C
Flow condition parameters
Angle of incidence, degrees (0 °
_ < 90o).
If c = 0 ° set NBLSEP = 0 in Item(X
C
I.
Note: Value for ALPHAC should be
the same as the (one) value for
ALFS input for LRCDM2, Appendix A,
item 3 of input required for all
runs,
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Angle of roll, degrees.PHI
RE
VISR
Note: Value for PHI should be the
same as the (one) value for FEES
input for LRCDM2, Appendix A, item
5 of input required for all runs.
Reynolds Number (V®D/9)
Viscosity ratio (9 /9). To be used
to increase diffusion effect of
vortex model. Preferred value =
1.0.
XMACH Mach number, M ; set equal to
Mach number FMA_H of LRCDM2 input
in Item 2 of step I, Appendix A.
Item 6 (8FI0.5) A single card containing the
specification of the axial extent
of the run and certain parameters
associated with the vortex wake.
XI Initial xR-station. XI > 0, use
axial location of canard trailing
edge.
XF
DX
Final XR-station. XF > XI, use
axial location of tail-section
leading edge.
Increment in xB for vortex shedding
calculation. Typical value,
N
DX ~ D/2
EMKF Minimum distance of shed-vortex
starting position from body
su rf ace.
= 1.0, vortices positioned such
that separation point is a
stagnation point in the
crossflow plane.
> 1.0, minimum radii away from
body surface for shed
vortices. Typical value,
EMKF = 1.05.
RGAM Vortex combination factor.
= 0.0, vortices not combined.
Preferred.
> 0.0, radial distance within
which vortices are
combined. Typical value,
RGAM = 0.05 D
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VRF Vortex reduction factor to account
for observed decrease in vortex
strength.
= 6.0, for subsonic flow, not
applicable to BDYSHD
= 1.0, for closed bodies, or
supersonic flow. Use this
value.
RCORE Vortex core radius, normally use
0.25 (NEW).
Item 7 (8FI0.5) Contains only one variable that is
of general use in program BDYSHD,
and that is the integration error
tolerance, E5. The next three
variables concern the use of forced
asymmetry for bodies at very high
angles of attack in subsonic flow,
not applicable to BDYSHD
E5 Error tolerance for vortex
trajectory calculation.
Typical range, E5 = 0.01 to 0.05
XTABL XTABL = 0.0
XASYMI
Initial XB-lOcation at which forced
asymmetry of separation points is
used. Typical value, XASYMI = 0.0
XASYMF
Final XB-location at which forced
asymmetry of separation points is
used. Typical value, XASYMF = 0.0
D B ETA Amount of forced asymmetry for
separation points on body,
degrees. Typical value, DBETA =
0.0
Items 8, 9, I0, and ii provide a table of geometric
characteristics that must be input for the afterbody.
Item 8 (I5)
NXR Number of entries in body table.
(I < NXR < 50);
normally NXR=I for constant radius
afterbody.
Item 9 (8FI0.5)
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XR
Item i0
R
Item ii
DR
Item 12
XFV
Item 13
YFV, ZFV
Item 14
CN
CY
CM
CR
CSL
CA
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
XB-Stations for geometry table (NXR
values, 8 per card)
Body radius at XB-Stations (NXR
values, 8 per card)
Body slope, dro/dX at XB-Stations
(NXR values, 8 per card). For
constant radius afterbody DR = 0.0.
This item is included only if NXFV
> 0 in Item 1 above
XB-stations at which field point
velocities are calculated or at
which optional output is generated,
8 stations maximum.
This item is included only if NFV >
0, Item 1 above
YB' zB coordinates of field points
at which velocity field is
calculated. These are expressed in
terms of local body radius, Y/to,
z/r o. (NFV cards with one set of
coordinates per card)
Contains the nose force and moment
coefficients at the first axial
station upstream of the restart
point. When program BDYSHD is used
in conjunction with program LRDCM2,
these values are set to zero.
Normal force coefficient
Side force coefficient
Pitching moment coefficient
Yawing moment coefficient
Rolling moment coefficient
Axial force coefficient
B-f1
Item 15
GAMP
YP, ZP
XSHEDP
Item 16
GAMR
YR, ZR
XSHEDR
Item 17
GAMM
YM, ZM
XSHEDM
Item 18
GAMA
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
(8FI0.5)
A block of NVP cards to specify the
positive separation vorticity on
the right side of the body.
Omitted if NVP = 0, Item 1 above
F/V , positive separation
.
vortlclty on right side of body.
Coordinates of discrete vortices on
right side of body at XI.
XB-location at which vortex was
shed.
A block of NVR cards to specify the
secondary vorticity on the right
side of the body. Omitted if NVR =
0, item 1 above
F/V , reverse flow or additional
vortlcity on right side of body.
Coordinates of discrete vortices on
right side of body at starting
point (XI).
XB-location at which individual
vortex was shed (may be 0.0).
Specifies the negative separation
vorticity on the left side of the
body, analogous to Item 15.
Omitted if NVM = 0 or ISYM = 0,
Item 1 above.
F/V , negative separation
vortlcity on left side of body.
Coordinates of discrete vortices on
left side of body at starting point
(XI).
XB-location at which individual
vortex was shed (may be 0.0).
Specifies the secondary vorticity
on the left side of the body. This
item is analogous to Item 16, and
is omitted if NVA = 0 or ISYM = 0
r/v , reverse flow or additional
vortlcity on left side of body
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YA, ZA
XSHEDA
Item 19
NXBODY
LNOSE
LBODY
BCODE
Coordinates of discrete vortices on
left side of body at starting point
(xI)
XB-location at which individual
vortex was shed (may be 0.0).
(namelist) Namelist $BODY read in by
subroutine BDYGEN. Consists of
four variables describing the body.
(NEW).
Number of line sources/sinks and
line doublet singularities
distributed along body centerline.
Length of nose part of body
measured from nose tip, dimensional
(real variable).
Length of body, dimensional (real
variable).
Control index (integer) for
specifying forebody shape over
length of LNOSE
= 0, Parabolic
= i, Sears-Haack
= 2, Tangent ogive
= 3, Ellipsiodal
= 4, Conical
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B.4 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
The output of program BDYSHD is essentially the same as the
output of program NOSEVTXdescribed in detail in reference 6. In
that output description, however, any references to source panels
do not apply to BDYSHD. In what follows, the output of BDYSHD
will be summarized for the normally used output options NPRNTP=0,
NPRNTS=I, NPRNTV=I, NPLOTV=3, NPLOTA=I and NPRTVL=0 specified in
Item 2 of the input for this program. Output for a sample case
is shown in figure A.7 of Appendix A.
The output of BDYSHDopens with reference quantities, flow
conditions, initial conditions and options chosen in the input.
Of importance is the list of vortex strengths and locations
transferred from LRCDM2at the end of step 3 on TAPE8. This is
followed by the input supplied to flow model the afterbody which
in fact starts at xB = 26.93 and ends at xB = 80.73 inches in the
sample case. Program BDYSHDdistributes line singularities from
the body nose, xB = 0.0, to the body base, xB = 102.32 inches.
The solution for the complete body follows, and it is
characterized by the linearly varying line source strength
constants, T (I), the linearly varying line doublet strength
constants, TC (I), and the line singularity starting locations X
(_ XB).
The following pages of the output contain pressure
distributions, vortex positions in the cross flow plane,
separation data and integrated forces and moments at the first
station XI specified in Item 6 of the input. Detailed
descriptions are given on pages 52 through 55 of reference 6.
The same information is given at many axial locations along the
afterbody. In particular, the pressure distributions are given
at axial stations closest to the stations XFV specified in Item
12 of the input. These axial locations do not coincide
necessarily since the program-calculated stations depend on an
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integration step AxB set by the integration routine DASCRU. At
the end of the output, xB = 80.75 in the sample case, the
important information includes the total forces and moments
acting on the afterbody calculated on the basis of Bernoulli
pressures listed under the heading "CONTRIBUTION OF BODY SECTION
TO TOTAL LOADS". In addition, the body-shed vortex strengths and
lateral locations at the end of the afterbody are given in
nondimensionalized form. The output concludes with a list of all
the vortices (including body-nose vortices, if present, and the
fin-wake vnrtices_, _heir locations in _h_ _=_FI_ w _l_n_ (v
YB' Z 5 z B) and strenghts ( F divided by free stream). This
information is transferred back to LRCDM2 on TAPE8 prior to
analysis of the tail section.
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Figure B.I -
SUBROUTINECALLING SEQUENCEOF PROGRAMBDYSHD
(Pages 1 through 4)
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(a) Page 1
Figure B.I - Subroutine calling sequence of program BDYSHD.
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Figure B.I - Continued.
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(c) Page 3
Figure B.I - Continued.
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Figure B.I - Concluded.
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Figure B.2 -
COMMON BLOCK CROSS REFERENCE MAP FOR PROGRAM BDYSHD
(Pages I through 2)
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Figure B.3 -
SUBROUTINE CROSS REFERENCE MAP FOR PROGRAM BDYSHD
(Pages 1 through 2)
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APPENDIX C
FIN-EDGE VORTICITY, EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL
VORTICES, BODY FORCES AND MOMENTS
C. 1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains descriptions of the updated
analytical treatment of leading- and side-edge force augmenta-
tions and vorticity characteristics. This is followed by the
updated calculation of fin trailing-edge vorticity for a fin
with arbitrary dihedral or cant angle. The updates refer to
improvements and changes since the descriptions of the above
characteristics in Appendices C and B, respectively, in
Reference i. The updates are related to the formulation of
the spanwise loading distributions in the local fin coordinate
system in order to allow for arbitrary fin location and cant
angle.
A short description is given of the approach used to
account for external vortex effects on the body and fin loads.
Finally, the expressions used to integrate the pressures
acting on the axisymmetric body for obtaining the body forces
and moments are discussed. References are made to variable
names and routines of program LRCDM2 (refer to Appendix A of
this report for routine calling sequence chart).
C.2 ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF LEADING- AND
SIDE-EDGE VORTICITY CHARACTERISTICS
For fins with sharp edges and subjected to sufficiently
high angles of attack, lift augmentation and vortex formation
occurs at those edges due to flow separation. The vortices due
to the forward-finned section are introduced into the flow along
the afterbody and tail fins. It is therefore necessary to
C1
estimate these vortex characteristics and to include effects
induced by these vortices on the afterbody and tail fins.
One of the simplest approaches is to relate the
strength and location of the leading- and side-edge vortices
to the suction distributions by means of the Polhamus analogy
(refer to Appendix C of Ref. i). The suction distributions
are related to the in-plane forces calculated as an extension
to the constant u-velocity panel theory. Effects of leading-
edge sweep breaks in the vortex formation and effects of
vortex bursting are presently not accounted for.
The basic methods involved in the determination of
leading- and side-edge vortex characteristics are described in
Appendix C of Reference 1 for cruciform or planar fins. In
program LRCDM2, geometrical restrictions concerning fin dihedral
angle and position on the body circumference have been relaxed.
In essence, the fin plane does not have to be a radial plane
passing through the body centerline. This means that span-load
and suction distributions need to be computed as a function of
the local fin spanwise coordinate, YF" The following sketch
shows the lateral components (yF,ZF) of the fin local coordinate
system for all fins of a cruciform fin layout and for one fin
of an arbitrary layout. Note that fin location angle THETR
or THETL etc. need not be equal to fin dihedral or cant angle
PHIFR or PHIFL, etc. The local fin YF-COordinate lies in the
plane of the fin and is measured normal from the fin root
chord. The directions can be outboard or inboard depending
on the location of the fin (or equivalently its number
designation).
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The updated method for calculating the normal force and
lift augmentation and the attendant vortex characteristics
associated with the leading and/or side edge will now be
described. For the leading edge the integration of suction in
the spanwise direction is specified as CSINT.
MSW CsC
CSINT = 2b [ _ AYF, i (C-l)
i=l i
where MSW is the number of constant u-velocity panels in the
spanwise direction. The moment with respect to the fin root
is calculated as
MSW c s c
CSMOM = 2b [ YF,i 2b
i=l
AYF, i (C-2)
i
The meanings of the terms appearing in the above equations are
shown in the sketch below. This sketch shows a fin in planform
with root chord c r mounted on a body. A two-chordwise (NCW=2)
by three-spanwise (MSW=3) paneling layout is indicated on the
fin planform. Also depicted are the distributions of suction
along the leading and side edges. In routine SPNLD of
C3
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program LRCDM2, variables CSINT and CSMOM are computed as
positive (or zero for supersonic edge) quantities. The spanwise
center of gravity (or pressure) of the suction distribution is
designated CGLOC. In the fin coordinate system it is given
by the ratio of the moment over the suction force.
ICSMOM]
Yc.g.suction]L E = CGLOC = [CSINT] (SIGN)
(C-3)
C4
Quantity SIGN equals positive one (+I) for fins 1 or R and 3
or U, and equals negative one (-i) for fins 2 or L and 4 or D.
In this way, the c.g. location is consistent with the fin
coordinate system.
In accordance with Polhamus' analogy relating the augmenta-
tion of normal force on the leading edge to suction, the added
normal force in coefficient form is given by
CNILE suction
= K (CSINT) (C-4)
v,LE Sre f
where Kv,LE is the vortex-lift factor for the leading edge and
Sre f is the reference area. Factor Kv,LE has default value
0.5 in program LRCDM2. Refined values on the basis of experi-
mental data can be obtained from Figure 9(a) in Reference 8
as a function of Mach number and aspect ratio. The additional
lift can be related approximately to the normal force in
accordance with
= CNI cos(_ F + 6)CLILE suction LE suction
(c-5)
Here _F is the angle of attack seen by the fin and _ is the
angle of deflection of the fin. The quantity _F is related to
angle of pitch e and angle of sideslip 8 defined in
Equation (3) in this report as follows.
-I
eF = sin (-sine sin_ F + sins cos#F) (C-6)
Angle _F is the dihedral angle (PHIFR, etc.) of the fin.
If the fin has a side edge with nonzero length, additional
normal force is produced that is related to the suction along
the side edge. If this is the case, the integration of suc-
tion is continued from the leading edge onto the side edge
using quantity CSINT and suction forces FT2it shown in the
previous sketch.
C5
CS NTITOTAL----CSI TI E
NCW
+ _ FT2it
it=l
CSINTIsE
(C-7)
Similarly, the moment associated with the side-edge suction
is added to the moment determined for the leading edge (b/2 is
the exposed fin semispan).
CSMOMITOTAL = CSMOMIL E + Z FT2it
it=l
k _ /
(c-s)
CSMOMIsE
The suction forces acting on each panel outboard aft corner of
the panels nearest the fin side edge are designated FT2it.
Two are shown in the previous sketch.
The spanwise center of gravity (or pressure) of the total
distribution of the suction along the leading and side edges is
given by
Yc.g.,suctionlLE+S E
= CGSELC =
CSMOMIToTA L
CSINTITOTA L
(SIGN) (C-9)
with SIGN having the meaning given previously in connection
with Equation (C-3). If the fin does not develop suction
along the leading edge (i.e., when the leading edge is
supersonic), the above treatment is to be applied to the side
edge only. In that case,
CSINTIL E = 0.0 (C-10)
CSMOMIL E = 0.0
and the spanwise center of gravity is located at the fin side
edge. By another application of Polhamus' analogy, the total
increment in normal and lift force acting on the fin with
c6
leading- and side-edge suction can be expressed as
CNILE+SE suction
CLILE+SE suction
CSINTILE
= K + K
v,LE Sre f v,SE
= CNILE+SE suction
CSINTIsE
Sref
cos (_F + 6)
(C-II)
where Kv,SE is the vortex lift factor for the side edge.
In program LRCDM2, factor Kv,SE has default value 1.0. For
supersonic flow, there are few experimental data from which
side-edge normal force or lift augmentation can be
deduced. For sharp side edges, it is assumed that all of the
suction is converted to additional normal force.
The vorticity associated with the total lift augmentation
for the fin can be represented as follows. A horseshoe
vortex is positioned with its bound leg in the plane of the
fin and the outboard trailing leg at the center of gravity
of the suction distribution. The inboard leg lies along
the fin root as shown in the following sketch. Assuming that
Image
vortex
i
_Ycg suctio_
External
Fin _ vortex
Plan
view
_jeF/2
Edge
view
*In any event, the incremental force on the side edge is assumed
to act at mid chord.
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the additional (augmented) lift generated on (or actually
near) the leading and side edges acts on the bound leg of the
representative horseshoe vortex, the Kutta-Joukowski law for
lift provides the following expression for the vortex strength
Yc.g.,suction
or
FLE+SE_- [
FLE+SE
Voo
- [Kv,LECSINTIL E + Kv,sECSINTIs E]cos(_F + 6)
(C-12)
Kv,LECSINTILE + Kv,sECSINTIsE
Yc.g.,suction
cos (_F + 6)
(C-13)
The elevation of this vortex above the fin plane is related to
angle _F/2(= _i/2) as described in Section 2.4 in this report.
In summary, the above method provides a simple model for
the vorticity associated with leading- and side-edge flow
separation. In reality a rolled up sheet of vorticity appears
on top of the fin at its trailing edge. It is represented here
by a concentrated, discrete vortex.
The force and moment augmentations due to leading- and
side-edge flow separation are included in the summing of
overall forces and moments acting on the complete configura-
tion.
C.3 CALCULATION OF FIN TRAILING-EDGE VORTEX
CHARACTERISTICS FOR FINS WITH ARBITRARY
CANT (OR DIHEDRAL) ANGLE AND ARBITRARY
LOCATION ON THE BODY
This section is concerned with the changes to the method
described in Appendix B of Reference 1 for cruciform and
planar cases. The purpose of the method is to represent the
trailing-edge wake of the fin by discrete, concentrated
C8
vortices. In this account, the vortices emanating from the
trailing edge are related to the span-load distribution asso-
ciated with attached flow on the fin. Leading- and side-edge
flow separation and the attendant augmentation to normal force
and moments acting on the fin are not included. A separate
analysis, given in the previous section, describes the repre-
sentation of the vortices associated with the leading and side
edges.
The principal modification to the original method consists
of referring all calculations relative to the fin-body
junction instead of the body centerline. This allows for
arbitrary fin location and cant angle. Thus, coordinate
transformations will be added to account for the fact that the
fins may be in planes other than the major planes.
Consider a fin with exposed semispan b/2 attached to a
body as shown in the following sketch. An external vortex
Case associated with
an external vortex
Body radius -/
0_
Fin
Wake
YF
External
) vortex
-AFTE
CCni /A
With extremum -- F1
2blBern.__
/ TE, 1..... r
J r max 2
Vorticity at AFTE _ I
trailing edge
YF
b
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passes over the fin. The resulting span load distribution is
indicated. The distribution of the vorticity at the trailing
edge is also shown. It is desired to determine the strength(s)
and location(s) of the concentrated vortex (vortices)
representing the wake.
In the preceeding s_ction, the fin local coordinate system
(xF,YF,Z F) was introduced with the YF-axis in the plane of the
fin and directed outboard or inboard depending on the fin
designation. The zF-axis is normal to the plane of the fin
and xF extends aft along the fin root. Origin OF is at the
leading edge of the root chord. The spanwise load distribu-
tion will be calculated as a function of coordinate YF"
It can be shown* that under the assumptions of no side-
slip and the pressure being linearly related to the potential,
the trailing-edge vorticity FTE can be related to the span
loading as follows.
1 °ITE 1
- (CCn)
V _YF 2 _ YF
(C-13)
This relationship will be used here for fins with sideslip
as an approximation. The approximation is valid provided the
actual span loading is used (i.e., cc n is representative of
the fin load including effects of sideslip).
In order to represent the distributed trailing-edge
vorticity by concentrated vortices, the spanwise load distri-
bution based on the Bernoulli pressure expressions is
calculated first in routine SPNLD. For the case when this
distribution exhibits extrema in between the root and side
*Nielsen, J. N., Spangler, S. B., and Hemsch, M. J.: A Study
of Induced Rolling Moments for Cruciform-Winged Missiles.
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. TR 61, Dec. 1973, p. 36.
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edge, as in the previous sketch, the number of concentrated
vortices is given by number of extrema plus i. The trailing-
edge vortex strength and spanwise position for the inboard
portion of the span load distribution are then given by
FTE,I _
Voo
YFmax
1
2
o
YFmax
f
(CCn) dY F = _ 1 _ d(cc n)
_YF
o
(C-14)
YFI =
YF
1 I max
- 2 J YF (_ _
_YF _n'dYF
o
YF
_ 1 I max _ (CCn) dYF
2 _YF
o
(c-15)
Integrating Equation (C-14) yields
F
TE,I 1
V 2 - CCnl
CCnly F
max
o
(C-16)
Equation (C-15) is integrated by parts with the following
result.
w
YF 1
1
2 YFCCn YFmax 1
YFma x
IJ (CCn) dYFm
o o
YF
1 I max- _ d (cc n)
o
(C-17)
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or
YF1
YF CCn
max
YF
I I max
YF o
max
(cc n) dY F
CCnl -cc n I
YF
max
o
(C-18)
In routine SPNLD, the integral in Equation (C-18) is
designated VALNUM and the denominator is DIFMAX. Quantity
CCnl is called VALMAX.
I
YFmax
The strength and position of the outboard vortex is
obtained in the same fashion with a change in the limits of
integration.
b/2
FTE,2 1 IV - 2 d(CCn)
YF
max
[r ]12 ccJ - cc ly F//n n
2 max
(C-19)
Since the span load vanishes at the side edge (not accounting
for side-edge lift augmentation), Equation (C-19) simplifies
to
FTE,2 1
V - 2 CCn I
YF
max
(C-20)
The spanwise location of the outboard vortex on the trailing
edge is given by Equation (C-15) with the proper limits of
integration.
C12
BYF 2
b/2
- 2 YF (CCn)
_YF dYF
YF
max
1
2
b/2
f d (cc n)
YFma x
(C-21)
After integration by parts, the result is
M
YF 2
CCn yFlb/2 _ fb/2
YFma x YFma x
(CCn)dY F
io
- CC
/ b n
YFmax
or
YF 2
-cc
n
b/2
YF - f
lYFmax max YF
max
(cc n) dY F
-CCn IYF
max
(C-22)
and finally,
m
= YF +
YF2 max
b/2
f
YF
max
(CCn)dY F
CCnl
YF
max
(C-23)
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In the above equation, the integral is called VALINT in
routine SPNLD.
If the span load distribution exhibits additional extrema,
Equations (C-16) through (18) must be applied again with the
appropriate limits of integration YFmax,l to YFmax,2. For the
outboard vortex, Equations (C-19) through (C-23) hold. The
vorticity for a fin with fully attached flow always leaves
from the fin trailing edge.
It should be noted here that the span load distribution
CCn/2b need not be limited to the attached flow type loading.
The above treatment holds for any distribution. However, the
position above the fin for a vortex (or vortices) represent-
ing leading- and/or side-edge flow separation requires
further consideration (see Section 2.4 in this report).
C.4 INCLUSION OF EXTERNALVORTEXINDUCED EFFECTS
IN BODY AND FIN LOADING CALCULATIONS
This section describes the approaches used to account
for the influence of external vortices (i.e., body nose and/
or wake vortices from the forward fins) on body and fin
loadings. The description of the treatment will cover the body
first and the fin next. Certain approximations are pointed
out. The treatment only applies to program LRCDM2and not to
the methods by which vortex effects are calculated in companion
program BDYSHD. Refer to References 5 and 6 for the latter.
Consider first the portions of the body without the fins
(i.e., the axisymmetric forebody and afterbody). For the
forebody, program LRCDM2 is equipped with a data base (in
subroutine BDYVTX) containing strengths and lateral locations
of a symmetrical pair of concentrated vortices as a function
of distance from the nose. These vortices are representative
of forebody flow separation. Over the length of the afterbody,
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canard wake and forebody vortices influence the body loadings.
If afterbody vortex shedding is to be considered, program
BDYSHDis engaged as an option.
Thus, on the forebody the vortex locations are supplied
as a function of axial distance by the built-in data base and
vortex tracking is not required. Vortex induced effects are
therefore determined directly from standard crossflow plane
theory (employing vortex images inside the body contour)
implemented in the routines of module VPATH2. A typical
situation for a case involving nonzero roll angle is shown
in the sketch below. The external forebody vortices
F ZB
Viewing
. flow vector
>YB
Crossflow plane
are always symmetrically positioned relative to the crossflow
plane flow vector. The lateral body coordinates (yB,ZB) are
also shown. The actual crossflow plane solution for this
case is a degenerate version (body without fins) of the
theory discussed in Section 1 of Appendix I of Reference i.
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The flow-tangency condition due to the presence of the
symmetrical vortex pair is satisfied in the slender-body-theory
sense at any point on the surface of the forebody. Therefore,
on the basis of the superposition principle associated with
linear or potential theory, the vortex induced perturbation
velocities can be added to those induced by the line-source
and line-doublet singularities used to flow model the
axisymmetric body. These supersonic line singularities are
described in Appendix I of Reference 7. The sum of the
perturbation velocities are then substituted in the compress-
ible (isentropic) Bernoulli pressure/velocity relationship,
for example, as in Equation (6) in this report. Loads are
obtained from integrating the pressures over the body surface
as described in the next section. In this treatment the
vortices are assumed to be parallel to the body centerline and
therefore only induce lateral velocity components. Within
the framework of this simplest crossflow analysis, the effects
of the external vortices on the axial perturbation flow
component are not accounted for. Note that in the computation
of the Bernoulli pressure coefficient, the u/V component
is the most important one [refer to Equations (6) and (7) of
Section 2.6.1 of this report]. Consequently, the Bernoulli
pressures on the leeward side of the body are not predicted
well. In fact, the present scheme usually overpredicts these
pressures. On the windward side where the flow is attached,
the calculated Bernoulli pressures are valid provided the Mach
number and/or angle of attack are within the range for linear
supersonic theory (also refer to Section 2.6 in this report).
The normal force acting on the forebody is based on the pres-
sure distributions and is underestimated when vortices are
present. Without vortices (low angles of attack), the predicted
forebody loads are valid.
C_6
In reality, the external vortices are inclined with respect
to the body centerline and induce an axial flow component.
The present method does not include this contribution which
may be most important when the vortices lie close to the
body.
Over the length of the afterbody, the paths of the
external (body nose and/or canard vortices) vortices are first
determined by module VPATH2, the vortex tracker. Once the
lateral vortex positions are known as a function of axial
distance, the procedure described above for the forebody is
employed to compute pressure coefficients at points on the
afterbody. These calculations are performed in subroutine
BDYPR. Again, only vortex-induced lateral velocity components
are included and the contribution to the axial component is
neglected. The same remarks made above apply to the afterbody
loads under the influence of external vortices. Note that if
companion program BDYSHD is engaged, the afterbody pressure
distributions and loads include all effects of external
vortices including the axial flow components induced by
afterbody vortices.
The paths of external vortices over the finned portions of
a configuration are calculated by module VPATH2. The vortices
will move from one axial station to the next in accordance with
crossflow plane theory for external vortices in the vicinity of
a finned body, at angle of pitch and sideslip. Details are
given in Appendix I of Reference i. When a vortex lies close
to the surface of the body or a fin, an unrealistic vortex path
may result. At the present time, this is due in part to the
absence of a vortex-core model in the routines of VPATH2. In a
case such as this, it is better to make the vortices act as if
their paths lie parallel to the body centerline throughout the
length of the finned section by means of the input to VPATH2
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for steps 2 and/or 5 of the stepwise procedure (Section 2.3).
In any event, the flow-tangency condition due to the presence
of the external vortices is satisfied in the slender-body theory
(two-dimensional) sense at any point on the body or fin
surfaces. Then, in order to satisfy the flow-tangency condi-
tion in the three-dimensional linear theory sense, the effects
of the vortices with their paths known from the slender-
body theory calculation are determined at the control points
of the constant u-velocity panels distributed over the fins.
In this process, the vortices are assumed to be in the presence
of the body without the fins (i.e., as shown for two vortices
in the previous sketch). In this way, the vortex-induced flow
components normal to the fins are included in the fin flow-
tangency condition and directly influence the strengths of the
constant u-velocity panels on the fins. The Bernoulli pressure
calculations on the fins include effects of all the panels on
the fins and interference shell, body line singularities and
also the velocity lateral components from the external
vortices calculated with the vortices in the presence cf the
finned body. On the body surface next to the fins, the slender-
body-theory flow-tangency boundary condition is retained and
the Bernoulli pressure calculations receive contributions
from body line singularities, all panels on fins and inter-
ference shell and the lateral velocity components from the
external vortices calculated with the vortices in the presence
of the finned body.
C.5 BODY LOADS CALCULATED FROM PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, expressions are given for the three
components of force acting on axisymmetric bodies in the body
coordinate system (xB,YB,Z B) shown in the sketch below. The
circumferential pressure-coefficient distributions are
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integrated to give loads acting on a body ring. The forces
and moments acting on the rings are added over all body rings
to give overall body forces and moments.
Consider an axisymmetric body as shown in the sketch below.
At points on body meridians, pressure coefficients are computed
in subroutine BDYPR in accordance with the linear and Bernoulli
expressions, Equations (5) and (6) in Section 2.6.1,
respectively. The geometrical layout of the pressure points
provides for a circumferential distribution of calculated
_u_ _ m_ny a_i_l stations from the body nose to the
base including the body portions of the forward-and tail-
finned sections.
_z B
,x
z B
pcos6sin8
_s1 _-_ i_ _) _ 6ylin 0
A shaded area is indicated on which pressure p is exerted
resulting in elemental force AF
AF = p(rA0)ds
This elemental force has the following components in the
XB' YB' and zB directions.
(C-24)
Cl9
AF
xB
AF
YB
AF
zB
= p(rAS)As sin6
= -p(rAe)As cos6 cos8
= -p(rAS)As cos6 sine
(C-25)
Noting that
As -
Ax B
cos6
(C-26)
and integrating around the circumference gives the forces
acting on a ring with thickness Ax B.
I - cos6 p d8 sin6
AFxB Ax B
r(x B)Ax_ [ r2_
AFyBi - cos6 _ [J p sin8 de
£x B o
r(x B)Ax B [ S2zAFzBII = cos@ p sin8 d8
Ax B o
cos6
cos6
(C-27)
It is clear that
27
S
o
sin6
cos6
dr
= tan6 -
dx B
(C-28)
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Thus, the pressure p can be replaced with the pressure
coefficient Cp. With the pressure coefficients known, the
following expressions are employed to calculate force and
moment coefficienhs acting on a body ring with length AxB.
r (x B) dr (x B)
AC x = . dx BSref
AC Z =
r(x B)
S
ref
2_
f
LO
ACy =
r (xB)
Sref
2_
f
o
x B - x M
ACm = L ACz
ref
x B - x M
= ACy
ACn Lre f
AC£ = 0.0
2_
I Cpd8 Ax B
o
Cpsin8 d0] Ax B
A
CpCOS8 d0 Ax B (C-29)
The terms inside the brackets are integrated numerically.
Program BDYPR sums these quantities based on the linear and
Bernoulli pressure coefficients to give the loads on the
forebody, body portion of the forward finned section, after-
body (unless optional program BDYSHD is engaged) and the
body portion of the tail section.
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APPENDIX D
PRESSURECOEFFICIENTS CALCULATEDBY
SHOCK-EXPANSIONTHEORY
D.I INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains a description of a method for
calculating pressure coefficients based on two-dimensional
nonlinear shock-expansion (or tangent wedge) theory. It is
applied to the calculation of chordwise pressure distributions
on an airfoil using strips on the top and the bottom. This
method can also be applied to "strips" laid out along the
meridians of a body. However, in the application to a body,
the two-dimensional tangent wedge theory is only a first
approximation. As an improvement, the tangent-cone method
can be applied to the body nose tip and Prandtl-Meyer expan-
sion theory used on the rest of the ogive cylinder type
bodies.
In the main body of this report, the nonlinear shock-
expansion (tangent wedge) method described below is modified
to account for three-dimensional interference effects.
D.2 CALCULATION OF PRESSUREDISTRIBUTIONS ON
AN AIRFOIL USING SHOCK-EXPANSIONTHEORY*
The method of calculating the pressure distribution on an
airfoil using shock-expansion theory will be described. This
method is valid up to the angle of attack at which the leading-
edge shock wave becomes detached.
This portion of the work is due to Mr. F. K. Goodwin at
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. and is described in
Reference D.I.
D1
Figure D.I shows an airfoil section whose surface is
approximated by a series of straight line segments. The number
of segments on the upper or lower surface equals N. The value
of x at which a given segment ends, xn, is specified as is its
surface angle, On , measured from the chordal plane. Near the
leading edge of the airfoil, @n is positive. Downstream of the
point of maximum thickness @n is negative.
On the lower surface, the flow in each region is
characterized by
Cp/ = pressure coefficient, (P/n - p_)/q_
n
M/n = Mach number
_l = local Prandtl-Meyer angle
n
Similarly, the flow in each region on the upper surface is
characterized by
Cp
u
n
M
u
n
u
n
= pressure coefficient, (pu n - p_)/q_
= Mach number
= local Prandtl-Meyer angle
The calculation of the N values of CP1 and the N values of
CPu will now be described for the lower surface and for the
upper surface, respectively. Most of the equations used are
taken from Reference D.2.
D2
D.2.1 Lower Surface
Region 1 (behind shock)
_
Attached
Shock wave
On the lower surface in region 1 shown in figure D.I,
the free-stream flow is deflected through an angle 6 where
6 = e + 81 (D-l)
Angle e is the angle of attack seen by the airfoil section at
its leading edge.
To calculate the flow quantities in region I, the shock
wave angle, e s, which is a function of M_ and 6 must be
determined. This angle can be determined by an iterative
solution of the following equation (_ = 1.4 for air).
ctn6 = tan8
(_ + I)M 2_ ]2(M2sin2es - l) - 1
(D-2)
This equation [Equation (138) in Ref. D.2] is double-valued
in 8 s. Also, for a given value of M , there is a value of
6 above which no solution can be found, this is the case of
a detached shock wave. The maximum value of the wedge angle,
6 , which will allow an attached shock occurs when, from
Equation (D.2),
D3
d6
- 0 (D-3)des
Therefore, the maximum value of es for an attached shock wave
for a given M can be found by differentiating Equation (D.2)
and setting the derivative, d6/d8 s, to zero. If this is done,
the result is
=[-[4-sin8 Smax 4yM2
(y+l)M[]+ 16( +i)
1/2
(D-4)
which is the same as Equation (168) in Reference D.2 for the
shock wave angle for maximum stream deflection. Using e
s
max
and M , Equation (D-2) can be used to find the maximum value
of 6 for an attached shock wave.
The procedure to be used in solving Equation (D-2) for 8
for given values of M and 6 is:
i. Determine e s using Equation (D-4).
max
2. Using 8 s in Equation (D-2) compute 6ma x.
max
3. If _ < 6 solve Equation (D-2) for the value of
max
which will be less than 8Smax.
With 0 s determined, the following quantities in region 1
on the lower surface of the airfoil can be calculated.
Pressure Coefficient [Eq. (145), Ref. D.2]
Pl I - P_ 4(M2sin28s - i)
Cp - =
l I q_ (y + I)M 20o
(D-5)
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Mach Number [Eq. (132), Ref. D.2]
M/I =
- - +i)(y+l) 2M4sin2@ s 4 (M2sin28s i) (yM2sin2es
[2yMisin28s- (y-l) ] [ (y-l)M2sin2es+ 2]
1/2
(D-6)
Prandtl-Meyer Angle for [Eq. (171c), Ref. D.2]
_l I M/1
= _-_I tan-I
_l I y-± 1
1
(D-7)
Ratio of Total Pressure to Free-Stream Total Pressure
[Eq. (142), Ref. D.2]
__7__ 1
y-i y-i
Pt[(y+l)M2sin2@][£1_ s y+l ]
_ + 2 2yMisin2@ - (y-l)Pt (y-l) M2sin2@ s s
(D-8)
Region n:
The procedure used to calculate the pressure coefficients
in regions 2, 3,...N on the lower surface is identical so that
the following equations are written for region n where
n=2,3,...N.
D5
Cp/
n-i
Region
n-i
@
n
M1 n '_
n
Region
n
Lower surface
The calculation is repeated sequentially for all these regions
as described next.
The flow, in going from region n-i to region n, expands
through angle (en_ 1 - @n ) . Therefore, the Prandtl-Meyer
angle is
vl = v£ + (@n-i - @n )
n n-i
(D-9)
With this angle known, the Mach number in region n can be
calculated using equations given in Reference D.3 and repeated
below.
1 + 1.36045 + 0.096252 - 0.5127_ 3
M£ = (D-10)
n 1 - 0.67225 - 0.3278_ 2
where
[ max
2/3
; _max _ [ Y-± - 1 (D-II)
The ratio of static pressure to total pressure in region n is
then [Eq. (44) , Ref. D.2] :
- 2 y-i
n _ 1 + _M£
Pt£ n
n
(D-12)
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and the pressure coefficient is
[Pt/n! Pt J
Poo
Pt
o0Pl - P_
Cp/ _ nq_ = q_ (D-13)
n
Pt
This expression uses the fact that Pt = Pt/ , i.e., the total
In 1
pressure is constant behind the oblique shock. The ratio
Pt/i/Pt is given by Equation (D-8) and
7
7-1
I
Pt
Pt 2
(D-15)
from Equations (44) and (31a) in Reference D.2, respectively.
After the calculations given by Equations (D-9) through
(D-15) have been done sequentially for n=2,3,...N, the two-
dimensional pressure distribution on the lower surface has
been determined.
D.2.2 Upper Surface
Region i:
Two separate methods are used in calculating the pressure
coefficient, CPu I, in region 1 shown in Figure D.I on the
upper surface depending on whether the angle of attack, e,
D7
is less than or greater than the surface angle, 81, shown
also in Figure D.I. The two methods will now be discussed.
Method for _ < 01
t
8 Attached
Shock wave
s
If _ < eI the free-stream flow is deflected through an
angle 6 where
6 = - (_ - e l) (D-16)
and a shock wave exists on the upper surface. For this case
the procedure described for region 1 on the lower surface is
followed. The value of _ given by Equation (D-16) is used
along with the free-stream Mach number, M , in Equation (D-2)
to find the shock-wave angle, 8 s. Analogous to Equations (D-5),
(D-6), (D-7), and (D-8) the following expressions hold.
Pressure Coefficient
Pu I - P_ 4(M2sin28 - i)
_ S
Cp - - (D-17)
u I q_ (y+l) M 2
o0
D8
Mach Number
M
u I
(y+l) 2M4sin2e
oo
s- 4(M_sin28s - 2 2 + i) 1 1/2i) (yM sin 8 s
s+2][2yM_sin28 s - (y-l) ] [ (y-l) (M2sin28
(D-18)
Prandtl-Meyer Angle for Mul
y-i
= _-_i tan-l___:__ (M 2 - I) - tan-lVM 2 - 1
u I y-± yt± u I u I
(D-19)
Ratio of Total Pressure to Free-Stream Total Pressure
pt[Ul = (Y+I) M2sin20sPt (y-1)M2sin20s_ + 2
Y
y-i
y+l
2yM2sin20s- (y-l)
i
y-i
Method for _ > 81
(D-20)
No shock wave
M
co
D9
If _ > e I the flow expands through angle (_ - @i ) in
going from the free stream to region 1 on the upper surface
and the procedure for the expansion flow on the lower surface
is repeated. Therefore, the Prandtl-Meyer angle in
region 1 is
where
_Ul = v_ + (_ - 01 ) (D-21)
_ = _-_iy_± tan-l___y-I (M 2 _ i) - tan-17M 2_ - 1 (D-22)
and the Mach number is
1 + 1.3604_ + 0.0962_ 2 - 0.5127_ 3
= (D-23)
MUl i - 0.6722_ - 0.3278_ 2
whe re
= [_max
2/3
max = 2 y-I 1 (D-24)
The ratio of static pressure to total pressure in
region 1 is
Y
,u,[  M21,lPt Ul
u I
and the ratio of total pressure in region 1 to free-stream
total pressure, since in this case (_ > e 1 ) there is no
shock wave, is given by
Pt
u I
=1.0
Pt
(D-25)
(D-26)
DI0
The pressure coefficient in region 1 on the upper surface is
given by
Ptul
Ptull
Pt
Cp = (D-27)
u I q_
Pt
O0
the quantities P_/Pt and q_/Pt
Equations '_ _'_u-_j and (D-i5).
are obtained from
Region n:
The procedure for calculating the pressure coefficients
in regions 2,3,...N on the upper surface is the same as that
described previously for the expanding flow regions on
the lower surface. The following equations are written for
region n where n=2,3,...N.
The flow in going from region n-i to region n expands
through the angle (en_ 1 - 8n) . The Prandtl-Meyer angle in
region n is
= _ + (8 - 8 n) (D-28)9u n Un_ 1 n-i
If n=2, either Equation (D-19) or (D-21) is used to determine
u
n-i
depending on whether e is less than or greater than 81 .
With
u
n
known, the Mach number in region n is
M
u
n
1 + 1.3604_ + 0.0962[ 2 - 0.5127_ 3
1 - 0.6722_ - 0.3278_ 2
(D-29)
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where
max
2/3
; _max 2 [ X--
(D-30)
The ratio of static pressure to total pressure in region n
is
_ y-i M 2n 1 + --
Pt 2 u n
U
n
(D-31)
and the pressure coefficient is
Cp
U
n
_ [Ptun
u 1
q_
Pt m
Poo
Pt
(D-32)
Since the total pressure is constant behind the oblique
shock (if there is a shock), Pt = Pt " The ratio
u n u 1
Pt /Pt is given by Equation (D-20) if _! 0 I, or by
Ul m
Equation (D-26) if e > 0 I. Quantities Pm/Pt and q_/Pt are
specified by Equations (D-14) and (D-15), respectively.
After the calculations given by Equations (D-28) through (D-32)
have been repeated sequentially for n=2,3,...N, the two-
dimensional pressure distribution on the upper surface of the
airfoil has been determined.
All of the above is programmed in subroutines SHKAGL and
SHKEXP of program LRCDM2.
DI2
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